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Editorial Notes:

The World Communist Conference

The international conference of Communist and Workers
Parties held in Moscow in June was a great, historic land
mark in the centuries-old struggle for the liberation of
mankind. The conference brought together revolutionaries
from 75 countries of Europe. Africa, Asia, North and South
America and the Caribbean, from every corner of the world.
Leaders of the governments of the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries, well-known public figures of mass work
ers' parties who play an important role in the public life of
countries where the people have won democratic rights, re
presentatives of illegal parties conducting a fierce and bloody
fight against fascist and colonialist terror ... all met together
as comrades and equals to hammer out a common approach
and plan of action in the world-wide struggle against impe
rialism, and for peace, democracy, national independence
and socialism,

The main item before the meeting was the strenghtening
of the unity of the Communist movement, and of all anti
imperialist forces, in action against imperialist aggression
and domination, The document adopted on this question,
which was worked. out collectively over more than a year of
preparatory wOI'k with the democratic participation of all
the Parties that wished to do so, is a remarkable Marxist
Leninist thesis which demands careful study and implement
ation by all Communist and other revolutionaries, Together
with other documents and materials of the Conference it ap
pears as a supplement to this issue of The African Com
munist,

The international conference took place on the eve of the
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world-wide celebrations of the lOOth anniversary of the
birth of that towering genius of the Communist movement.
Vladimir Jlitd1 Lenin. The stirring 'address' adopted on this
memorabl~centenary rightly calls not only for the populari
sation of the facts of Lenin's great contributions to human
liberation, but also fOl" the distribution and study of his
immortal writings on a mass scale.

Likewise the documents on Vietnam, the Peace appeal
and other written records of this Conference constitute a
guide to action to anti-impel'ialists of all countries. Apart
from its records the fact of its having taken place success
fully, overcoming so many difficulties along the way, and
uniting closer than ever so many millions of Comm'unists,
the vanguard of the world's working people, was in itself a
triumph; a shattering blow to imperialism; an earnest that
this greatest of all revolutionary movements of human
history is consolidating its ranks, preparing for fresh big
advances, eliminating all varieties of oppodunism.

We are proud that our own South African Communist
Party, as )'lell as other Marxist-Leninist Parties of the Afri
can continent played. an active and positive pnrt in conven
ing this conference, preparing its documents and participat
ing in its deliberations. We declare that we shall undeviat
ingly strive for the translation of its decisions into reality.

People's Power in Sudan
Imperialism and local reaction suffered a sharp setback in
the Sudan on 25th May when, backed by powerful forces
among the population and in the army a new anti-imperia
list government took power, headed by Babikar Awadalla,
former Chief Justice, who resigned his post in protest against
the unconstitutional banning of the Communist Party. He
had previously played a leading part in the overth,'Ow of the
Aboud dictatorship.

The new government corresponds to the aspirations of the
Sudanese people for l'adieat change and non-cnpitalist de
vclopment towards socialism. In one of its first statements,
the revolutionary government announced its immediate
tasks as including:
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to put an end to unemployment;
fight inflation;
ensure compulsory elementary education;
adopt a new democratic constitution;
achieve a peaceful normalisation of the si tuation in the
South.
The Democratic Republic of the Sudan will consolidate

I"elations with all states fighting against imperialism and
strengthen its ties with the United Arab Republic.

The new Cabinet reflects the broad basis of the revolution
ary movement. It covers a wide spectl"um of democrats,
socialists, and communists. Among the new Cabinet Minis
ters is Comrade Joseph Garang, whose article on the South
ern Sudan appeared in the last issue of The African Com
mu.nist.

A similar preponderance of revolutional"Y democrats pre
vails in the IO-man Council of the Revolution, headed by the
new Commandel"-in-Chief of the armed forces, Gaafar Ni
miere, the Minister of Defense.

In a I"adio speech, Premier Awadalla called for national
unity behind the new government and made a passionate
indictment against the 'five lean years' of rule by reaction
ary party politicians who had exploited the people's revolu
tion for personal ends.

One of the first acts of the revolutionary government was
to disperse the undemocratically elected 'Constituent As
sembly' which was plotting to saddle the country with a
reactionary so-called 'Islamic Constitution'.

All reactionary, bourgeois and feudalist parties have been
banned, including the former government party, the self
styled United Democratic Party, the UMMA Party, the Mos
lem Brotherhood and the secessionist Southern Parties,
'SANU' and the 'Southern Front', whose links with imperial
ism were exposed in our last issue.

Massive support for the revolutiohary government has
been expressed by Sudanese trade unions, the Communist
Party, and other democratic organisations. A broadcast on
Sudan Radio announced that all local armed forces had ex
pressed their fullest support.
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Swift measures were taken to replace suspected officers at
all levels of the army with those loyal to the revolution.

It would be hard to overestimate the significance for the
African revolution of these radical developments in this
huge area of Africa, populated by 14 million souls, and bord-
ering on Egypt, Libya, Ethiopia, Chad, the Central African
Republic, Congo-Kinshasa, Uganda and Kenya.

No doubt the imperialists, in collusion with local reaction,
will do everything in their power to subvert People's Sudan
from within and without. We look to the leaders and the
masses for the utmost vigilance and energy to consolidate
the gains of 25th May; and to all revolutionary and patriotic
forces in Africa to render our Sudanese brothers the utmost
support.

Socialist Germany
Within a few days of its establishment, the revolutionary
government of the Sudan established diplom.ll.tic relations
with the German Democratic Republic, joining Cambodia
and Iraq in what is bound to become an irresistable trend
among other Afro-Asian states as well_ This was a crushing
blow for the bullying tactics of imperialist West Germany,
which sought through its 'Hallstein Doctrine' to prevent any
recognition by other countries of the other, socialist German
state.

On 7th October the German Democratic Rel>ublic celeb
rates the twentieth anniversary of its foundation. This was
an event of deep significance for Africans and other free
dom-loving peoples.

Our people are well acquainted with German imperialism.
We remember the atrocities committed in Namibia (South
West Africa) and Tanganyika under German rule. We re
member the vicious anti-African racist ideas of fascist Ger
many under Hitler, carried forward today by Hitler's former
disciples, the Nazi Vorster clique in the Republic of South
Africa. We are aware that Vorster's ally, the Federal German
Republic, is carrying forward those evil traditions of Ger
man imperialism in the changed conditions of present-day
neo-colonialism.
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But there was always another Germany: working class
Germany, the mortal enemy of German imperialism and
staunch friends of Africans and all oppressed peoples, the
Germany of Karl Marx, Frederick ·Engels, August Bebel,
Wilhelm Liebknecht, Rosa LuxembUrg, Karl Liebknecht,
Ernst Thalmann, Wilhelm Pieck, Otto Grotewohl and Walter
ffi.bricht.

It is this other Germany that finds its expression in the
present-day German Democratic Republic, the first socialist
state of the German nation. During the past twenty years,
this state has made giant's strides, transforming the lives of
the working people, &ond standing firmly on the side of peace
and relentless struggle, together with the Soviet Union and
other countries of the socialist community, against imper
ialism and its war provocations.

It is this Ger~any which has given and is giving evidence
of its concrete support and assistance for African and other
newly-independent states, and for the fighting liberation
movements of oUr people.

From Africa, therefore, we send warmest greetings to the
German Democratic Republic. Long live Socialist Germany!

Zambia in the Front.Jinel

IN ZAMBIA'S recent general election - the first since inde
pendence in 1964 - the govern~ngUnited National Indepen
dence Party (UNIP) won 81 out of the 105 elective seats.
The so-called African ~ational Congress of Zambia headed
by Nkumbula won 23 of the remaining seats, and one went
lo an independent candidate. Three Cabinet Ministers l-ost
their seals. Mundia, a restricted leader of the banned United
Party, won his seat despite the fact that he campaigned
from the restriction camp.
. Local reaction is working hard to weaken the leadership
of UNIP and thus play into the hands of imperialism and
its agents and allies, the white minority regimes of Southern
Africa. It is significant that all three Ministers who were
defeated were standing in constlituencies in Barotseland
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which borders o~ Angola and Namibia (South West Afri~t

In this province Nkumbula's oppcsitio~ party won 8 of ~e
ten seats. Barotseland was long an undeveloped laboui
re:servoir for South African mines and agriculture.

Soon after independence, in accordance with OAU decisions
to isolate South Africa, Zambia banned all recruitment of
labour for mines and farms in that country - it was this
decision which no doubt caused some temporarY hardship,
together with the fanning of tribal and local differences,
which enabled the opposition to make some headway in
Barotseland. But more sinister forces are at work.

Portuguese violations aga.inst Zambia are becoming daily
occurrences. Threats against Zambian independence are
rumbling from Pretoria, on the grounds that Zambia, is
allegedly encouraging African freedom fighters in,Zim~
babwe - it would indeed be strange if any independent
African state should faH in its duty to assist liberation.
movements in the South. Preto'ria's stooge, Banda of Ma
lawi is making absurd claims ·to Zambian territory.

The lesson and the warning are clear.
Zambia must be cons-idered as falling within the war zone'

in Southern Africa. The government shows signs of recogni":
sing this objective reality; it is struggling against local reac-·
tion and showing increased v,igilance aga.inst provocations
from the Porfuguese and white minority' regimes. But much
remains to be done.

Historically Zambia's fate is inseparable from that of
the oppressed stniggling peoples of Southern Africa whose
fight is fundamentally directed against imperialism as '8

whole, the mainstay of the oppressive fascist regimes.
Zambia, pioneer of independence and freedom in the area;
is a source of enormous strength and significance to OUI

people; but her contribution must remain limited while she
herself remains within the orbit of imperialJism. .

A welcome step forward has been the termination of the
military agreement under which more than llQ British air
and army officers had been seconded. to train Zambian army
personnel. It ·is to be hoped that this move will ext,end to
the withdrawal of Zambian army cadres f~om British
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military academies where even President Kaunda's son is
currently undergoing military training.

Unfortunately this progressive step forward must be
balanced against a recent agreement reported to replace the
departing' British officers with Italian ones. Zambia is
already to buy military helicopters from Italy worth· nearly
ill JTl.illion sterfing. In mid":January President Kaunda stated
in London his intention to recruit British men t<> fight in
Zambia.

By increasing her tie:; with NATO powers, Zambia is
l~miting her potential to advance to complete and genuin~

national independence and to throw her full weight be
hind the fight for Southern African liberation, key to
Africa's advance a:; a whole.

Let our People go!

Thousands of South African political prisoners are still
rotting in jails, under abominable conditions, on Robben
Island and other prisons throughout the country. Recently a
letter smuggled from this hell-island exposed some of the
frightful conditions prevailing there. Since last year 'four
of our men died, mainly through negligence', the letter
states, drawing attention to the extremely inadequate
medical services. 'The food quality is extremely poor.'

The recent release of Mr. R. Sobukwe, six years after his
term of three years imprisonment had expired, was long,
overdue and is warmly to be welcomed, although he will
remain under 12-hours-a-day house arrest and is restricted
to Kimberley.

Perhaps the fascist government was hoping that by this
release of a minor political prisoner, head of a breakaway
organisation which has long been discredited and has dis
integrated, it would blind the world to the terrible plight of
those thousands who still remain in its jails, under house
acrest and other forms of lawless restriction. It hopes to
present a totally false image of a more 'enlightened' and
'liberal' turn in its policy.
The real picture is shown by the brutal s.uppression of the
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strike, in March, of 3,000 Durban African dockworkers who
demanded better pay and conditions, of the student demon
strations. The real picture was revealed by Police Minister,
S. Muller, when he revealed in Parliament that over a
thousand specially trained police from the Republic were
concentrated in Rhodesia on the borders of Zambia.

South Africans and their friends abroad will continue to
press forward with all their might the demand for the
unconditional release of all political prisoners. In the words
of the resolution of the recent Morogoro Consultative Con
ference of the African National Congress:

Conference vehemently condemns the continued imprison
ment, detention and persecution of thousands of our
gallant Freedom Fighters by the Vorster fascist regime.
Conference salutes our gallant leaders languishing in
Robben Island and other prisons, such as Walter Sisulu,
Nelson Mandela, Ahmed Kathrada, Elias Motsoaledi,'
Dennis Goldberg, Andrew Mlangeni, Raymond' Mhlaba,
Wilton Mkwayi, Abram Fischer as well as numerous ANC
and Umkhonto we Size men and women.

Conference pledges never to rest until these comrades are
released.



Resolutions of the African National Congress.

(Adopted at Marogoro, 1st May, 1969.)

The Consultative Conference of the African National Congress
approves the new admini-strative structure of the organisation.

It affirms the necessity to integrate all oppressed national groups
and revoiutionary forces and oindividuals under the banner of the
A.N.C~

It instwcts the Nation.a:l Executiove Committee to work out the
means by which ,this can be done "SO as to mobilise -all revolution
aries in functioning units of the African National Congress.

Conference expresses its ounanimous approval of the PoHUcal
Report 'Of the N.:E.C., .the Stt'ategy and Tactics of the Revolution,
and the Programme of -the Revolution: the Freedom Charter.

Conference emends revolutionary greetings to brother Fighter-s
for Freedom in Africa, Vietnam, the Middle East and elsew.here
who, arms in hand, are fi&hting our common enemy; imperialism
In all 'its forms.

We greet our 'brothers of Southern Africa and the Portuguese
colonies who :hove scored and are scoring brilliant victories over
the en-emy. We &hall win!

W'Ie South African revoluilionaI1ies pay unsitnted tribute to the
National Liberation Front of South Vietnam who have added
glorious !pages to the ,history of liberation. We f-ully suppol't their
just-demands for the unconditional withdra.wal of the u.s. anti
mercenary troops from Vietnam and the reunification of their
-motherland. ~

,We greet the peoples of the Arab countries resisting imperialist
bad::ed Zionist aggression, arYd support the right of the dis
possessed Arabs of Palestine to fight for their return to their
homeland.
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The order of the day is:

CLOSE RAN KS!

O. R.IAMBO
Acting President - General
AfrIcan Notronal Congress

South Africa



Moulding the Revolution

THE MOROGORO CONFERENCE OF THE AFRICAN NATIONAL

CONGRESS

April 2S- Mar 1, 1969

The Consultative Conference of the African National
Congress held at Morogoro in Tanzania was perhaps the
most remarkable, critical and decisive in the long history oC

. the A. N. C. which began in 1912. The Conference has been
well described as one of Total Mobilisation (or the National
Democratic Revolution in South Africa. Taking place at a
time oC crucial moment for the development of the armed
struggle and in the internal life of the liberation movement,
it emerged with a clear-cut political direction and a series
of practical decisions whose energetic and single-minded
implementation will undoubtedly advance the oppressed
masses of our country far along the road to victory and the
conquest of people's power.

Conference made important changes in the structure and
administration of the ANC. A new and smaller' National
Executive Committee was elected; a Revolutionary Council
was created representative of all national groups and n~vo

lutionary forces in our country. The Revolutionary Council
was charged with the task of intensifying the a,·med struggle
and the full mobilisation of the masses in support of the
revolution. Changes were made in the organisation or exter
nal solidarity work. The a1lia~ce with ZAPU to which much
tribute was paid was to be further strengthened and devel
oped. It was also decided to take steps to increase co-opera
tion and co-ordination with Frelimo, MPLA, PAIGC and
SWAPO.

Certainly, the serious problems confronting the movement
had led to a ferment of ideas, of demands for change, at all
levels of the liberation movement. But those who had per
haps speculated on divisions or confusion arising and spread
ing were bitterly disappointed. The overwhelming and
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unanimous will of the conference at Morogoro was for Unity
within the Ranks; for rededication to Congress and its
capable leader, Acting President-General .0. R. Tambo; for
determined concentration on the central task - develop
ment of the armed struggle, the organisation of the revolu
tion to free our country.

More than seventy delegates came to Morogoro. Present
among them were veterans of the struggle, personified by
the towering presence of 'Uncle J. B,' Marks. There were the
emissaries who had carried the message of the A.N.C. to
every corner of the five continents, who had exposed apart
heid mercilessly at the United Nations and won solidarity~

for our people at innumerable meetings in Africa, Asia.
Europe, North and South America. Present too - for the
first time as fully participating delegates and not only as
bearers of fraternal messages - were outstanding leaders
of the partners of the Congress Alliance; the Indian and
Coloured People's Congresses and the revolutionary work
ing class movement; tried revolutionaries of the calibre of
Dr. Yusuf Dadoo, Reg. September and Joe Slovo.

But above all, Morogoro was a Conference of the fighting
youth of South Africa: delegations from the various en
campments of the liberation army, Umkhonto we Sizwe,
and among them men who had seen action at Wankie and
other engagements of the ZAPU-ANC military alliance
against the joint forces of the Smith and Vorster regimes,
who had seen the self-styled white 'supermen' turn tail and
run, and who knew that victory can and shall be won. It
was their presence, their mood of revolutionary urgency,
their voice and their demands which prevailed at Morogoro;
their insistence on priority for the armed struggle and the
mobilisation of all revolutionaries at home and abroad, their
demand for changed structures to meet the needs of the.
new phase of the revolution. for new and higher standards
of political and personal conduct of all in the movement.

The conference was opened formally on April 25th in the
presence of distinguished visitors. Mr. G. Magombe, Execu
tive Secretary of the OAU Liberation Committee brought
greetings, as did Mr. A. Swai, TANU's secretary of External
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Affairs, Mr. J.J. Nambuta, of the National Union of Tan
ganyika- Workers, Mr. Amadou N'Dia.ye of the All-African
Trade Union Federation, spokesmen of ZAPU, MPLA,
PAIGC and FRELIMO, local leaders and others. The Moro
goro Training College students provided a guard of honour.
for delegates entering the hall, and dressed in their green. .
and blaqc uniforms, greeted the delegates with national and
revolutionary songs - to which the ANC delegates res
ponded suitably in kind.

OPEN AND DEMOCRATIC DISCUSSION

Then followed the days of open, frank and democratic dis
cussion in which every aspect of the policy, tactics and work
of the liberation movement were subjected to searching
review. The atmosphere was one of warmth and comrad
ship, against a background of high enthusiasm at the stirr
ing deeds of the ANC-ZAPU guerillas against the enemy
forces. But it was also one of unrestricted criticism in which
all the main aspects of the movement's programme and
strategy, its leadership structure and style of work, were
examined and tested in the light of 'the overriding demands
of the present phase of armed struggle and the national
democratic revolution.

It is important to remember the background to the de
bates. Since the banning of the ANC in 1960, far-reaching
changes have occurred. Umkhonto we Sizwe, the armed
section of the liberation movement, was founded, the sab
otage campaign launched inside the country, and large
numbers of volunteers were enrolled for military training
and formation outside the country in preparation for their
return. The External Mission of the ANC was sent out of the
country, with the backing of the other partners of the
Congress Alliance, to put the case against apartheid before
the court of world opinion, and to mobilise support and soli
darity for our people's fight.

There can be no doubt that these years have seen striking
achievements. For the first time in its history our South
African liberation movement has created an armed force



capable of engaging the enemy and inspiring a nation-wide
mass insurrection against white domination which must end
in victory. Moreover, due to the correct policy of the ZAPU
ANC military alliance, units of this army have already
entered into action and demonstrated their capacity to sur
vive and to inflict heavy casualties on the enemy.

These accomplishments are the more striking in that they
took place against a background of mounting terror and
repression at home; the enactment of the 'sabotage' and
'Terrorism' Laws. The introduction of imprisonment with
out trial during which Congressites were interrogated under
gruesome tortures made public political activity of the trad
itional type virtually impossible. Heavy blows were inflicted
on the leadership in the 'Rivonia', 'Fischer', 'Mkwayi' and
other trials. Repeated bannings of their leading personnel
brought the public functioning of the Indian ~nd Coloured
Congresses and the Congress of Trade Unions to a tempor
ary halt. These reverses imposed a heavy burden on the
External Mission, which was compelled to undertake many
functions of leadership and organisation which had pre
viously been borne by the underground leadership within
the country.

Whatever the ac;hievements, however, the mounting tempo
and stress of the struggle had pitilessly revealed weaknesses
in the structures, emphases and style of work of the move
ment which urgently called for correction. Political activity
and information was lacking, especially at grass-roots level;
the virtual collapse of the old Alliance machinery had left
a gap which resulted in a failure to integrate all revolution
aries in the work of the movement; a dangerous chasm was
opening up between the leadership and the rank-and-file
which provided soil for various divisive tendencies foreign
to the spirit of the ANC and its traditional allies. These
objective facts rendered the Morogoro Conference urgently
timely and necessary; it was the greatest achievement of
that Conference that it provided a basis for the consolidation
of the African National Congress at a higher level than ever
by inaugurating those far-reaching changes called for by the
present phase of the South African Revolution.
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UNITED ON POUCV

The Conference unanimously' approved the main policy do
cuments before it; the political report of the National Exe
Clltive, a r~assessment and reaffirmation of the Freedom
Charter, the revolutionary programme of the ANC, and an
analysis of the Strategy and Tactics.of the mo.vement at this

_stage.
The political report opens by examining various changes

_ which have taken place in South Africa over the past five
years. Economically this is the most advanced country on
the-continent. 'But its wealth has been and is produced by
the most ruthless exploitation of African labour. Cheap
labour and vast natural resources are the basis for what is
now an imperialist, racist and fascist South Africa.'

'The country has made spectacular advances in the indus
trial field ... The National Income was estimated at about
i 2,356 million in 1961. Today the figure is nearer i 4,000
million. Altho'ugh the mining industry continues to be the
main prop of economic expansion by reason of its supreme
role as foreign exchange earner, manufacturing industry is
contributing a bigger and bigger share of the national in
come.'

'The growth of industry has been accompanied by a swift
.increase in the numbers of the industrial proletariat and
the wage-earners generally. Of great significance is the
fact that the proportion of Africans engaged in the manu
facturing industries is growing rapidly; non-whites const
itute almost 80 per cent of the workers ... The numbers
of wage-earners in our country, including mining, manu
facturing and agricultural workers amount to over 6 mil
lion ... people now dependent for their livelihood on the
selling of their labour power constitute the majority
of the South African adult population.'
The Report points out that, although the labour of the

non-white people has been a major factor in the economic
progress of the country, they have not benefitted accord-
ingly. .

In real -terms the share of the National Income estimated for
Africans has fallen from approximately 21 per cent just after
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the second worl~ war to 19 per cent tOlday. T.h.e economic
development ..is not ibased on an increase in African consump
tion and more liberal labour or wage policies, , . The so-called
prosperity exists only for the privi'leged and .is based on
exploitation of dleap labour and the inflation of already
greatly inflated profits resulting 'therefrom. There is absolu
tely no justification for the refonmist thesis that economic
development in our country wioll enter an 'era of high mass
consumption and the granting of poliNcal reforms by the
white minority.'
Africans and other non-whites, taken i,n ,the mass, are ,getting
an even smaller share of the national cake than they did'
twenty years ago. The present high economic activity is based
preciSEly on the oppression and the exploitation of tlhe non
whites and those who benefit thereby can hardly be expected
to initiate changes. Only a revolutionary struggle waged by the
masses of the people can bring about meaningliul changes.
The report briefly discusses developments among the

white political parties. Under Vorster, the Nationalist Party
continues to intensify the repressive measures of the Ver
woerd regime. 'The highly-publicised divisions in this party
represented by the Verligte (enlightened) and Verkrampte
(diehard) factions are not based on principles. The dispute is
over how white supremacy can be most effectively main
tained.' The official opposition party - the United Party 
has surrendered on all important issues and can never be of
any significance concerning fundamental changes. The Prog
ressive Party, seeking a relaxation of apartheid and the
constitutional attainment of a qualified franchise for the
oppressed, has been unable to make any headway among
the white electorate, with only one representative in Par
liament. The Liberal Party has disappeared, Thus 'middle
groups' are disappearing in South Africa.

The process of polarisation remains the trend, with reactionary
elements ,gravitating towards the iaseist Nationalist Party and
-all revolutionary forces mov.ing towards the African National
Congress and its allies.

BANTUSTAN FRAUD

The economic changes and growth experienced in the rest of
the country, the Report points out, have not been reflected
in the 'Reserves' (otherwise known as 'Bantu homelands' 
officially, and popularly as 'Bantustans'). 'These areas of
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subsistence farming remain reservoirs of labour for the rest
of the economy. In the last five years, the Reserves, ·with a
population of over 4 million have had just under 2,000 new
jobs created in them. This ludicrous situation illustrates the
bankruptcy of the policy of 'Separate :Qevelopment.'

Analysing the recent Transkei electipn - in which the
dominant Transkei National Independence Party headed by
Kaiser Matanzima received 200,000 votes as against 400,000
votes for its opponents, but got 28 out of the 45 elective
seats, - the report comments:

In spite of the notorious Proclamation 400 which maintains the
state of emergency .in the Transkei; the restriction of political
meetings; and the weakness of the opposition to Matanzima
wh~ch is opportunistic and does not constitute any real alter
native - over two-thirds of those who participated voted
against Matanzima and his group. The fact that 400,000 did not
even bother to participate says a great deal.

,
The government still claims to be pursuing the Bantustan
policy in other parts of the country. The Ciskei Territorial
Authority now has a so-called legislative council headed by
Chief Justice Mabandla, and a new council h~s been an
nounced in 'Tswanaland'. But there is still utter silence
about Sekhukhuniland and Natal, and it is now clear to any
serious analyst that the Bantustan policy as a solution to
the country's problems is a hopeless failure. 'It only serves
as a means of deception and propaganda.' In this respect,
however, its effects should not be underestimated. 'The high
sounding titles, salaries, ministerial houses, trading and busi
ness opportunities were bound to attract some groups in
the country. The effects of Bantu Education and the inten
sive racialistic, ethnic and reactionary propaganda spewed
forth by the local Msakazo, Radio Bantu and numerous
fancy journals, and producing a narrow social grouping that
could be the basis of a compradore, collaborator class.

'Yet, over and over again, the Government is forced by
the logic of its anti-African policy of oppression to act even
against the potential collaborator.' It promised that only
Africans would be allowed to trade in segregated townships.
'The next thing was the edict that all African traders must
leave the urban areas and proceed to the homelands in the
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Reserves. This means ruin to the very traders who had been
so anxious to sing hallelujahs and hurrahs to the govern
ment.'

As with the Africans, so with the Indian and Coloured
communities. 'As the network of the Indian and Coloured
Affairs Departments spreads, the real rights and opportun
ities become narrower. Oppression, restrictions, fear have
been intensified.'

MILITARISATION

The real intentions of the fascist government are to be seen
in the spectacular increase in military and security budgets.
Defence estimates have jumped from 44 million rand in
1960/61 to 255 million rand in 1966/67. In the same period
police expenditure has risen from R 36 million to R 86 mil
lion.

The Security Council embargo on the sale of arms to
South Africa has not been effective. Some countries, like
France, have ignored it. Others have co-operated in the
building of arms factories in South Africa with foreign
capital and techniques, under licence from such firms as
Britain's I.C.I., FN of Belgium and Panhard of France.

South Africa's white minority is behaving as if she is in
volved in preparations for a large-scale war. For the first
time universal conscription has been introduced for whites.
From the age of 17 all white males have to undergo nine
periods of military training, the first period being twelve
months. 'This is the burden South Africa has imposed upon
itself as the gendarme of imperialism in Africa.'

However, South Africa is' not the·unassailable fortress of
white domination painted by government propaganda,
wherein 'peace and quiet prevail'. The revolutionary organ
isations are overcoming the problems of V10rking unter fas
eist conditions. Thousands of leaflets have been distributed
in the country calling on the people to organise and resist.
On Freedom Day (June 26) last year, the ANC militants at
home showed their daring and courage in magnificent de
monstrations. More recently, the Durban dockers, coming
out on strike for better wages and conditions, gave a stirr-
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ing example of courage and revolutionary spirit; and the
non-white doctors electrified the country by their militant
protest against tulequal pay - they receive about half the
salaries paid to white doctors.

'Our people know,' the Report continues, 'that the forces
of the ZAPUjANC alliance are fighting in Zimbabwe.' That
is what spells doom for the state of white supremacy and
apartheid. In the words of the Acting President-General:

South Africa ..• has been drawn fully into armed con
frontation with our revolutionary forces. It is clearly only
a matter of time before this confrontation spreads itself
to the valleys, mountains and bush of South Africa. There
is nothing whatever that can halt the spread of the revo
lution to every part of Southern Africa ...

The tasks of the ANC and the movement are to mobilise the
entire people inside the country; to intensify the armed
struggle, to find the correct strategy and tactics. 'This in
volves a correct assessment of the strength and weaknesses
of the enemy and its imperialist allies; as well as our own
strength and weaknesses, our potential and that of the
whole anti-imperialist forces.'

THE IMPERIALIST CAMP

Our immediate enemies, the white fascist regime in South
Africa, are an important and integral part of the imperialist
camp. Internationally the imperialists' main preoccupation
today is a desperate attempt to stem the anti-colonialist re
volution and to regain their former positions of political
economic and military dominance over the peoples of the
world. To amieve their objective they have embarked upon
a global strategy of reactionary and brutal counter-attack
against progressive governments and revolutionary liber
ation movements.

The Report instances a number of examples of imperialist
methods; the fomenting of hotbeds of war and acts of pro
vocation; the use of 'springboards' in all continents, sum as
Israel in the Middle East; Japan in Asia: 'In Africa, fascist
South Africa is the main bulwark and fortress of reaction
and imperialism. It is of vital economic and strategic value



in the whole global strategy of imperialism.' The imperialists
subvert anti-imperialist governments; hinder the progress
of developing countries through neo-colonialist economic
levers; support reactionary and puppet regimes in Africa,
Asia and Latin America. They seek to assassinate
revolutionaries of which the murder of Comrade Eduardo
Mondlane of Fre1imo is the most recent example.
Imperialist agents foment splits and desertions in the ranks
of liberation movements and progressive organisations; they
slander the liberation movements and create spurious stooge
organisations such as. the PAC; they bribe spies, informers
and traitors to try to wreck liberation movements.

But this 'frantic counter-offensive' cali and will be de
feated by 'the united force of popular, progressive and revo
lutionary states and organisations.' Despite their massive
military and economic potential, the imperialists are weak
politica~ly and inca~able of real unity among themselves
because of their constant economic rivalry. 'The rise of t~e

anti-imperialist revolution is constantly undermining the
false image of their superiority.'

The shattering and humiliating blows inflicted on the US
in Vietnam has exposed the basic weakness of the leading
and most aggressive imperialist power. Capitalism, 'which
to the vast masses of the people spells ignorance, disease
and poverty' is discredited throughout the 'third world';
and so is the anti-Communist campaign through which the
imperialists try to justify all their crimes. Imperialism is
increasingly facing inner crises and divisions.

ANTI·IMPERIAUST MOVEMENT

The main reason for the crises of imperialism, declares the
report, is the growing might of the anti-imperialist move
ment: 'the united struggle and efforts of all anti-imperialist
states, organisation and individuals throughout the world.
It is a broad movement composed of people with different
political beliefs, of different races and colours, from different
walks of life, but who are united by their hatred of the evils
of imperialism and their firm belief in national independ
ence, genuine democracy, race harmony and peace.



The pillars of the an.ti-imperialist movement are the So
viet Union and other socialist states, in alliance with the
progressive states in Africa, Asia and Latin America, the
revolutionary liberation movements in countries which
are still under colonial or white minority rule, and the
democratic forces in the imperialist countries themselves.

Unity of all progressive forces against imperialism and the
mobilisation of the vast masses of the people into a united
anti-imperialist front will constitute a mighty and invincible
force for the destruction of imperialism.

Already the liberation movements have won great vic
tories. Within less than ten years the number of independent
African states has reached 41; colonialism has been outlawed
as an ideology. These victories grew out of the growing
strength and unity of the socialist countries; the growth of
militant and determined liberation movements in the colo
nial countries; the growing unity of all anti-imperialist
forces; the conflicts and rivalries between different imperia
list states; and the inner crisis within each imperialist
country and the fight of working class and other democratic
forces within them.

Nevertheless the counter-offensive of the imperialists has
done serious damage; it has been helped by discord and dis
unity within the ranks of the anti-imperialist forces. This
has 'spurred the imperialists to strike out right and left in
Africa, Asia and Latin America.'

The African National Congress is deeply interested in the
unity of the anti-imperialist movement. The success of the
struggle in South A<frica, its duration and cost jn human lite,
depend to a great extent -upon the solidarity, strength and
unity of the anti-imper.ialist !forces of the world.

THE AFRICAN REVOLUTION

The political report then turns its attention to the African
revolution. Pointing out that the African National Congress
of South Africa was a pioneer in the fight for all-African
emancipation, 'the tutor, guide and inspirer of many a leader
•
and organisation in parts of Africa which have now attained
national independence', it comments on the irony of history
that (not without reason) while millions of fellow-Africans
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are celebrating the dawn of freedom and political independ
ence, their brothers in the South are suffering ever worse
repression, oppression and exploitation. Neverthless the
Africans of the South are greatly fortified and encouraged
by these developments j more determined than ever to defeat
the enemy and win power, however high the cost.

The African Revolution has shattered the myth of white
superiority j African states have tilted the balance against
the imperialists in world forums. The independent states
have allocated massive funds for education and health ser
vices j proceeding rapidly to Africanise the civil services and
lay the foundations of economic development and build up
their power in every field.

Yet the African states embark on independence with a
terrible legacy of colonial rule; and the imperialists continue
to hamper their development. The establishment of the Or
ganisation of African Unity is one of the most hopeful sym
bols of African aspirations and determination to secure a
proper place for our continent in the world. It has, despite
certain weaknesses in the OAU and some of its constituent
states, greatly supported the liberation movements. Especial
tribute is paid by the ANC to the help rendered by Zambia,
Tanzania, the United Arab Republic and Algeria 'who have
been our mainstay through Il;lany a difficulty.'

It is not only solidarity with oppressed Africans which
should cause African states to support our struggle; for the
situation in Southern Africa is a menace to African security.
The extent of military collaboration between the Smith,
Caetano and Vorster regimes is not sufficiently appreciated.
South African forces, besides their massive presence in Rho
desia, where they outnumber those of the Smith regime,
are conducting military actions jointly with the Portuguese
against MPLA in Angola. 'For purposes of working out joint
strategy, the Portuguese Commander-in-Chief and the South
African Commandant-General meet at least once a month.'

Behind this Unholy Alliance -is an even more dangerous
alliance of the imperialists - the US, Britain, France, W.est
Germany, Japan, etc. They have deliberately trJ.ed to build
Southern Africa and South Africa in particular into a fortress
of racialism and colonialism; the last outpost of imperialism in



Africa and a ready springboard to endanger the sovereignty of
African 6tates and threaten world peace. South Africa is a
treasure house of the impefliallsts but more than that it is one
ot their most important strategic military bases and ally in
global strategy directed against the forces ot ·natlonal libera
'tion, democracy and peace.

Britain, in particular, is guilty of - behind a smoke-screen
of 'condemnation of Rhodesia's rebellion' maintaining Rho
desia as a 'buffer state forming part of a reactionary iron
belt barrier' for the Republic of South Africa. 'In pouring
their forces into Zimbabwe the Vorster regime was trying
to solve one problem but in fact created numerous others.

The bane of South African military strategists is that by
undertal<'ing the defence of Southern Africa the fascist regime
is giving its military forces an impossible task: creating a long
Hne of !defence over a wide area. But to fail to do this wBl be to
allow the ili'beration .forces in the neighbouring eountr~es to
achieve ;victory.... For us the main strategic question is to see
that the ,guerJlla struggle spreads to South Africa itself. When
t1tat happens the dispersal of the enemy Will, in strategic
tenos, .be complete ... For this we need to launch the struggle
at home.

To this end, the ZAPU!ANC alliance must be consolidated
and extended to include FRELIMO, MPLA and SWAPO.
Such was the principal political burden of the political re
port. Develop the struggle at home; hasten the return of the
trained freedom-fighters; strengthen the ties with our
(riends abroad.

Special emphasis was laid in the steady support already
received from the Liberation Committee of the 0. A. U.,
though this body's unfortunate sponsorship of the PAC has
not in any way helped the struggle.

The socialist countries, and the Soviet Union in particular,
have been firm and consistent friends and supporters of the
liberation struggle in South Africa. The German Democratic
Republic, Bulgaria and Poland are close friends.

There was great anxiety about the developments In Czechoslo
vakia Wihich ,has always ·been a linrn ,fI'ieoo of the ANC. It is
to 'be Jtope'd that the situation there will soon return to normal.
Special mention was also made of Cuba ('far from our

country but always very close to our revolutionary struggle')
India ('cemented by Mahatma Gandhi's dirtect association



with our country') and other countries which have rendered
exceptional suppOrt for South Africa's liberation. 'We have
received much support from China in our struggle. Recently,
through no fault of the ANC this support has been with
held.' Tribute was also paid to the support rendered to the
fight against apartheid from the Scandinavian countries and
to the growing number oC people in the United States,
France, Britain and elsewhere who vigorously oppose the
policy maintained by their ruling circles, of aiding and ab
etting apartheid.

Deserving of particular recognition 'wherever revolution
aries gather' are the achievements of the people of Vietnam.
;This is a people that waged an incredible war of U6eration
for over twenty years. With unflagging deter~ination and
sacrifices, the heroic Vietnamese have written a chapter of
history that will never be forgotten.

While concentrating greater resources and attention on
the armed struggle and underground work at home, the
movement must continue its external solidarity work. 'The
South African Revolution is one in which international fac
tors play and will continue to playa very large role,' con
cluded this section of the Report.

The high political level and dynamic content of the report
characterises also the other main documents of the confer
ence. The paper on the Freedom Charter takes a fresh look
at this famous document, the common programme of the
Airican National Congress and its allies, including the Com
munist Party. Do the conditions of armed struggle somehow
invalidate some provisions of the Charter?

Although the Charter was adopted 14 years ago, its words
remain as fresh and relevant as ever _.. The Charter may
require elaboration of its revolutionary message. But what
is even more meaningiul, it requires to be achieved and
put into practice. This cannot be done until state power
has been seized from the fascist South African govern·
ment and transferred to the revolutionary forces led by
the ANC.
The document on strategy and tactics places the develop

ing armed struggle in South Africa in its overall intcrnat-
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ional context 'of transition to the socialist system, of the
breakdown of the colonial system as a result of national
liberation and socialist revolutions, and the fight for social
and econonomic progress by the people of the whole world.
It briefly reviews the history of the decision to embark on
armed struggle in 1961, and some'of the pertinent practical
and organisational problems which must be solved.
The Morogoro Conference itself was' the culmination of an
unprecedently wide and deep discussion held "throughout the
movement, at every level, among Congress members and
supporters. Scores of memoranda, documents and criticisms
ftow.ed in to the preparatory committee; all found their
reflection on the conference floor itself. There, the fullest
democracy prevailed; all spoke freely and without res
traint; there were no 'sacred cows' and every activity and
policy were retestee:t, in a sometimes heated, but always
principled and comradely discussion.

Some friends of our revol.ution may have feared (as our
.enemies no doubt hoped) that this deep-ranging and search
ing debate would open up divisions within the movement,
or accentuate and harden those already eJdsting. These fears
or hopes proved to be completely unfounded. The very
frankness and boldness of the discussion was a great healing
experience; comrades learnt to know one another; unwar
ranted suspicions and misunderstandings were cleared up.
Morogoro ended on a high note of unity, of consolidation of
the movement, of all revolutionaries, on a higher plane than
ever' before.

The feelings were expressed for all in the inspiring clos
ing address by the Acting President-General.

BEWARE THE WEDGE· DRIVERS

'These are the orders,' said Comrade Tambo, 'to our people;
to our youth, our army, to every soldier. These are the
orders to our leaders. The order that comes from this Con
ference is close ranks:

Wage relentless war aeainst disruptors and enemy agents!
Defend the revolution against enemy propaganda, what
ever form it takes!
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Be vigilant, comrades. The enemy is vigilant. Beware the
wedge driver! Men who creep from ear to ear, driving
wedges among us; who go round creating splits and divi
sions.
Beware the wedge-driver! Watch his poisonous tongue!

O. R. Tambo expressed complete confidence in the future of
the South African revolution. 'We have no right to lose faith
in the certainty of victory. We have our heroic fighters and
gallant leaders, some of whom have laid down their lives;
others among them languishing in many jails throughout
the country. They have not shrunk in the face of enemy
bullets; nor nave they succumbed to the bullying and har
rassing tactics of jail warders.

We of South Africa have taken charge of a sector that is
vital to the success of the struggle against imperialism.
The whole of the revolutionary forces of the world look
upon us to pJay our role in this struggle. Our internat
ional duty is clear.
Let us march against the enemy!

The spirit, the resolutions and decisions of the Morogoro
Conference of the A.N.C. have laid a firm basis for advances
and for victory in the grim and long revolutionary struggle
ahead. It will be for the movement as a whole, and each
member of every section of it, especially the working class
and its Communist Party, to see that that ~pirit and those
resolutions are implemented in all our work, in factory and
township, in the camps and on the battlefields.
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Students in Revolt (II)

South African Students are Alive and Well
and not Unaffected by World Events

Alexander Sibeko
Ap~rtheid's bully-boy-in-chief, Prime Minister Vorster, likes
to refer to South Africa's protesting students as 'little pink
liberals' who are 'getting too big for thei1." boots' and are
being used by 'communist agitators and foreign elements'.
He has threatened 'to send my boys in' to smash campus

. protests, and has in fact done so several times. He has
warned, in that strict disciplinarian manner that has come
to nauseate most of South Africa and the world: 'If the
students have no selfdiscipline, and if their parents have no
discipline, or if the universities are afraid - because of
student power - to do their duty, the State not only has the
right, but the duty to step in'.

From such remarks it is clear that South African students,
more so even than their Western counterparts, are expected
to adhere to that schoolroom ,maxim 'be seen but not heard'
- or. else! In the rigid and ruthless power structure of
apartheid South Africa one might have expected them to
remain quiescent; yet the wonder of it all is that the present
generation of students..- Black and sections of White - are
in the process of bravely storming the ramparts of tradi
tional authoritarianism and racist domination.

Students on the March

Student protests are not new to South Africa. A section of
White students, moderate and West.ern orientated, have
over the years opposed apartheid legislation in the univer
sities and the consequent loss of academic freedom. Black
students, condemned to an inferior system of education, and
an inferior existence, have been far more militant in their
resistance. However, nothing quite like the events of the
past year have been witnessed before. These protests should
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not be seen as a mere continuation of those that have -taken
place in previous" years, for there are signs of a radicalisa
tion amongst White students which has not existed before
and needs to be explained. The militancy of Black students
has been reaffirmed, and although a tiny minority of the
student population they are arousing the correct responses
from the student movement as a whole.

Despite complex problems, the limitations imposed on
White student protests by their class interests, the strict
control and regimentation of Black students, the, enforced
segregation of the groups from one another, and the ever
present likelihood of a vicious crack-down by the State, the
demonstrations are developing and growing. "The Mafeje
controversy, the Fort Hare resistance and expulsions, police
swoops on the Witwatersrand campus and elsewhere, have
acted as powerful catalysts and rallying points. The protests
are breaking-down the Government-imposed isolation of
the various campuses, and have often been as sudden and
unexpected as the angry May 7 march of Turfioop students
on their rector's offi~e.

Behind the demonstrations for university autonomy, and'
against apartheid, is a growing political awareness on the
part of the students involved, and the development of united
action linking Black students and anti-apartheid White
students. This nationwide protest of the young is moving
to a higher and important new stage with mass student
demonstrations in support of, and timed to coincide with,
the threatened resignation from the hospital service by
Black doctors at the end of May, 1969.

The upsurge of student protest is significant and deserves
the support of all progressives and revolutionaries. Taking
place in a period of unprecedented fascist repression, with
the national liberation movement of the African people (the
decisive force influencing events in South Mrica) driven
deep underground, the fact that such demonstrations have
taken place at all has come as a surprise to many. Not that
the student movement is going to bring about the downfall
of apartheid. Not by a long chalk. But current developments
in South Africa, such as the Durban dockworkers' strike, the
battle of Black doctors for equal pay with Whites, similar
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rumblings from African schoolteachers and nurses, and the
student. discontent, are all indications that political protest
is by no means dead.and has the appearance of developing
new forms. All this at a time when the traditional methods
9f organising the masses have been savagely curtailed!

Although the South African revolution is on the threshold
of armed struggle - the only way of overthrowing apart
heid repression and making South Africa free for all who
live in it - this certainly does not preclude or make irrele
vant other· forms of struggle. Rather, the dialectic of a
Peoples' War will accelerate the contradictions inherent in
apartheid and powerfully stimulate mass struggle and oppo
sition. We must bear this in mind when assessing any
protest from whatever quarter in South Africa.
Black Students - White Students - Two South Africas
The composition of South African university students is so
varied that they cannot be considered as a single unit or
social group. The entire educational system is compulsorily
segregated along racial and linguistic lines for all P9Pulation
groups, with further sub-divisions along ethnic and tribal
lines for Africans - a set-up as foreign to the idea of a
university as can be devised. Of 50,000 university students
.(enrolment with the University of South Africa, which offers
degrees by correspondence, is excluded) a mere 4,000 are
Black who attend the five government-controlled tribal
colleges for African, Coloured and Indian students. The fout'
English-language universities, where White student protest
has been confined, have a student population of 20,000. ·The
Afrikaans language universities r there are now seven 
have a combined enrolment of over 25,000.

Each of these groups acts in terms of the position it occupies
in the social structure of South African society. The privi
lege and prosperity of White South Africa is achieved at
the expense of the ruthless exploitation and discrimination
suffered by Black South Africa. This relationship is best
reflected by the attitude of Afrikaans-speaking students
who uphold White supremacy and, almost unanimously,
support the ruling Nationalist Party. However, there have
been faint glimmeringSt of criticism among small sections of
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Afrikaans students at Ste11enbosch and Pretoria Univer
sities, which suggest a distaste for the Government's inter
ference on the campuses. This would have ~n unheard of
a few years ago.

English-speaking students, although generally more pros
perous in origin than Afrikaans students, vary from the
largely indifferent and apathetic to the critical in the atti
tudes they adopt towards the regime. The basis for this is
to be found in the historical political and economic rivalry
of Afrikaans and English-speaking South Africa. "After a
long and bitter feud with British Imperialism and its
English-speaking connections in South Africa, Afrikaner
capital finally won political control in 1948 on the basis of
the narrow nationalism it invoked. Whilst the Afrikaans uni
versities are obsessed with their Christian National God,
and inculcate the virtues of racial exclusiveness, the
English-language universities attempt, or pretend, to remain
faithful to the 19th Century liberal values upon which they
were founded.

Limited though such an environment is, it certainly makes
the English-speaking students more open-minded than the
rest of White South Africa. At university they tend to be
out-of-step with White 'baasskap' thought, and seek some
contact - difficult though it is - with Black students; as
graduates they enter the world of commerce, industry and
the professions, soon claiming the suburban house with
swimming pool, double-garage and retinue of' servants.
Some sickened by the system opt-out and emigrate abroad.
Just a handful have had the capacity to merge their interests
with those of the African people, and have paid the price in
terms of imprisonment and exile. However, at no previous
stage have students from this group been involved in anti
government demonstrations as is being seen today. In addi
tion these protests are tending to be more lively, critical"and
vociferous. We need to explain the reasons for this new
phenomenon and look to the direction in which it might
lead.

The insignificant number of Black students attending
university reflects the basic racial inequalities found in
every facet of the country's life. The chances of a Black
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South African gammg a university place are extremely
remote. It is estimated that 0.05 % of Africans attain some
university education. For every 100,000 in the populatio.n
group concerned, 8M Whites, 352 Indians, 74 Coloured, and
13 Africans, reach Standard 10 - when pupils are eligible
to take their university entrance examinations.- Secondary
school pupils who gain a university entrance certificate are
pigeon-holed to Fort Hare if of Xhosa desCent, to Turfloop
in the Transvaal if Sotho, to Ngoya if Zulu, to Salisbury
f'sland, Durban, ~ Indian, and to the College of the Western
Cape if Coloured in origin. Respective enrolment at these
dispersed 'bush' colleges is 451 at Fort Hare (1968 figure),

'641 at Turfloop (1969), 371 at Ngoya (1968), 1,701 at Salis
bury Island (1969), and 351 (1962) at the Colle:ge of the
Western Cape. An additional 450 Black students are enrolled
at Natal University which operates a 'Non-European Sec
tion' in a dilapidated Durban building, 3 miles from the
White campus.
This system of education far from attempting to universalise

knowledge and experience seeks to artificially preserve the
identity of each racial group in accordance with the Govern
ment's policy of separate development. The purpose is to
maintain the traditional Black-White relations in South
Africa or as the Government spokesmen put it, 'to preserve
the European and his civilization in this multi-racial land'.
The enforced isolation, and stifling environment of the
tribal colleges condemns the Black student to an inferior
system of higher education. Black graduates have next to no
prospects, but are faced with a dearth of jobs in the Ban
tustans, and with job reservation, discriminatory pay and
influx control in the White areas. Unless he leaves the
country the Black graduate does not achieve a status very
different to the rest of his people. He is still looked upon
with contempt and expected to maintain a servile attitude to

.even the most ignorant of Whites.
I Black students, like their counterparts elsewhere in the

colonial world, are likely to participate in the revolutionary

- Bantu Education to 1968, a South African Race Relations
publication, by Muriel Horrell.
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struggle to overthrow apartheid and liberate South Africa.
This is the reason why so many African graduates, like
Nelson Mandela and Oliver Tambo, have gone on to play
outstanding roles in the liberatory struggle, and why the
revolt of the tribal colleges is of far greater significance
than the protests on the White campuses. The South African
educational system, as with all the other relationships
stemming from White domination, exhibits the dlarac
teristics of what the South African Communist Party terms
'colonialism of a special type': where the oppressing White
nation occupies the same territory as the oppressed people
themselves and lives side by side with them.

On one level, that of 'White South Africa', there are all the
features of an advanced capitalist state in its final stage of
imperialism" ... But on anotiher level, that of 'Non..White
South Africa', there are all the features of a colony ... It is
this combination of the worst features both of imperialism and
coloniallsm, wh~ch deter,mines the special nature of the South"
African system .....
The respective roles and contribution of Black and White

students can only be understood in the light of such a per
spective. It explains why Black and White students, al
though more or less in simultaneous protest, are operating
at two different levels. In the one instance there is the Black
student inevitably involved in the struggle for the national
emancipation of his people; in the other instance there is
the student from the dominant racial group, not unlike the
White American protester, who is growing sick with the rot
teness of his society.

We quite correctly stress that the powerhouse of the
South African revolution is the struggle of the Alrican
people. We must not turn a blind eye to the revulsion which
sections of White students are developing for South African
society, nor should we scolI at their efforts for not being
radical enough. If American society is turning inward on
itself over the war in Vietnam, then might not 'White South
Africa' - an imperialist state in its own right - display
similar convulsions when it is faced with the revolt of its

.. The Road to South African Freedom, Programme of ,the South
-African Communist Par.ty.
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own 'Black Vietnam'? Are not White students showing
right now that White South Africa is far from ,the monolith
people presumed?

U.C.T. SIT· IN AND FORT HARE LOCK·OUT

Black students were barred from the English-language uni
versities by government decree in 1959. In fact only the Uni
versities of Cape Town (U.C.T.) and Witwatersrand ('Wits')
had admitted members of all races, even then observing seg
regation in social and sporting events. The University of
Natal was not affected as it already operated its own full
segregation; it has in fact three geographical separate facul
ties, two for Whites in Pietermaritzburg and Durban, and
the third 'Non-European Section' in Qurban. By ending
racial inter-mixing the Government hoped to enforce an ac
ceptance in reluctant quarters of apartheid policies, and at
once proceeded with the creation of the tribal institutions.

Only Fort Hare, with ~ proud and independent academic
record, attracting students from all over Southern Africa
and beyond, had been in existence at that stage, 'and it was
debased" overnight into a tribal college for Xhosas by a
Government Transfer Act. The Government expected
through State control and systematic indoctrination, to re
tard the militancy of African students and create tame flunk
ies to administer the 'Bantu homelands'. These moves were
fiercely resisted, particularly at Fort Hare where the Gov
ernment-appointed. Principal, Professor Ross, was pelted
with tomatoes when he arrived to take up his position in
'October 1959. Fort Hare has been under virtual police con
trol ever since. At the same time the English-language uni
versities 'mourned' the murder of academic freedom by
staging joint student-staff processions in the cities.

The current wave of protests, nearly ten years later, are
an ihfuriating challenge to Government policy and indicate
that militancy, far from being curbed, has in fact acceler
ated. Whilst the Government boasted that all was 'peace and
quiet' on the campuses, and that the tribal colleges were the
'pride and joy' of their people, the students were about to
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explode the lie. When 1,000 U.C.T. students strea:med into
their administration block on August 16, 1968 and occupied
it for several days, the significance of the action was not
only. in the fact that it mark~ a new spirit of militancy, or
that this represented South Africa's first sit-in demonstra
tion, but rather the target at which the protest was aimed.

The students' loathing for apartheid policy was on the
increase, but for the first time criticism was levelled - not
at the Government alone - but at the ~ed liberal 'Uni
versity Council. The controversy arose when the U.C.T.
Council appointed an African, Mr. Archie Mafeje, as senior
lecturer in Social Anthropology, but later revoked the deci
sion on Government insistence. The students were furious
that their Council, who claimed to champion academic free
dom, should co-opeFate in such a blatant act of racial dis
crimination rather than let the Government do its own dirty
work. The general feeling of disgust was expressed by Pro
fessor Maurice Pope, of the Classics Department, who re
signed and returned to England. 'The University should have
closed down as some German Universities did under Hitler',
he said, 'or at least it should renounce its title until such time
as it had regained its autonomy, and go back to using its for
mer name of the South African College.'

Solidarity demonstrations with the sit-in students quickly
spread to the other campuses, despite threats from Vorster
that he would intervene if the protests did not end. Wits
students massed oubide their gates in a defiant gesture
when the City Council, acting on Vorster's instructions,
banned their proposed march through the heart of Johan
nesburg. Counter-demonstrators hurled insults and rotten
eggs while poli~ stood by. The President of the Wits Stu
dent Representative Council declared: 'Students have now
entered a new era of protest in this country ... which are
the start of nation-wide demands for a greater student say
in the running of the universities ... students were sick and
tired of interference and would not be deterred by Mr.
Vorster or anyone else.' A deputation of Wits students wh9
attempted to see the Prime Minister in Pretoria were met
by police with dogs, and Afrikaans-speaking students who
beat them up.
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Within a fortnight the focus of attention shifted dramati
cally to Fort Hare., The White student front, seething with
excitement and life, awoke with shock to the realisation that
the plight of their remote African colleagues was far worse
than theirs. On August 16, the'day the U.C.T. sit-in began,
the Government was attempting to quietly install a new
rector, Professor J. M. de Wet, at Fort Hare. The students
boycotted the ceremony, which was addressed by Blaar
Coetzee for the Government, and political slogans were
painted on the college walls. These were directed at Dr. Ver
woerd, Vorster and Coetzee, and included 'Fort Hare for
Africans not for Afrikaners' and 'Mafeje for U.C.T.' Sub
sequently 17 students were arbitrarily singled out by the
.Rector and held responsible for the defiance. They were
taken away by the Security Police for interrogation and
their rooms were searched. On 5th September, students boy

, catted their lectures in sympathy and staged a sit-down
strike outside the administration block. On 6th September,
the Rector suspended aU those participating in the siege
and gave them until 3 p. m. to disperse. At 3.05 p. m. 300

. students (two-thirds of the student body) had refused to
budge. Lustily singing freedom songs they were promptly sur
rounded by scores of police with dogs and equipped with
teargas bombs and gasmasks. Chanting and singing 296
students were marcherl from the campus, placed on Railway
buses and sent home. When about 100 of the students ..ar
rived in Johannesburg they were met by relatives and
friends who sang 'Nkosi Sikele1' i-Afrika', the national an
them of the African National Congress.

The second wave of anti-government protests within a
month followed at the English-language universities. At
Wits police swooped on a 200-strong student picket, confis
cated placards and took the names of those participating,
who stood by singing 'We Shall Overcome'. Vigils and mass
meetings supporting the expelled students and demanding
their reinstatement were held at U.C.T., Rhodes and Natal.
At Wits some of the Fort Hare students addressed a mass
meeting and explained the causes leading to the strike. The
students said they saw the College's administration as an
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extension of the system of separate development which they
completey opposed. They explained that at· a tribal college
they were caught between the urge to question, which is the
essence of education, and a system which makes certain
questions dangerous. Police presence on the campus was a
thorny issue, students felt 'they were under almost constant
surveilance by the Special Bran&' or student spies for signs
of political dissent.' Fort Hare was like a Dickensian board
ing-school with 'the people most hated' by the students
being the African wardens who enforced discipline and the
hostel rules. They used duplicate keys to search students'
rooms, patrolled late at night, and made sure that no liquor
or women were in the male quarters.

One student, told a Johannesburg newspaper that the Fort
Hare confirmed his students' impression of him when he
dents were children and <lid nofknow what they were doing.
'At Fort Hare, we are living a quaint life in a quaint place,
our lecturers being strange people with whom we have no
contact at all except in the classrooms.' The Rector of Fort
Hare confirmed his student's impression of him when he
declared that the 'Fort Hare students might have been. in
fluenced by world student unrest' and 'the demonstrations
could also have been timed to coincide with the new session
of the United Nations.' The White students were warned by
the Minister of Bantu Education, Mr. M. C. Botha, that the
affairs of Fort Hare did not concern them. But there was no
turning back now, the events at U.C.T. and Fort Hare were
beginning to crystalize the components of united and com
mitted action. .
THE ROLE OF NUSAS

The protests have been organised and C(H)rdinated on a
national scale by the 24,OOO-strong National Union of South,
African Students (NUSAS). African students and White de
mocrats have often been critical of NUSAS for its general
European orientation, its moderate approach, its refusal to
take a general political stand outside the university sphere,
and its failure to identify with the liberatory movement. Its
liberal stand on academic freedom, however, has made it a
pet-hate of the Prime. Minister. In recent years it has come
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under increasing fire as one of the last remallllllg liberal
institutions left in South Africa. Since 1966 its presidents
and several office-bearers have been banned, deported or
forced to leave the country on one-way exit visas. The Gov
ernment has been threatening to ban the organisation if it
does not come to heel. In order to defend itself NUSAS has
had to seek more active support on the campuses. This oc
curred when the English-speaking campuses were beginning
to shrug-off the apathy and indifference of the past. The
new mood among White students is influenced to a degree
by world student unrest.

White South African students, who have been led to be
lieve that Britain and the U.S.A. represent model systems,
are perplexed when they see middle class students, not un
like themselves, in a state of almost continuous revolt ,with
capitalist society. This has led to a reassessment of their own
ideas and a more perceptive awareness of the powel' struc
ture of South African society. During 1968 many teach-ins
and debates were held on 'Student Power', 'The Role of the
University' and 'The Future of South Africa'. Many students
began to demand a greater say in the running of the uni
versities and coupled this with demands for the readmissiOl;)
of Black students.
NU~AS was keeping abreast with this new mood and

organised many such discussions. It took a stand against the
rebel Smith regime; quite a courageous act in South Africa.
In June it sustained a powerful, government-incited, attack
by right-wing students who called for the disaffiliation of
the WitS, UCT and Pietermaritzburg students' unions, NU
SAS emerged from this test with increased support as the
move was heavily defeated in hotly-contested campus elec
tions. In the words of the President, the Government's at
tacks 'made NUSAS in the past few years far stronger than
it had been for some time'.

In July, at its national congress, NUSAS expressed its
belief that the ideas for which the late Chief Albert Lutuli
stood 'will ultimately triumph in South Africa'. A resolution
was passed praising Helen Joseph for 'her courage and perse
verance' under house-arrest, and the Congress reaffirmed
NUSAS opposition to Ian Smith. In a resol,ution dealing with
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· 'terrorism' (sic), NUSAS expressed its 'horror' at acts of
violence - but at the same time, its 'belief that Government
policies fostered acts of terrorism by oppressing a large sec
tion of the population'.

There have still been bitter feelings from Black students
for NUSAS; or more accurately for certain NUSAS affiliates.
Delegates from the 'Non-European Section' of Natal Uni
versity made a protest withdrawal from the July Congress
when the Pietermaritzburg delegate was making his report.
A breach in relations had been brought about between these
two faculties of Natal University when the Pietermaritz
burg students organised a segregated graduation ball. The
Black students issued a statement condemning Pietermaritz
burg for 'going completely against the basic policy of NU
SAS, which is based on non-racialism'. Relations between
Black and White students at Natal University have remained
strained over issues such as this.

There are some Black students who are growing so hostile
that they do not wish to work with any Whites. There has
been a move to establish a South African Students Organi
sation (SASO) along NUSAS lines for Black students. An
inaugural meeting was held at Marianhill at the end of last
year, but not all who attended seemed sure about the effec
tiveness of such a body. There have of course been similar
attempts to found such an organisation before, but these
have floundered owing to financial and organisational prob
lems. It would be extremely significant if SASO could sur
vive and grow, but the difficulties· may prove too great at
the moment.

I feel however that Black Students should not turn their
backs on NUSAS, particularly at this crucial stage of the
struggle. Black students should have their own ol"ganisation
but also work with NUSAS. White students are showing
themselves more responsive to the demands of Black: stu
dents than ever before. Black students have the potential to
swing NUSAS and the White students into more radical
positions. The danger of isolating the more moderate NU
SAS leadership might bring it into a position of compromise
with the Government.
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This almost occurred when the NUSAS leadership offered
to drop nationwide protests they were in the process of organ
ising if the Minister of Police, Mr.- S. L. Muller, would agree

.to see them. Muller, of course, complied and instead of stag
ing the protests which were against police activity on the
'campuses, and the increasing use of informers and spies, the
NUSAS leadership discussed these points with the Minister
of Police himself. A -very conciliatory meeting was held and
the Press hailed the occasion as a 'New Era in Government

. NUSAS relations'. The meeting took place in February this
year, during the long summer vacation. There was a great
deal of confusion and disquiet among White students and at
Wits there was particularly strong resentment against the
manoeuvre. When the academic year began in March a NU
SAS leader from Cape Town had to fly to Johannesburg and
calm the Wits students down. Fortunately the Government's
typical hamhandedness saved the situation, for Vorster,
Muller and other Ministers were soon back to the attack,
slating and threatening the students in highly' repetitive
speeches.

PROTESTS PROTESTS PROTESTS

The mistrust of Black students-for NUSAS seemed confirmed
by the Muller interview. It certainly underlined the limita
tions of NUSAS, but it also indicated that a section of White
students, particularly at Wits, were far ahead in their mili
tancy of the national leadership. NUSAS now prepared for
its next big campaign of nationwide demonstrations. These
were to commemorate the English-language Universities'
dedication to academic freedom made -ten years previously
at the time of the Government's Extension of the Universi
ties Act of 1959. A week of re-dedication was organised in
volving vigils, pickets, marches, and climaxing in general
assemblies and public meetings at the four English-language
Universities on April 16.

It is estimated that more than 10,000 students took part in
these protests, including students from the Johannesburg
and Natal Teachers' Training Colleges. The demonstrations
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were marked by a show of respectability on the one hand,
involving all but one of the Principals of the Universities
concerned, who signed the students' petition for academic
Creedom, and a vicious show oC Coree by the Government
on the other hand, with attacks on the students by Vorster's
fascist thugs. Both the Johannesburg and Cape Town City
Councils, again toeing the Vorster line, refused to allow
marmes through the city streets, on the grounds that 'these
would provoke disorders'.

At Wits the students maintained a grim 24-hour-a-day
picket for the entire week along the boundary of their
campus (the busy Jan Smuts Avenue). Students 'were as
saulted by hooligans and provoked by the police but they
courageously held their ground. On one occasion when only
ten students, including six girls, were manning the picket,
100 rowdies Crom the Air Force Training Sdlool near Pre
toria, descended on the thin line, attacked the students and
set their posters alight. But the biggest act of thuggery W&,>

perpetrated by the South African Police. One morning they
arrested six pickets for parading outside the University
grounds. When other students heard what had happened
hundreds flocked out of the University and took up positions
along Jan Smuts Avenue. 'Protect us from our police' their
placards read. In mid-afternoon, at peak traffic hour, Jan
Smuts Avenue was sealed-off by troop carriers and police
vans. 200 policemen, with dogs and batons descended on the
students and drove them back into the University. Students
sang and chanted 'Sieg Heir and 'Gestapo'.

During what must rank: as the stormiest week in the ex
perience of Wits, 19 other students were arrested and ap
peared in the courts on trivial offences, including three 17
year-olds who had to appear in a court for juveniles. At the
end of the campaign the president of NUSAS, Duncan Innes,
summed-up the feeling of students when he said: 'We know
our universities can never be integrated until our society is
integrated. We feel that apartheid is the cause of all that i~

wrong with South Africa.' Innes went on to indicate tha~

there would be more nationwide demonstrations: 'Our op
position to apartheid is only beginning' he stated.
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The .truggle moyes forward

No state can indefinitely rule when its power rests on the
compulsion of the gun and the boot. Of the Fort Hare stu
dents sent home, all but 21 were readmitted, but under the
"most humiliating circumstances. Within a month the slogans
were back on the walls: 'We want 21', 'Stamp out police in
formers' and 'Academic freedom'. At U.C.T. the Mafeje epi
sode had an epilogue. In December 1968 the Chancellor of
the University, mining magnate and financier Harry Oppen
heimer, arrived to unveil a plaque commemorating the
whole sorry affair. Students picketed the ceremony and held
placards which stated: 'Plaques don't cure plagues', 'U.C.T.
Council legislates for apartheid', and 'plaques - palliatives
for hypocrites'.

These two incidents illustrate two important factors. One,
that the Black. students, and thus the African people, are
unconquerable. With the development of the armed struggle
the most dynamic forces will be unleashed which will over
throw apartheid. Two, that there is a strong feeling of moral
revulsion against apartheid among White students. The
liberatory movement must not lose this source of potential
support. Already the demonstrations planned for the end of
May show .a. profound development within the student
movement over the past year. The demonstrations are be
corning more political, they are looking outwards from the
university sphere and are finding links with other sections
of the Black community. As regards the attitude of Black
students to NUSAS it is interesting to note that the 450
critical students of Natal's 'Non European Section' are play
ing a full part in arrangements for the protests. One of the
demands of the Turftoop students is the right to affiliate
with NUSAS: Black students, a minority though they may
be, can exercise a tremendoUs influence on the White stu-

. dents. They can maintain and develop the democratic and
radical mood which has prevented White students from
allying with the forces of reaction. This is part of the
struggle on the road to South Africa freedom.
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CHE IN BOLIVIA
Joe Sloyo

WHEN C. I. A.-COMMANDED THUGS wearing the Bar
rientos uniform murdered Che Guevara on the 7th October,
1967, the guerrilla band which he led had been in the field
for exactly 11 months.
Those who look for comic book drama should keep away
from Che's Diaries- for in them they will find reflected with
characteristic integrity and modesty the reality and not the
dream-picture of what faces men who do this kind of battle.
As in his Reminiscences of the Cuban Revolutionary War,
the pages of his Bolivian Diaries are punctuated with the
stark reality of life in the mountains. Hunger, thirst,
sickness, discomfort and deprivation - these are constant
companions of the guerrilla and they ceaselessly play upon
his morale. They compete with the qualities of dedication
and selflessness which move men to abandon their all and
offer their very lives in pursuit' of an ideal.
'The day was very very laborious ..... Everything went
wrong The day was spent in a desperate search for a
way out A grey day full of anguish ..... An unpleas-
ant day and quite full of anguish ..... We quenched our
thirst with cakes of caracari, which just fooled the throat
..... Some of the comrades .. are falling to pieces from lack
of water.'
These entries on different daYs of only one week in August,;
1967 spell out the realities or guerrilla life and the nobility
of spirit of those who f at the end of the day, manage to defy
them.
When Che 'hit the road with my shield upon my arm' he
had no illusions about his personal future. 'It is possible that
this may be the finish' he wrote in mid-1965 in a farewell. .

• Che Guevara's Bolivian Diaries, London, Cape, 12s.6.
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letter to his parents. 'I don't seek it, but it's within the logi
cal realm of probabilities. If 'it should be so, I send you a
last embrace. I have loved you very much, only I haven't
known how to express my fondness. I am extremely rigid in
my actions ..... please just take me at my word today.'
Che's self denigration and deeply-felt but characteristically
understaded compassion ,for the 'little mare' whom he
struck in a· moment of temper because it was moving too
slowly due to weariness is an example of his deep humanity.
That night he brought his men together. He talked of the
difficult situation. 'A human carcass' was the way he de
scribed his own condition.

The episode of the little mare proves that at some moments
I have lost control; that will be modified but the situation
must weigh squarely on everybody and whoever does not feel
capable of sustaining it should say so. It is one of those
moments when great decisiol').S must be taken; this type or
struggle gives us the opportunity not anty to turn ourselves
into revclutionar.ies, the highest level of the human species,
but -it all$o allows us to graduate as men; those who cannot
reach either one of these two stages should say so and leave
the struggle. .

This compassion, resilience and nobility of spirit was of
course not unique to the Cuban struggle nor to the short
lived Bolivian campaign. It had its historical precedents in
Russia, in China, in the Phillippines, in Viet-Nam, in
Algeria, in Nazi-occupied Europe and many other countries
in which men were forced to resort to arms to assert a
people's right to freedom. And each of these struggles 
some successful and some not - has thrown up its heroes
both sung and unsung.

HIS INTERNATIONALISM
Why then has Che Guevara more than anyone else become
the symbol of the heroic guerrilla amongst so many mili
tants, particularly the student youth of the West? Is it
per-haps that in him is seen the special quality of internation
alism which moves a man to sacrifice his life in any part
of the world for any people who struggle for freedom and
against imperialism? Che, the Argentinian, had already
taken part in revolutionary struggles in Guatamala when he
joined Castro's band in Mexico. As one of the twelve who
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survived the seemingly impossible landing on the Cuban
coast he marched into Havana at Castro's side at the heaa
a victorious people's army, having proved himself a brilliant
It(81Ul awos l~t(M. W!t( .to} lON ·.tapuewwo:> enp.tan8 }o
consider the well deserved reward of public office. He wrote
to Castro in April 1965 a moving farewell letter in which he
fonnaUy renounced his positions in the national leadership
of the Cuban Communist Party, his post as minister, his
rank as major and his Cuban citizenship. He proclaimed
that his only ties were those 'which cannot be broken as
appointments can!' He left Cuba with the feeling 'of fulfil
ling the most sacred of duties; to fight against imperialism
wherever it may be'. Before his final Bolivian campaign he
was ready to involve himself in Africa on the side of the
freedom forces.

In an age in which the virus of sectionalism and chauvinism
infects even some sections of the international working class
movement and the Socialist world, this quality of inter
nationalism, this assertion of the essential unity of man in
the struggle against oppression and for true freedom and
independence, is to be treasured. In the words of Fidel
Castro, 'National flags, prejudices, chauvinism, and egoism
had disappeared from his mind and heart. And he was
ready to shed his generous blood spontaneously and imme
diately, on behalf of any people, for the cause of any
people.' All hail then to the spirit that moved the volunteers
in Spain, the Pomeroys in the Philippines, the Guevaras in
Bolivia!

Che's internationalism and his virtuosity in the field of
guerrilla tactics and the art of commanding men are quali
ties which will continue to inspire revolutionaries. But Che
was not only a practitioner - a man who, in his words;
risked his skin to prove his platitudes; he also made a
notable contribution as a theorist of guerrilla struggle in
contemporary conditions.

HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEORY

Generalising from the Cuban experience, in his book
Guerrilla Warfare, he stressed that one does not necessarily
have to wait for the classical revolutionary situation to
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arise; it can be created. He was critical of those who 'feel
the need to wait until, in some perfect way. all the required
objective and subjective conditions are at hand.' These
thoughts were part of tHe debate triggered off by the victory
of the Cuban people and they no doubt helped to motivate
his Bolivan decision.

Out-of-context and mechanical adherence to rigid formulae
about the laws o~ revolution, regardless of changing condi
tions, had doubless acted as an obstacle to revolutionary
initiative by some vanguard parties and had blunted their
ability to recognise when the real moment of struggle had
arrived. The Cuban Revolution and one of its important
theorists, Che Guevara, stimulated new thinking on this
problem by revolutionaries everywhere but particularly in
Latin America. The fact that revolutionaries had taken to
arms in a situation which seemed to fall short of the much
distorted thesis of Lenin's on the timing of an insurrection
was not new.·

China in the twenties did not present a classical type revo
lutionary situation, yet no-one can today question the cor
rectness of the decision to take to arms in the protracted
struggle which only saw final success in 1949. When the
series of explosions heralded the small beginnings of armed
struggle in Algeria in 1954 it would have been difficult to
find the ingredients of an immediate insurrectionary situa
tion. When Amilcar Cabral and his colleagues of the
P. A. 1. G. C. decided to prepare for armed revolt in 1959
they did so against the background of the brutal repression
by the Portuguese of a dock-workers' strike and not because
a revolutionary breakthrough seemed imminent.

The Cuban Revolution was in the same tradition. But like
every other major social upheaval it has its own significance
and its own lessons; it becomes part of the storehouse of

• Lenin's thesis dealt with the problems of a general insurrec
tion and not the way in which a reVolutionary organisation can
by its political and organisational work help to create favour
able objective conditions for the conequest of power. For a
fuller discussion of this problem see my article on Regis De
bray in The African Communist No 33 (Second Quarter 1968)
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revolutionary experience and revolutionary thought. For
Latin America it was the watershed. Nothing thereafter
could be the same again.

It was Che who articulated the growing importance of the
subjective factor in the quest for people's power. As such
his influence in Latin America and on our own struggle was
significant. In the discussions which preceded the decision
to prepare for armed confrontation in South Africa, the
Cuban Revolution and the writings of Che figured promi
nently.

Thus in the amalgam of experience and analysis which
makes of Marxism a living guide to social action and not a
petrified dogma, Che, who was proud to call himself a
Marxist and a Communist, has an honourable place.

This is said advisedly and not as a formal bow in the di
rection of propriety which precedes the awkward path of
having to express reservations about aspects of his thesis
so soon after his heroic self-sacrifice. I reel the need to
say this is in itself a commentary on certain unhealthy
features of some assessments of Che.

On the one hand there is the ungenerous tendency to
belittle his importance by paying homage to his courage but
not treating critically and seriously his theoretical contri
butions. This unbalanced treatment diminishes the man. On
the other hand there is the emotion-packed pressure to
guard one's criticism lest one is accused oC lending volume
to the babble from the enemy that Che's physical elimina
tion spells the permanent defeat of Bolivian resistance and
the guerrilla tactic as a form of struggle in Latin America.
We must discard both of these strait-jackets. At the end of
the day it is our capacity to build on the positive foundation
and to reject the negative features of revolutionary activists
and thinkers, which will spell success. As long as there is
balance and honesty in our discussions, enemy gloating
about miscalculations and mistakes is of little relevance.
They will gain far more from a stubborn refusal of the
revolutionary movement to discuss them openly and to
dr&w the right lessons. Che's Bolivian campaign needs to be
examined in the light of these considerations.
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THE BOLIVIAN DECISION

The fact- that he did not succeed* does not provide a con
clusive answer to the questJon whether his decision to begin
W;lS justified. War, like politics, is not the province of cer
tainty. 'History', said Karl Marx in a letter to Kugelmann,
'would indeed be very easy to make if the struggle were
taken up only on condition of infallibly favourable chances.'
Yet this truism does not imply that success or failure is
governed purely by the laws of chance. An unfortunate or
unexpected twist in a developing situation may radically
influence the outcome but the course adopted must have its
roots in the real situation and be guided by the scientific
principles of revolutionary theory.

Without detracting from the nobility of the participants I
believe that we must express doubt about the correctness
of Che Guevara's Bolivian action. The question which
presents itself immediately upon reading his Diaries is :
was there not too mechanical an application of the correct
proposition that the subjective factor can'help stimulate or
create insurrectionary condit!ons?

Guerrilla warfare is above all a political struggle by means
which include armed activities. It cannot be won by soldiers
alone. Armed groups, however heroic, have not the slightest
chance of surviving in isolation from the general stream of
political ferment and organisation in the country. It is clear
from his writings, more particularly his Guerrilla Warfare

. that Che Guevara fully appreciated this. .
'For the individual guerrilla warrior then, whole hearted
help from the local population is the basis on which to start
- .popular support is indispensible', he says. He draws a
contrast with a robber band which he says often possesses
all the characteristics of a guerrilla band but inevitable gets
caught and wiped out because 'they lack one thing, the sup
port of the people.' And again.

.. In the narrow sense of course. In the long run the Bolivian
people will win their freedom and in one sense every act of
resistance whether I?rudent or not, will have contributed to this.
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the base and grounding of the guerrilla is the people. One
cannot imagine small armed groups, no matter how
mobile and familiar with the terrain, surviving the or
ganised persecution of a well-equipped army without this
powerful assistance.

NO POPULAR SUPPORT

It is more than clear from a reading of his Diaries that the
greatest obstacle to the survival of his guerrilla group in
Bolivia was its failure to win popular support and its almost
complete and utter isolation from the Bolivian masses 
peasantry and workers alike. Let Che himself speak. It
becomes relevant to quote extensively from his Diaries on
this point.

The Boliv~ans are flne, although they are few in number.
- Monthly Analysis, end 0/ December 1966.

A period of the beginning of the enemy counter-offensive which.
has been characterised up until now by: a.) a tendency to
establish control that would isolate us, b.) a clamouring on a
national and international level, c.) total ineffectiveness up
until now, d.) mobilisation of the peasants.

- Monthly Analysis, end Of March 1967.

. . . the isolation continues to be complete ... the peasant base
is still not being formed, although it seams that through'
planned terror, we can neutralise most of them; support will
come later. Not one person has joined up with us.

- Monthly Analysis, end of April 1967.

The most important characteristics are: ... 2.) a complete lack
of incorporation of the peasants, although they are losing their
f.ear of us, and we are succeedndg in winning their admira
tion. It's a slow and patient task.

- Monthly Analysis, end of June, 1961.

The most important characteristics are: 2.) We continue to feel
the lack of peasant <incorporation. It is a vicious circle: to obtain
this incorporationwe need to carry out permanent action in popu
lated territory, and to do this we need more men ... 7.) the
army continues to be nil with respect to military tasks, but
they are working on the peasants in a way that must not be
underestimated, as they transform all the members of the com
munity into informers, whether by fear or by deceiving them
with respect to our objective.

- Monthly Analysis, end of June, 1967.
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The lack of incorporation of the peasants continues to be felt.
although there are some encouraging signs in the reception
given to us by old peasant acquaintances.

- Monthly Analysis, end of July, 1967.

We continue without any incorporation on the part of the
'peasants, logical to understand it we take into account the
little coniact we have had with them in recent times.

- Monthly Analysis, end of August, 1967.

The characteristics are the same as those of last month, ex
cept that now the army is showing more effectiveness in ac
tion, and the mass of the peasants do not help us at all and
have become informers.

- Monthly Analysis, end of September, 1967.

A pig was killed, sold by Sostenes Vargas, the only peasant
who stayed in his house. The others flee whey see us.

- September 24th, 1967.

Thus, in the whole of this period, not a single peasant was
inspired to come forward to bear arms. On the contrary, so
wide was the gap between the guerilla band and the people
around them that even the hope expressed at the end of
April, 1967 that they could be neutralised through terror
and that support would come later, did not prove realistic.
This was the sorry, demoralising and, for the guerrilla,
devastating picture seven days before Che's capture and
murder.

CAN MILITARY ACTION ALONE MOBILISE THE MASSES'

The planned terror against the enemy forces had been on a
relatively large and relatively successful scale. It was
carried out with a skill which once again reflected Che's
virtuosity in this field. The first engagement occurred
towards the second half of March, 1967. Thereafter nume
rous engagements took place in which the enemy was badly
punished. (e.g. four in April, three i"n May, two in June,
three in July). The propaganda media of the enemy appear
not to have avoided publicity about the presence of the
guerrillas and their exploits. If anything it tended to exag
gerate their strength and made scrupulous admissions about
their own losses which in some of the battles were heavy.

The masses of the peasants were therefore well aware of the
presence of a guerrilla centre and of its, exploits over a
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period of many months. Here was a practical demolll?tration
of the guerrilla centre's capacity to deal blows against the
enemy in organised armed confrontation. According to
Che's entry at the end of June, 1967, 'the guerrilla legend
grows and grows: we are now invincible supermen', and
at the end of July, 'the legend of the guerrilla is acquiring
continental dimensions.' ,

Despite all this, the peassants initial indifference developed
into fear and finally into colloboration with the enemy. Che
speculates in his Diaries about the reasons for the almost
total shunning by the peasants of the guerilla and in
many instances their positive hoSitility. Was it due to .fear?
Was it due to the fact that the peasants had been misled
about the guerrilla objects?

Whatever the immediate cause may have been (and some.
extremely hard words are said by Che about the role of the
Communist Party of Bolivia, one thing is crystal clear. The
doctrine that the masses will, in some spontaneous way,
respond to an insurrectionary centre - a military foco 
needs serious re-examination. The Bolivian campaign surely
puts in grave doubt the 'over-generalised formulatioI1s that
the injection of armed groups into a country in which there
is severe repression will of itself (and subject mainly to the
professional skill of the armed groups) slowly, in the words
of Debray 'spread like an oil patch'.

I am not here arguing a brief for the tradition-bound reluc
tance to concede the importance in some situations of
actually establishing an armed centre as one the Vital steps
in the all-round preparation for armed struggle. But this is
a Jar cry from the thesis that a group of heroic patriots,
most of them unfamiliar with the local terrain and locdl
dialect and without arty roots amongst the people or proper
contact" with their organisations, can become the catalyst of
revolutionary transformation.

NATiONALISM AND INTERNATIONALISM - THE IDEAL AND THE
REALITY

The participants in Che's group numbered just over forty.
There was only a handful of Bolivians and the majority
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were freedom fighters from Cuba (17), Peru, Brazil and
Argentina.

The composition of the guerrilla band must have contri
buted to the relative ease with which the enemy isolated it
!rom the peasantry. This is of course not the first example
or outsiders participating in freedom struggles and even
playing a leading role. In his introduction to the Diaries,
Fidel Castro draws special attention to the fact that in Latin
America the internationalist tradition has historic roots and
points to the names of Bolivia and its capital, Sucre, which
were both named in honour of their first liberators who
were Venezuelan. But Bolivia has witnessed one of the first
attempts in more recent history to initiate this sort· of
struggle by a group led and predominated by outsiders. It is
not a concession to 'nationalism' or 'the sectarian spirit' to
question whether, especially in the early stages, a guerrilla
group should be predominantly non-indigenous in compo
sition. Would this not make the already intricate problem of
achieving acceptance from the people far more complex and,
in some cases, impossible?

The political terrain in which a revolutionary movement
operates is given and is seldom, if ever, a reflection of. the
ideals of the advanced vanguard. Narrow nationalism, pro
vindalism, regionalism, tribalism - these prejudices
nurtured by objective conditions certainly constitute
limitations on a people's capacity to struggle. They have
particular force in the modcrn era of imperialism and the
bourgeois national State, one of whose characteristic
historical features is the emergence of nationalism.

This reality precludes the mechanical application of advanced
principles of internationalism in many situations, not only
in national struggles but in the working class movement as
well. Even after the capture of power the historically-rooted
national differences have an important bearing on tactics.
Lenin had this in mind when in 'Left-Wing' Communism
he discussed the creation of a leading centre to replace th~

Second International
... Communists of every country should quite consciously take
into account ... the specific feature which (the) struggle as

. summes and inevitably must assume in each separate country
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in conformity wiUl the peculiar features of its economics, politics,
culture. national composition (Ireland, etc.), its colonies, relig
ious divisions and so on and so forth ... We must clearly
realise that such a leading centre cannot under any circum-.
stances be built on stereotyped, me<:hanica.lly equalised and
identical rules of struggle. At. long as national and state
differences exist among peoples and countries - and these
differences will continue to exist for a very long time even
after the dictatorship of the proletariat has been established
on a world scale - the unity of international tactics of the
Communist working clliSS movement demands, not the
elimination of variety, not the abolition of national differences
(that is a foolish dream at the present moment) .
We must not regard what is obsolete for us as being obso-
lete for the masses ... You must not sink to the level of the
masses, to the level of the backward strata of the class. That
is incontestable. You must tell them the bitter truth. You must
call their bourgeois democratic and parliamentary prejudices
- prejudices. But at the same time you must sobeTlll follow
the actual state of class consciousness and preparedness of the
whole class (not only .ts Communist vanguard), of all the
toiling masses (not only of their advanced elements).
(emphasis in original)

Particularly in that part of the world (and our experience of
Africa confirms this) where oppression and manipulation by
imperialism have wrought so much material and moral
damage there is an understandable suspicion amongst large
sections of the people against the 'foreigner' and the outsider.
This historically-rooled prejudice is hypocritically exploited
by imperialism and its local representatives to confuse the
people and to undermine their resistance. The cry of
'foreign agitator' is one of the oldest in the book. Its impact
on a ravaged people, especially where it can be superficially
documented - as in Bolivia - must not be underestimated
and tactics of struggle must take it into account. Even the
vanguard group itself is not altogether and always free of
this factor as appears for example from an entry in the
Diaries on April 12th 1967:

A tendency to underestimate the Cubans was observed among
the vanguard when Camba remarked' that every day he has
less confidence in the Cubans due to an incident with Ricardo.

A very pointed example of the need to accommodate a
movement's tactics to the character of the struggle and to
the reality of the political terrain is contained in Che's Re-
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miniscences of the Cuban Revolutionary War. In the course
of a tribute to the Guatamalan patriot, Julio Valle (EI
Patojo), Che mentions the fact that when EI Patojo heard of
the intended Cuban action he voluteered to join Castro's
band in Mexico. His offer was not accepted for the reason
that 'Fidel did not want to bring any more foreigners into
that struggle for national liberation in which I had the
honour to participate.' What developments have taken place
in Latin America since then which would warrant a depar
ture from -the correct thesis which must obviously have been
at the bottom of Castro's decision in the case of El Patojo?

This of course is no argument against patriots participating
(even in leading capacities) in a life and death struggle
outside the borders of their own country as Che did in Cuba

. or our own heroes are doing in Zimbabwe. Che says 'Each
spilt drop of blood, in any country under whose flag one has
not been born is an experience passed on to others who
suvive, to be added later to the liberation struggle of his
own country. And each nation liberated is a phase won in
the battle for the liberation of one's own country.' Abso
lutely true! But what is being discussed here are those tactics
dictated by the predominant character of an existing situa
tion which will most effectively organise and arouse an
oppressed and often backward people to move in the direc
tion of a conquest of power.

OUR OWN STRUGGLE

In our own struggle we have recently experienced some of
the problems which face a guerrilla in a relatively alien
environment. The historic alliance between ZAPU and the
ANC heralded the beginnings of large-scale guerrilla opera
tions in Zimbabwe in 1967. The armed units which engaged
the enemy consisted of combined ZAPU-ANC freedom
fighters. The common enemy facing both the South African
and the Zimbabwe people is - more patently than else~

where - one and the same. It is the white racialist regimes
contiguously situated, acting in close co-operation and bol
stered up by internal and external inmperialism. What is
more, white South African troops were called into Zimbabwe



by the Smith regime and formed the backbone of the enemy
forces".

Despite all this the leadership and composition of the
guerrilla units reflected the reality of the struggle in Zim
babwe, the main content of which is the national liberation of
the Zimbabwean people. The problem of establishing con
tact with the people and gaining their confidence and sup
port would have been a thousand-fold more difficult, if not
altogether impossible, if the units were led and numerically
dominated by South African freedom fighters with no
intimate knowledge of the local terrain, the people - their
dialect, customs, habits, prejudices and so on. This is the
experience of our fighting men and it relates to peoples
facing not only the same enemy 'but having close ethnic,
cultural and language ties.

The collaboration which led to the combined operations be
tween ZAPU and the J\NC is of course an inspiring example
of internationalism and African unity. It constitutes an
important milestone in the struggle against a common
enemy united by racialism and imperialism. But even within
the borders of our own country - South Africa - we would
seriously jeopardise the chances of successfully initiating_
and sustaining' guerrilla operations if in the constitution of
the fighting units we did not give sufficient weight to local,
ethnic, national and territorial loyalties and factors.

The unanswered question remains: Are there new objec
tive conditions in Latin America as a whole and more spe
cifically in Bolivia which render such factors obsolete for
the mass of the people and not merely for the advanced
vanguard?

NO COLLABORATION WITH BOLIVIAN ORGANISATIONS

The Diaries are liQ'lited to short-hand narratives of daily
events, short monthly summaries of progress and brief
memory-jogging reflections on certain trends and tenden
cies. It is understandable therefore that there is no mention'
in the Diaries of the factors which moved Che to choose
Bolivia in preference to some other territory for the launch
ing of the guerrilla centre. It seems clear hbwever that
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none of the existing political organisations inside Bolivia
(including the Communist Party of Bolivia) were formally
consulted about the action.

According to Fidel Castro, in the introductionJ during the
initial phase of preparation of the guerrilla base, Che had
depended mainly upon a group of 'discreet collaborators'
who remained in the Bolivian Communist Party after a split
had occurred in it. According to Castro it was due to defer
ence to these collaborators that Ohe invited Mario Monje,
the General Secretary, to visit him in the camp although
Che was not a bit sympathetic towards him. This meeting
took place on the 31st December 1966..

In the brief description contained in the Diaries, Che sum
marises the fundamental questions raised by Monje as
including an offer by him to resign from the leadership of
the Party, obtain its neutrality to the guerrilla struggle and
bring cadres for it. But- the condition raised by Monje that
'the political and military leadership of the struggle woulo
correspond to him as long as the revolution had a Bolivian
environment' was totally rejected. The entry reads 'I would
be the military chief and would not accept ambiguities con
cerning this. Here the discussion turned into a stalemate
and ended up in a vicious circle'.

Castro asserts that Che's consultations with the head of the
Bolivian Communist Party was in the nature of a gesture
and was unaccompanied by any expectation that useful
collaboration could be established. In fact in the monthly
analysis at the end of December Che does say that Monje's
attitude may 'hold back developments' but goes on to sigh
witftrelief that it would also 'contribute ." .. by releasing me
of political entanglements'.

This last comment is consistent with what appears to have
been Che's conviction that initially at any rate the
military and political leadership ought to vest in the
military or at the very least that the military ought to be
absolutely independent. Also at the beginning the military
band itself ought to avoid internal political organisation.
On the 26th January 1967 when the Bolivian Moises Gue
vara arrived to join the group with a colleague, Che put
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forward the con,dition which included 'group dissolution
... no political organisation yet and the necessity to avoid
polemics about national and international discrepancies'.

POUTICAL AND MIUTARY LEADERSHIP

For us this is an unfamiliar approach. In my article on
Debray there is a more detailed and critical analysis of the
formulations on these questions which he claims reflect the
thinking of Che. In the words of Debray: 'In the phase
preceding the seizure of power, the predominance of a po
litical vanguard, the Party, over the military is not valid for
Latin America' and 'the people's army will be the nucleus
of the party and not vice versa'. Suffice it to say that in
our continent such a proposition is rejected by all the liber
ation forces actually engaged in armed struggle including
our own. The issue was dealt with succinctly and unambigu-
ously by Cabral when he was asked: .

'Could you tell us briefly how the political and' military
leadership of the struggle is carried out?'

The answer: 'The political and military leadersnip of the
struggle is one: the political leadership. We are political
people and our Party, a political organisation, leads the
struggle in the civilian, political, administrative, technical
and therefore also military spheres. Our fighters are defined
as armed activists.'·

In any event the almost complete isolation of the guerilla
band from any Bolivian political movement or organisation
(none of whom appear to have been a party to the decision
to commence guerrilla operations) obviously contributed to
the set-backs suffered. On the 13th June 1967 the entry
reads: 'The interesting thing is the political upheaval in the
country, fabulous numbers of pacts and counterpacts that
are in the air, seldom have the possibility of catalysing the
guerrilla been seen so clearly.' And on the 14th of July:
'The government is disintegrating rapidly: too bad that we
do not have a hundred more men at this moment.'

If the peasants are not ready to come forward who would
provide these men? Who in any case would be in a position
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to take full advantage of the ferment by all-round mobilisa
tion of people in town and countryside? Surely the guerrilla
centre, in the initial period, had almost by definition neither'
the capacity nor the physical possibility of doing so. In
addition its contact with the outside world was so tenuous
(a few documents and the government radio) that it would
be quite unable to either weigh up the full signifiance of
these events or to form a balanced judgement on what is to
be done in the country as a whole. These questions are
'irrelevant' only to one who believes-that mobilisation and
response is generated exclusively by the exploits of the
guerrilla. Surely the existence of a political leadership, in
timately connected with the guerrilla centre and able to
mobilise the masses, is of vital importance.

Historians with all the facts in their possession will, no
doubt form their judgement, on the unhappy relationship
between the guerrilla band and the Communist Party of Bo
livia. One aspect however calls for comment: if in truth no
genuine revolutionary organisation exists either willing or
capable of throwing itself into this sort of struggle, this is
an important factor in deciding whether conditions arc
ripe in that country to embark upon armed struggle.

These reflections provoked by reading of Che's Diaries touch
on a number of vital problems of armed struggle to which
our whole Movement is committed in Southern Africa. The
problems connected with this struggle, its relationship with
other [arms of political activity, the need to give the mili
tary struggle a correct political content, our capacity to pro
vide correct political guidance to the majority of workers
and peasants who by the very nature of things cannot di
rectly participate in the initial phases of guerrilla wariare
- these are problems which are not academic exercises.
Their correct solution can make the difference between suc
cess and failure, between real and a hollow victory.

Historically speaking what adds to the tragedy of Che's
murder is that because he was such an honest, devoted and
committed revolutionary fighter and thinker, the Bolivian
experiences may well have evoked in him a further assess
ment of some of these problems, whose correct solution is
vital to the revolutionary movement everywhere.
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From South Afric'f's History

The I.C.U.
Teresa Zania

1 will simply go from dockyard to factory and with a
single word, 'STOP' the white people will be held at ran
som, the railways will lose over i! 2.000,000 a day and
while the trouble is on 1 will be looked upon as Prime
l\1inister. (Kadalie, June, 1926).

Are you going back to the masses and ask them to pray,
or will you tell them to depend on their numerical
powers . .. The idea of a general strike may make certain
of you tremble in fear, but there is no alternative if you
want your freedom. (Thomas Mbeki, April, 1927).2

THESE WORDS BY two leaders of the Industrial and Com
mercial Worker's Union of Africa (I.C.U.) expressed the ex
citement of the African people in South Africa, at their dis
covery of a powerful new weapon, the strike, not only as a
method to get higher wages and better working conditions,
but as a political weapon. They are an indication, too, that
Africans were putting aside their tribal differences and
uniting as workers.

1. In a speech at Heilbron.
~2. Thomas Mbekl at the 7th Annual 1. C. U. Congress, Durban,

April, 1927, quoted in RaUX, Time Longer Than Rope, Uni
versity of Wisconsin Press, 1966, p. 87.
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The I.C.U. was formed in 1919 in Cape Town. From Cape
Town it spread 'like a veld fire'3 over South Africa, with
Port Elizabeth and East London, seaport towns first, then to
the country districts of the Cape, to Natal, Orange Free-State, and in 1924, to Johannesburg and the Transvaal. It
even spread its tentacles to South West Africa, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, Southern Rhodesia (where there was an
I.C.U. branch until very recently), Portuguese East Africa
and Nyasaland. Its membership grew, until in 1928, it was
ne3rly a quarter of a million strong4

• At its height it had an
income of 2 15,0005• Not only did the urban areas build up
a huge membership (Durban, according to A. W. G. Cham
pion, 3U,2ther prominent I.C.U. leader, at the time of the
Annual I.C.U. Conference in 1927, had a membership oC
26,0006, but farm workers, squatters and labour tenants also
flocked into the I.C.U.

When meetings were held in the small towns and villages,
Africans would pour in, in their thousands. It is reported
that at Bulmer there was a 'Big muster of Natives present,
probably 15,000". Kadalie, in his autobiography, describes a
meeting at Vryheid in Northern Natal:

Many came to the meeting from as far as Zululand itself.
Some Europeans of this important northern Natal town were
,alarmed when they saw thousands of Zulus streaming into
Vryheid from all directions on horses as well as horse-drawn
vehicles.

Kadalie describes, too, a meeting at Middelburg, Transvaal,
early in 1928, where he and Thomas Mbeki spoke:

Africans who attended this meeting came from all parts of
the North-Eastern Transvaal. When we got up from our beds
vn Sunday morning, we sawall sorts of primitive vehicles
such: as donkey carts, and horses in large numbers conveying
Africans to attend the meeting. The town was somewhat

3. Kadalie in his autobiography
4. Raux, p. 167
5. W. G. Ballinger, as reported in the Johannesburg Star,

15 Nov., 1928
6. Raux, p. 167
7. Newscutting, undated, Forman Collection
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alarmed at this. African pilgrimage ... The local press esti
mated the crowd that attended the meeting at 5,000.
Almost any 'dorp' you can think of, even the very smallest

with just a few streets, in the middle of the Karroo, had a
branch of the I.C.U. at one time or another, in the 1920's.
The rapid growth of the organisation indicated a new spirit
among the African people. The spirit was reflected in the'
I.C.U.'s early militancy.

Before the I.C.U. had even run one year, it had its first
big strike in December, 1919, at the Cape Town Docks. The
strike, which lasted three weeks, was partly a demand for
increased wages, and partly a protest against the export o~

foodstuffs when prices in South Africa were rocketing in
the aftermath of the First World War. Four hundred Afri
can and Coloured dock workers came out. Kadalie's descrip
tion of the strike in his autobiography, conveys the excite
ment he felt at the realisation of the power of the non
white workers when they acted in unity;

By 11 a. m. (17th December, 1919), the whole vast Cape Town
Clocks was at a standstill, with hundreds of Coloured and Afri
can workers streaming out of it. Outside .the dock: gates, I ad
dressed the huge crowd, officially inaugurating the first or
ganised strike of Non-European labour in South Africa.

The strike, itself, was broken, as the InternationalS of Ja
nuary 9, 1920 reported, by 'the treachery of the white wor
kers; on December 4, the Cape Federation of Trades had
adopted a resolution calling upon trade unionists to refu_se
to handle foodstuffs -tor export, and thus, it appears, the
non-white workers had expected the white workers to come
out as well, but this they had failed to do. However, the
strike did have some effect, for about six months later, after
a dr=putation from the I.C.U., the stevedoring companies,
led by the Union Castle Company, granted an increase in
wages to non-white workers, though the Government Rail
ways and Harbours administration refused even to meet
representatives of the Union.

a. Organ of the International Socialist League (I. S. L.), which
was to I).elp form the Communist Party in 1921
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VIOLENT STATE REACnON

The I.e.u. with its first strike, came unmistakeably face
to-face with the organised violence of the South African
State. A troop train was sent from Wynberg, and Africans
'were forcibly ejected from the Docks Location and were
sent to Milnerton camp. This was just the beginning of a
constarit hounding of I. C. U. officials and rank-and-filers,
the breaking up of strikes by police and military viol,ence,
mob violence by white civilians on 1. C. U. property (as at
Greytown, Weenen and Krantzkop, in Natal), and even
shootings.
Less than a year after troops had been used in the Cape
Town Dock Strike, in October 1920 people lost their lives
in Port Elizabeth. After the arrest of the I. C. U. leader in
Port Elizabeth, Samuel Masabalala, who had called for a
strike in support of a demand for a 10/ - a day minimum
wage for non-white workers, a crowd of people collected
outside the Baakens Street police station, demanding the,
release of Masabalala. White civilians who had come to
'assist' the police, and the police opened fire on the crowd:
.Z4 people were killed or died of wounds; over 50 people
were wounded. The report of the Inquiry into the shogtings
concluded that:

all the firing whidl took place after the mob broke away was
directed against fugitives; that it was unnecessary, indiscrimi
nate, and it was moreover brutal in its callousness, resulting
in a terrible toll of killed and wounded without any sufficient
reason or justification9•

Open violence against the African people became an almost
yearly occurrence.
In February, 1920 over 40,000 African miners had come out
On strike on the Rand. The strike was broken by the use of
a· police cordon thrown around each compound. and, it
appears, miners were driven underground at the point of a
gun. When the police fought their way into the Village Deep
Compound several Africans were killed.
May, 1921 saw 163 Africans killed and 129 wounded at Bul
hoek, near Queenstown in the Ciskei, because they refused
to move off what they regarded as communal land.

9. Port Elizabeth Native Riots Inquiry Report, January, 1921
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May 1922: Smuts sent a force of nearly 400 men, armed
with four machine guns and accompanied by two bombing
planes to South West Africa to 'deal with' the Bondelswart
tribe, who had refused to pay the dog tax, which had been
imposed on them as a means of forcing them into the labour
marked. Over 100 men, women and children were killed and
many more were mutilated or seriously injured. No white
man died.
Leaders of the I. C. U. faced police and civilian mob violence
in Bloemfontein in April 1925, when 5 Africans were killed
and 24 wounded.
In October, 1928, there was a strike at Onderstepoort, a
government veterinary laboratory and farm near Pretoria,
where the majority of the unskilled and semi-skilled
labourers were members of the I. C. U. Kadalie writes:

On arrival at Onderstepoort I was met by a body of police
armed with clubs and revolvers. I ventured to ask permission
to address the men, but was told that permission could only be
granted on condition that I was to advise the men to resume
work unconditionally. I refused to do 50 and i.nformed the
authorities that the union would protect its members involved
in the streik. My bold statement caused some commotion and
the police adopted a threatening attitude. I was ordered to
leave the premises at once. Finally the Gouvernment tack
drastic action and put all the strikes in prison.

South Africa calls itself a democratic and civilised country
and yet its representatives meet a leader of an African trade
union organisation who had come to investigate the
problems of the members of his union with batons and
revolvers (which, no doubt, they had in hand to use on the
strikers). .
1929 saw the I. C. U. facing another violent situation, this
time in Durban. This started with the victimisation of an
'African worker at the Docks, where the I. C. U. was partic
ularly strong, and grew into mass action against' the muni-
cipal beer-halls. Many wery killed and injured. .
1930: The I. C. U. faced police violence again: This time
during the general strike of African labour in East London,
which started as a strike at the East London docks. Kadalie
describes the scene
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By the second week a general strike was in progress which
paralysed the whole industrial and commercial system of East
London. The general strike was now complete, as all domestic
workers in hotels, as in private homes came out. From the
city men and women trekked in orderly manner towards the
East Bank Location ... Strike meetings were now being atten
ded by thousands of people. As usual the S. A. police were
very active from the first day of the strike. Aeroplanes were
flying overhead when strike meetings were in progress ...
Police reinforcements were rushed to East London by special
trains from all parts of South Africa. At the boundary between
the location and the city, military vehicles were parked to
transport armed police quickly as required .. : At nights
special civil volunteer police patrolled the location streets. It
was then that I decided to disguise myself during the
nights ...

The strike committee was eventually arrested. They spent
two months in gaol, and then stood trial in the Supreme
Court in Grahamstown, where Kadalie was sentenced to
three months hard labour,. or a fine of 225.
It can thus be seen that ~he I. C. U. found strikes and even
attempts at negotiation, an extremely hazardous business.
Kadalie said 'They (the whites) may bring their aeroplanes
and police an.d form big camps everywhere, but I will
simply say to the Europeans: "We won't wash your plates,
nor clean your boots as long as General Hertzog shows a
heart as hard as Pharoah'o«,. But this was more easily said
than done.
Open violence of this nature was, by no means, the only
problem that African trade union organisers had to face.
Under the Industrial Conciliation Act of 1924, pass-bearing
Africans were not recognised as 'employees', and thus their
unions were given no legal recognition. This fact, of course,
made negotiations extremely difficult, particularly as the
white unions had legal recognition, and they could thus use
the consiliation machinery to entrench and re-inforce their
privileged position. And this they did.
Then, too, . agricultural labourers, mine-workers and
domestic workers did not fall under the provisions of the
Wage Act. Under this Act workers could apply for a

10. Speech during 1936
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minimum wage to maintain a 'civilised' standard of 'living.
The extremely low wages of the above categories of non·
white workers, of course, had (and still has) a depresSing
effect on the wages of all non-white workers in the South
African economy. In any case; the Wage Board (set up
under the Wage Act) was, in actual fact, used by unskilled
white workers to maintain their privileged position ,as
against non-white workers, and thus it merely worked as an
adjunct to the 'Colour Bar Act', which reserved certain
categories of work for white workers.
Many African workers, at this time, worked under contract,
and they thus fell under the Masters and Servants Act. This
made it a criminal offence to strike. The report of the Native
Economic Commission, 1930-1932, has this to say (para. 294):

In all Provinces Native contracts of service are generally
gouverned by either the Native Labour Regulation Act or the
Masters and servants Act, which makes it a criminal offence
for the employee to break his contract of service, i. e. to strike,

-but these acts in li'ractice, are generally not of much force in
respect of daily or weekly employees. Except, therefore, in the
Cape Province where Natives, who are daily or weekly
employees, may combine for their mutual protection, there is
in practice no power by which Natives can organise to
improve their position or resist exploitation.

This was strong language for an extremely reactionary
report.
Many Africans spent only short periods in the towns and
then returned home for a period before returning to obtain
the cash, necessary to pay taxes and for their other needs.
This was particularly the case in this early stage in the
industrialisation of South Africa in the 1920's, when few
secondary industries had developed and there was a very
small permanent African working-class in the towns. The
contract and compound labour system, operated not only on
the mines, but also for all types of labour. There was, for
example, the Kazerne Compound in Johannesburg, catering,
for the South African Railways and Harbours (this was the
centre of I. C. U. work when the organisation first came to
Johannesburg in 1924); and there was a compound for
municipal workers in Vrededorp, Johannesburg. Under this
system, of course, the African worker is put in a strait-
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jacket, as far as his living conditions are concerned, for he
is supplied with accommodation and, very often, food, and
so, the employers argue, (as they did in evidence before
several Commissions), he can never claim that his cost of
living is increasing, as a justification for higher wages. And,
of course, the employers also argued that ihey were giving
him a wage to support only himself, as his family were
supporting itself on the land in his own territory. And thus
African mine-workers were lucky if they received as much
as 2/- a day. They usually received not more than 1/6 d.
or 1/8 d.
The compound system also makes it easier for the autho
rities to regiment African labour and to break strikes. A
whole system of informers was built up within the com
pounds on the mines. The African miners' strike of
February, 1920 at the Village Deep Mine, for instance, was
broken by the simple device of throwing a police cordon
round every compound. As Raux points out: 'Each group of
Africans thus isolated was told that all the rest had gone
back to work. In the absence of an African miners' union
or central strike committee, this method usually succeeded,
though not without bloodshed'H. The development of the
'hostels' and the location system under the Urban Areas
Act of 1923, and its amendments in later years, was merely
a more sophisticated variant of the compound system. And
so, too, the Borders Areas scheme of today, under which
Afrfcan workers in 'Border industries' are meant to go and
sleep back 'in their 'homeland', before coming back the follow
ing day to work. This is all part of the vicious colonial
exploitation of African labour. And as it takes place in a
highly industrialised society with a complex economy and
with the development of monopoly capitalism, it has many
features of a fascist system.
Africans also had the great problem of trying to build stable
and strong trade union organisations when most of them
were unskilled labourers (forced by legislation and by
agreements 'between the white trade unions and the

11. Roux, p. 132
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employers to remain unskilled), thus easily dispensed with.
At the same tim~, there was an enonnous African labour
pool on which the Gouvernment and employers could draw,
not only from within South Africa itself - places like the
Transkei - but from Basutoland, Swaziland, Bechuanaland,
the Rhodesias, Portuguese East Africa. In this situation it
was extremely difficult to build viable trade unions. The
Native Economic Commission 1930-1932, Report (para. 253)
considered: 'The importation of Native labourers ..... not
compatible with the improvement of the economic condition
of the Union Natives ... .' This, again, was strong language.
for this sort of Commission.
African trade unionists had to face a situation where they
had to try and Qbtain higher wages and better wo!king con
ditions, with the knowledge that, even is they approached
the employer with a demand, they could not back it ut with
a strike, unlese they were prepared to face possible fines'
and gaol sentences. But their problems went ev.en further
than this: very often they would not even be received
by an employer, since there -was little real pressure on
him in this situation to negotiate and a great deal of official
pressure not to meet African trade union representatives at
all. In fact, a national incident blew up towards the end of
1928: Walter Madeley, Minister of Posts and Telegraphs,
one of the three Labour Party Cabinet Ministers in· the
National Party Labour Pact Government, was asked by
Prime Minister Hertzog to resign from the Cabinet after he
had received an 1. C. U. delegation, together with Bill
Andrev-rs of the S. A. Trade Union Congress, in connection
with the conditions of the non-white post office workers. By
seeing the delegation, Hertzog held, Madeley had given
some sort of de facto recognition to the 1. C. U. When Made
ley refused to go, the whole Cabinet was forced to resign
and was reconstituted without him. This was a clear indi
cation by the Government as to how seriously it regarded
even this sort of infonnal 'recognition' of the I. C. U.

,

The I. C. U. and the Communists
The fact that the white, workers fought for and obtained a
privileged position, as against the black worker - a situa-
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tion confirmed by the National Party-Labour Pact of 1924
- further weakened the whole trade union movement, black
and white. The Communist Party, formed in 1921, and
particularly Sidney Bunting, realised how this division
.would weaken the working-class movement, and con
sistently fought for the unity of white and black: workers.
From the earliest days of the I. C. U. in Cape Town, some
Socialists had close connection with the organisation.
Roux states that they drew up the preamble to its first
constitution along the lines of the preamble of the Indus
trial Workers of the Wolrd (of America-. The International
Socialist League (1. S. L.) had formed an organisation called
the Industrial Workers of Africa, sometime before the
Bucket Strike (strike of Johannesburg sanitary workers) in
1918. A branch of this organisation, in fact, worked with the·
I. C. U. in the days of the Cape Town Dock strike at the end
of 1919. But it was soon absorbed by the 1. C. U.
The famous 'Don't Scab' leaflet distributed by the 1. S. L.
appealed to the white miners to back up the African mine
workers' strike of February, 1920. It said:

White workers! Do you hear the new army of labour
coming? The Native workers are beginning to wake up.
They are finding out that they are staves to the big capi

'talists. Food and clothing are costing more, but their
wages remain the same, away down at the pig level of
existence.
White Workers! Do not repel them! The Native workers
cannot rise without raising the whole standard of
,existence for all.
T~ey are putting aside their tribal differences and
customs; they are entering the world-wide army of

. "labour . ..
During the 1920's the Communist Party increasingly
interested itself in the African workers, and began to realise
the revolutionary role they were destined to play. Bunting
wrote in the S. A. Worker (organ of the Communist Party)

12. Quoted in Raux, p. 133
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at the end of 1926, commenting on Kadalie's statement that
many Alricans did not know what communism was.

as if it (Communism) were a white man's affair instead of
being equaUll or more in this eountfll a black man's ~ he did
not tell them that. (My emphasis T. Z.).

But while the Communists played a crucial role in the
1. C. U., they were faced by an increasingly hostile and

. opportunist attitude on the part of a section of its top
leadership, especially Kadalie, wich culminated in the
expulsion of the Communist Party members from the
I. C. U. at a National Council meeting in Port Elizabeth in
December, 1926.
At the time of their expulsion in 1926 there were several
Communists who held leading positions in the organisation.
There was Thomas Mbeki from the Transvaal, E. J. Khaile,
who was Financial Secretary, Jimmy La Guma, General
Secretary, John Gomas from the Cape, and an Indian, de
Norman. who was on the Cape Town Committee. The Com
munists in the I. C. U. began to push for improvements in
the organisation: These were on three main fronts: Firstly,
a firmer dleek on the finances of the organisation.
Secondly, the rank-and-file members of the I. C. U. and
other officials to have greater control over the I. C. U.
leadership. They accused Kadalie of becoihing a dictator.
At the meeting the expelled officials held in Korsten (just
outside Port Elizabeth) immediately after the expulsions,
one of the resolutoins demanded that there should be

no exercise of autocracy by officials towards branch executives
and members.

And thirdly, they called for mass action against the pass
laws and other oppressive laws, and accUsed Kadalie of
avoiding all real action. One of the resolutions adopted at
the Korsten meeting called for

passive resistance to be organised in conjunction with other
bodies of African people against pass laws and other oppll!S-
slve legislation. .

The Communist's call for greater control of the finances of
the organisation was fully justified later by the exposures
of the enormous financial weaknesses in the I. C. U. There
was eventually a court case exposing Champion's handling.
of the funds in Natal, where all the funds went into his·



personal account, so that there was no distinction between
. I. C. U. finances and his own. After this exposure and hi!>

suspension from his post as Natal Provincial Secretary
Champion broke away with the Natal section to form the
I. C. U. vase NataL This was followed by an epidemic of
breakaways throughout the country. As Raux says:

Secretaries were bolting with cish, the unions' furniture was
being sold to pay lawyer's fees ... The events that led up to
the final debacle were full of drama and tragedy. Anarchy
prevailed. IndivIdual leaders competed for power. They fought
"to obtain control of the I. C. U. And as they fought, the I. C. U.
vanished before their eyes until there was nothing to fight

wover..
If anything justified the call of the Communists for firmer
organisation, these tragic splits did.
Now, why had Kadalie decided to expel the Communist
officials? The reasons are fairly clear: He did not like their
criticism of him as a potential dictator, and, linked with
this, he was not prepared, it seems, to build a firm and
cohesive organisation, where the lower officials and the
rank-and-file would play a full part. He preferred the
drama of the platform to the hard and more mundane work
of building an organisation.
an organisation.
William Ballinger, who came out from Scotland as 'adviser'
to the I. C. U. in 1928, had said: 'The I. C. U. was formed as
a mass organisation in 1919 - all body with very little head
or feet't'. What he meant was that there was no firm organi
sation, and particulary, in his view, organisation along
trade union lines. One cannot agree with his attempt to
impose a 'sane and constitutional' trade unionism on an
African people, who had no real political and trade union

- rights, and were suffering under "a vicious colonial-type
exploitation; nonetheless his description of the I. C. U. has
some truth.
Roux says of the period from about 1924:

13. Roux, p. 177
14. At a conference of location superintendents, held at Bloem

fontein in November, 1928, as reported in the Star of 15 No
vember 1928
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Nothing was done. Disillusion spread among the rank and file.
But as people grew disillusioned in one district, as their
enthusiasm waned and they ceased to pay their subscriptions.
the I. C. U. moved on to new, untoudted districts. So that n
happened that by the time that the I. C. U. was flourishing in
the Transvaal it was already losing members in the Cape ...15

This gives a fair picture of the nature 0'£ the I. C. U., as an
organisation: It spread, as bath Kadalie and Roux have cesc
ribed it, like 'a veld fire', and like a veld fire it left very
little behind it.

Difficulties of Consolidation

There were enormous difficulties in bulding and consolidat
ing the 1. C. U. I have already given some indication of the
difficulties facing, particularly, African trade union organis~

ers in South Africa, but Kadalie made no attempt to
counteract these tendencies towards disintegration. In fact,
his very approach encouraged them. He wanted to be a
'plaform thunderer', and so he and other I. C. U. leaders
went from platform to platform, addressing, very often,
thousands of people, but there was no real follow-up. either
in organisation or mass action against oppressive laws, or
strikes for better wages or working conditions. After 1919
there were almost no strikes at all, apart from Kadalie's
attempt to get things going again in 1928 at Onderstepoort
and 1930 at East London, and no organised mass action on
other fronts. These latter strikes were desperate attempts to
reassert his leadership in the African political and trade
union world; otherwise the I. C. U. did very little, and
1. C. U. leaders even disowned some spontaneous strikes,
and tried to get workers back to work, before attempting to
negotiate.
Many of the I. C. U. meetings had the tone of revivalist
meetings, especially if there were any hostile whites pre
sent. At a meeting in Bloemfontein, in January 1925, Ka
dalie writes in his autobiography: 'I told the people to make
such a hell of a noise that the white man cannot sleep'.
This sort of theme is repeated over and over again at I. C. U.

15. Raux, p. 160



meetings, and in comments by Kadalie. He says in connec
tion with a meeting in Pretoria in 1930-:

Whenever the occasion was big I used to take off my coat in
order to enable me to move freely on the platfonn while pres
sing important pronouncements home. Indeed. sometimes I
used to knock out my interpreters when' heated' during some
of my big orations.

'Heated' had an. almost revivalist meaning for Kadalie. This
quality of his was strengthened with the disillusionment of
his later years, when, in East London and Kingwilliams
town, h~ had the last of the I. C. U. branches. These were
in the nature of African separatist churches where Kadalie
was regarded as a Messiah.
Undoubtedly Kadalie used recialism to get rid of the com
munists. He played on the theme of 'the white Communists'.
Bunting wrote in the S. A. W01'"ker after the expulsion of
the Communists: 'The white communists were attacked, no
doubt in the hope of dividing the black ones from them'.
The I. C. U. rank and file and the other officials, on the
whole, fell for this racialist line. It is significant, however.
that most opposition to the expulsion of the Communists
came from the main urban centres, Cape Town, Port Eliza
beth and Johannesburg. Durban, Where an African nation
alism whit retrogr~sive elements was strong, was a
notable exception. Champion, the Natal leader, was able
later to use this tribalism against Kadalie himself, by
exploiting the fact that Kadalie was not a Zulu, came from
Nyassland, and could only speak English. A great deal of
the African nationalism of the I. C. U. rank and file was
closely related to tribalism.
Natal, for various reasons, which I cannot deal with in any
detail for lack: of space, had retained a tribal cohesion or, if
you like, a Zulu national cohesion, to a larger extent than
Africans in oitter parts of South Africa. One of the reasons
was that the Zulus had more land and had thus retained a
strong connection with the tribal group.
Concomitant wdtlh this, they had not been drawn, to the
same extent, into the urban areas, or only for relatively
short periods. During the Bam:bata Rebellion of 1906 a
young African was charged with 'spreading false reports
calculated to cause unnecessary alarm'. He had written in
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Zulu to an acqu~intance: 'I want you to tell me about the
poll tax I want to go to the Zulu king because I am a
soldier I shall leave Durban and go to Zululand'. 16 This
Zulu national identification was still strong in the 1920's
and even much later.
The Zulus had put up a magnificent armed fight against
white conquest in the 19th century, and in the Bambata
rebellion of 1906 (otherwise known as the Poll Tax Rebel
lion) when they rebelled against the imposition of European
rule, particularly that aspect which drew them away from
the land and into the urban centres. Of course, the whole
aim of the poll tax was to draw Africans into the growing
capitalist economy. Roux has said

The Bambata Rebellion in Natal in 1906 may very well be
taken as the turning point between two periods in the history
of the bladt man in South Africa: the early period of tribal
wars and fights against the white invaders, which ended in the
loss of the country and the reduction of the Bantu to the status
of an internal proletariat; and the second period, one of
struggle for national liberation and democratic rights within
the framework of present-day South Africa, where black and
white intermingle in complex economic and political rela
tionships. During the first period the Bantu fought as isolated'
tribes and on military lines. Though they did not meet the
whites on equal terms, but opposed shield and assegai to the
rifle and machine gun, at least they met them as members of
the independent tribes or nations having their own territory
and military organisation .. Y

The struggle against white domination in Natal, at least till
1930, and probably much later, had a strong element of
tribal 'Or feudal Ihankering for the past, instead of a more ~
realistic and progressive policy. Petit-bourgeois elements,
like Champion, mainly interested in personal power and
financial gain, were able to exploit this tribalism for their
own ends. It is no accident that Champion was a prime
mover in the expulsion of the Communists, the vanguard of
the working class. This retrogressive nationalism contri":
buted largely to the disintegration of the I. C. U.
It is in this of the transition from a semi-feudal, tribal eco-

16. Quoted in Raux, p. 91
17. Raux, p. 87
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,nomy, that the use by the 1. C. U. of the strike, as both a
"trade union and a political weapon, is so significant. For it
was a recognition by Africans that they had entered a capi
talist economy and that, within this economy as workers, as
a proletariat, they had enormous potential power,'s

ROLE OF 'LIBERALS'

There is another significant reason for Kadalie's expulsion
of the Communist: There were white liberals who put pres
sure on Kadalie behind the scenes, as Kadalie, himself, has
admitted in his autobiography. When Roux wrote Time
Longer 'than Rope 19 he did not realise the extent of this
pressure, though being himself very close to the I, C. U. and
very active in politics generally, he had a pretty good idea.
But now a lot of material has come to light on this subject,
making it clear that there were important groups, partic
~larly in Britain, which were interested in taming -the
.I. C. U. The main person involved in South Africa was the
novelist, Ethelreda Lewis, who had links with the Indepen
dent Labour Party in Britain. Her main contact in Britain
was Winifred Holtby, who had gone out to South Africa in
1926, shortly before the expulsion of the Communists, as an

,'independent journalist and lecturer for the League of
Nations Union and was from that time 'in close touch with
the National Secretary, Clements Kadalie'.
Also involved in this network (and I call it that deliberately)
were the Joint Councils, particularly those in Johannesburg
and Durban which had been started by Christian liberal!;
such as Howard Pim, Rheinallt-Jones, and Edgar Brookes.
The correspondence between Ethelreda Lewis and Winifred
Holtby makes embarrassing and sickening reading. Ethel
reda Lewis's letters, particularly, read like a very naive
C. 1. A. agent. She continually stresses the need for secrecy.
For instance, she says in a letter to Winifred Holtby·

.(2nd May, 1928): 'I must do all I can to remain an unsus-

18. It is true that some of the strikes had a strong element of
tribal non-co-operatlon.

19. i. e. for the first edition
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peced person in the eyes of 1!he Communists !here'. And
later in the same letter, 'I said nothing but just listened to
the news so usefully dropped out'; and, again: 'It will be a
set-back to my work with the I. C. U. if .it were known to
everybody'. In a letter to General Smuts of 16 January,
1929, she refers to her 'three years' struggle to make friends
tor the natives powerful enough to keep them sa!e from the
Communist influence'. And much more. It appears that she
was even hoping for money from the Carnegie Trust to help
in the 'work'.
The Joint Councils and those connected with them~ repre
sented the interests of British imperialism in South Africa,
mainly the mining houses. They influenced Kadalie to adopt
what they called 'sane, constitutional' trade unionism. This
meant deputations to the authorities and the employers,
and, above all, avoidance of the strike or any mass action by
the African people.
It was a great pity that Kadalie allowed himself to be side
tracked by these liberals, for there is no doubt that he was
a remarkable man, highly intelligent, not without courage,
and a magnificent orator. His power on the platform had its
weaknesses, however, for, as I have already indrcated he
often used extremely radical statements and demagogic
African nationalism to side-track any positive, organised
mass action.
Nonetheless, in spite of the failure of the L C. U., the Afri
can workers had learned the power of the strike as a trade
union and a political weapon, and this, in the decades ahead
they never forgvt. It was a weapon they were to use nver
and over again.
The African workers have a priceless heritage in the matur
ity they have gained. in tlhe struggles of the last fifty yea.rs,
and objective factors have increased their potential. The
achiev..ement of independence by so many AIrican states in
the last decade or so and the beginnings, even though in
many cases not. very substantial, of the development and
diversification of their ,economies, together with the armed
struggles that have been mounted in Angola, Namibia, Mo
zambique and Zimbabwe, has made it likely that labour will
not be so freely forthcoming from these areas as in the
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past.21 This will undoubtedly strengthen the African work
ing class in South Africa.
At the same time, the economy of South Africa has devel
oped tremendously sin~ the hey-day of the I. C. U. It is no
longer dominated by a single primary industry, the mines,
but has a complex structure with a developed manufactur
ing sector. There are many more Africans in the
towns and on the farms who have experienced for long
periods the vicious exploitation of their labour. In many
cases they are the third generatoin of wage-labour, and
have broken all ties with the so-called 'Bantu Homelands'.
In spite of the Government's attempt to reverse the flow
into the towns and to build up, in Blaar Coetzee's22 words,
't~ economy on contrcat labour' a permanent African work
ing class has developed in t·he towns.
Further: Sou·th Africa is suffering from an increasing short
age of'skilled white };abour. This factor is of fundamental
importance for the further development of the struggle.
There is an insoluble contradiction in the apartheid system,
where the complex industrial development of our economy
is f'ast outgrowing its colour-bar structure. With the devel
opment of the armed struggle in all the ter~tories of
Southern Africa, the white minority regime in South Africa
will find its manpower stretched to breaking-point. The
non-white workers will be in position to use their potential
power ,as never before.
In this context, it can be seen how important it is for our
struggle to be developed on all fronts, bringing in all the
progressive sections of our society - all sections of the
African people together with the Coloured and Indian
people and progressive whites.

20. Of course, there is still the problem of the thousands of
migrant workers who enter our economy from the formally
independent states of Lesotho and MalaWi, mainly to the
mines.

21. Deputy-Minister of Bantu Administration and Development,
12 July 1968 ,.



INVALUABLE SURVEY OF WORKERS
South Africa; Workers Under Apartheid by Alex Hepple. 6/- from De

fence and Aid Fund. 104 Newgole Street. lonoclon EO.

This booklet is the third in an excellent new series of pam
phlets concerned with southern Africa, written for the Inter-.
national Defence and Aid Fund. The wide experience of its
author, Alex Hepple, who was closely associated with the
South African labour movement for many years, has en
abled him to compile an exhaustive survey of the apartheid
web in which the workers of South Africa are entangled.

Mr. Hepple gives a masterly analysis of the network of
laws which control the worker - the pass laws, Master and
Servant Laws, and so on. Even the white worker, although
immeasurably freer than the African, is hedged in by re
strictions on his right to strike which are considerably more
onerous than those under which his counterpart in Europe
works.

From the outset, the growth of any united non-racial
trade union movement has been hampered by the determi
nation of the Afrikaner Nationalists to obstruct it, and by
the reluctance of the white workers to surrender their pri
vileged position. The extent of this privilege is exposed in the
section on wage discrimination, which makes clear that in·
spite of all the propaganda claims by the South African
Government that the standard of living of the Afri
cans has risen under apartheid, the gap between the
wages of whites and non-whites continues to increase. In
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gold-mining, for instance, the white/black earnings gap has
widened from 11.7 to 1 in 1911 to 17.6 to I in 1966, and in
real terms the cash value of African wages is no higher now
and possibly lower than in 1911. White jobs are everywhere
protected, and even if a shortage of white skilled labour
has forced the Nationalists to rescind a few of the job re
servation orders they have made it clear that in the event
of any white unemployment the orders will again come into
force. Thus the white workers form a labour aristocracy,
fearful that any relaxation of apartheid will bring about a
reduction in their standard of living and security.

The African, on the other hand, has no right to strike and
no security of job or residence. He has been reduced to the
status of a slave labourer, herded into the reserves or in the
locations, allowed to work only on sufferance when his
labour is needed.

The history of the trade unions in South Africa is littered
with examples of unions or federations of unions that arose
and then split and disintegrated on account of the race issue
and government pressure. Therefore the South African
Congress of Trade Unions stated when it was founded in
1956:

The organising of the mass of the workers for .higher wages,
better conditions of dife and ,labour js .inextrieably bound up
with a determined struggle for political rights and liberation
,from aU oppressive ,laws and practices. It follows that a mere
struggle for the economic rights of the workers without parti-

o cirpation in the general struggle for political emancipation
would condemn the trade union movement to uselessness and
to a betrayal of the Interests of the workers.

That the Government recognised the threat to its power of
such an organisation is clear from the vigorous steps it took
to render Sactu ineffective. Sactu officials were banned, de
tained and generally harassed in their work by police raids
and intimidation; many trade union officers were banned
from their positions because of their membership of Sactu,
and employers were urged to sack Africans who were active
unionists.

Today, as Mr. Hepple says, Sactu has virtually ceased to
function. It is at this stage of the booklet that its principal
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defect appears. Mr. Hepple has given us some useful mat~
rial in the book: on the Nationalist Party' attitude 'toward$
trade unions (even the 'traditional May Day hollaay 'Was'
abolished on the grounds' that it was 'foreign', 'communistic'
and 'anti..South ~African') but little if anything on the're
verse side of the coin - the political struggle against apart-",
heid. Thus the impression one gains from the bookl~t-'not,
explicitly stated - is one of an all-pervasive system of o~
pression from which the worker has no escape. The under
ground activities of the African National Congress and it!
allies, including the Communist Party, are scarcely men~·

tioned, and the budding guerilla' struggle is not ,referred to;
Yet these must affect the consciousness of the workers 
how else explain the strike of 1..000 African dockers in Our..,
ban, unparalleled for a decade, and the threatened mass re
signation of non-white hospital doctors in several hospitals.
both of which occurred in the first quarter of this year?

Apart from this weakness, Workers Under Apartheid is a
valuable"source of material on all aspects of apartheid as it
affects the worker. .

MARY WEAVER

INFORMATIVE BUT COLD BOOK,

LE POUVOIR PALE OU LE RACiSME SUD-AFRICAiN
Serge Thion,
Editions du $suil 1969, pp, 317,

With the launching of the armed struggle a new stage has
been reached in the liberation of South Africa. Monopoly
capitalism faces a new challenge to its domination; its most
reliable agency, the apartheid system is threatened. South
Africa symbolises the evil of racialism, colonialism and. the
ruthless violence of Western capitalism, issues which, evoke
a response throughout the world. As the struggle sharpens
the South African issue becomes increasingly internation
alised.. This demands in turn the establishing of 'new or
stronger links between the South African liberation move
ment and its potential allies in other countries.
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The Western Governments are conniving at the situation
;within South Africa and actively encouraging the South
'African Government. France participates in the encourage
rment. While making sympathetic noises to some sections of
'the 'Third World' the French Government has carefully
fostered relations with the apartheid regime. It has actively
encouraged th~ sale of arms which will be used against the
liberation movements.

The need to win French progressive opinion for more
active solidarity is clear. Recent steps including the holding
of an international conference in Paris and the publication
of this book are part of the response to this requirem'ent.

Serge Thion has written Pouvoir Pale (White Power) for
a French public which he believes is profoundly ignorant
abdut South Africa, acquainted with probably the single
fact of the Boer War. It is logical therefore that part of the
book should consist of a recapitulation of some of the more
familiar features of South Africa's history. In giving this
historical outline he systematically delineates those factors
which have resulted in the establishment of apartheid. He
describes the economic basis, the ideology and the political
apparatus which reduces the African majority to semi-slav
ery and envelopes the white minority in a cocoon of social
privilege. The aim of the system is clearly established, viz.
to establish the mass of the population as the reserve of
cheap, semi-skilled labour for the benefit of foreign mono
poly and the growing South African capitalist class. This
requires a political system of force and terror reinforced by
the racialist ideology of the white minority.

Thion shows the growth and consolidation of the apartheid
system tracing through his account of the first arrival of the
Boers, the resistance of the African peoples, the colonisation
by Britain, the rivalry between Boers and Britons and their
subsequent alliance for the guarantee of a racially privileged
position. He describes the most significant economic develop
ments, the growth of the mining industry, the problems of
agriculture with its backward technique and social relations
and the emergence of a modern industrial system.
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The wide ranging material is competently handled, though
some of the statistical material is not up to date. It will
nevertheless be of value to many people coming for the first
time to consideration of the South African ~litical system.

There are however, some regrettable aspects of the book
one must challenge. Thion accuses the Western public of
having merely 'lukewarm' feelings, (though he adduces no
argument in support) but he himself, perhaps as a conscious
choice, has written a cold book. Today, a writer on South
Africa must not only present facts, he must argue a case for
action, for solidarity. Readers must be brought face to face
with the quality of the human tragedies that lie behind the
statistics. He must feel real men an women fighting back,
pitting their humanism, their beliefs, their very lives, assert
ing their humanity against the monstrous wickedness that is
South Africa today.

It is in discussing the fight back, and especially the forces
'Of resistance that Thion retreats into detachment. This leads
him to discuss movements and organisation in utterly im
personal terms; it leads him to treat the Pan-Africanist
Congress as if it were on a par with the African National
Congress, it "leads him to minimise the role and impact of
the South African Communist Party in. the liberation
struggle.

It is almost inconceivable that a book on South Africa
could be written today in which the name of Bram Fischer is
not mentioned. A.N.C. leaders such as Mandela, Mbeki, Si
sulu receive a passing mention.

It is di(ficult for writers to cope with the rapid unfolding
of events but though Thion quotes from the A.N.C. leaflet
which.. announced its alliance with Z.A.P.U. and the aims of
the armed struggle, he does not deal with the August 1967
announcement of the launching-of the armed struggle as an
event of significance. He suggests that the A.N.C. has learned
at last from the experiences of China, Cuba and Algeria. No
doubt the A.N.C. seeks to benefit from the experiences of all
peoples fighting for liberation, and the experiences of the
European resistance movements will not be irrelevant either,
but the essential thing to grasp is that the launching of
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armed struggle is not a reversal of policies hitherto followed,
'but the logical extension of them.

The A.N.C. and the Communist Party have demonstrated
their political maturity by developing forms of struggle
specifically related to the given conditions of their country.
·They have offered leadership to the mass movement in ex
ploiting all the relevant and viable forms of action to their
fullest extent and they have moved in logical succession
through a variety of forms of revolutionary advance.

The revolutionary programme which Thion looks for in
the future is not waiting in the wings, it is being worked
out now at the present stage of South Africa's history.

One is not asking for passionate partisanship for this or
that organisation but for realism, for recognition of the
forces which exist and which are increasingly mobilising and
uniting the potential for liberation as it takes on new force
and power.

JOAN BELLAMY

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

I am presently writing my doctoral dissertation on the atti-
tudes of the Methodist and Anglican ch s toward the
trad~ union movement between J914 a }68. I would
appreciate hearing from any of your readers who remember
actions or statements made by these churches, their mem
bers or their clergy, especially with regard to

1. Rand Strike, 1922
2. African Miners' Strikes, 1946
3. Banning of Trade Union Leaders, 1950s and 1960s
4. Communists in 'Trade Unions.

Nancy van Vuuren.

History Department.
University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 15213.
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Leiters to the Editor

A lETTER FROM NIGERIA
In the last issue of The African Communist there were three
letters criticising the article of A. Zanzolo (No. 36, First
Quarter 1969) on the situation in Nigeria arising out of the
secession of the former Eastern Region. These letters are no
doubt well meant. They attempt to formulate a Marxist
analysis of the Nigerian crisis. However the writers, Idris
Cox (of Great Britain) Toussaint and J. Girodot (presumably
South African comrades) seem to be rather ill-informed
about vital aspects of the situation in my country.

Toussaint asks a ,number of pertinent questions, to which
only the dialectic of history will, in the end, provide the
answers. The first question, he says, is 'that BiaIrs must
have the right to decide ... whether to. secede', (To me, by
the way. this seems to be not a question but an answer.)
With respect, this is NOT the first question. The first ques
tion is: is there such a thing as Biafra?

Toussaint's assumption or belief that 'Biafra is an
amalgam of tribes' is grossly mistaken and misleading. The
fonner Eastern Region now arbitrarily renamed 'Biafl'a' by
Ojukwu (did he consult the people in concocting thi§
unknown name, comrade Toussaint?) was inhabited by a
number of ethnic groups. They were not 'amalgamated' and
inhabited. di1ferent territories.

It is true that the Ibo constituted a majority of this region,
which (please note, comrade Cox!) was a British-imposed
geographical entity. They are about 7 million.

But the area also comprised minorities amounting to no
less than 5 million people. The Efiks, Ogojas and Ibibios 
now in the South Eastern State -- comprise over three and
a half million. In the newly-formed Rivers State live the
Ijaws, Bugamas, Kalabaris and others, with a population of
one and a half million.

Idris Cox is quite right when he says the Ibos have the
right to self-determination. But if they claim that right tor
themselves, how can they deny it to other minorities in
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"Nigeria? That is exactly what the ruling clique of 'Biafra'
refuses to acc"ept. This is the crux of the question.

This was a bone of contention in the pre-civil war period,
when these minorities were never adequately represented. in
lhe government of the former Eastern Region. J. Girodot is
Clearly unfamiliar with the economy, the geography and the
former administrative structure of Nigeria. In the former
Eastern Region the rbos occupied. 11,310 square miles; the
various other ethnic groups inhabited. a far greater area:
18,174 square miles. They produce the bulk of the agricul
tural exports of the area, and their land yields most of
Nigeria's oil.

In fact the federal military government, by creating twelve
Nigerian states, has provided real conditions for the exercise
o.f self-determination. The former Eastern Region is replaced
by three new states which in fact fulfil what Lenin deman
ded in similar situations:

local self-government with autonomy for regions having
special economic and social considerations; a distinct
national composition of the population.

Collected Works, Moscow 1964, Vol 20, p. 46

Toussaint shows sound understanding when he writes
.that the 'Biafran' movement 'could well be only a propa
ganda appearance devised by the ruling Biafran clique for
its own purposes'. And even more so when he adds that this
is 'precisely the matter that needs study, investigation and
an assessment made on the spot by organisations with close
contact amongst the people .. .'

It is the more regrettable that, defying these sound
remarks of his, he then proceeds -- without study, invest
"igation or contact with the people of Nigeria -- virtually
to prejudge this very issue, on the basis of some extremely
dubious 'straws in the wind'.

Certainly, we need a thorough Marxist analysis or the
national question plaguing Nigeria. But this must be based
on a far deeper study and understanding of the facts than
your correspondents have displayed.

UDOBOADAMS
Benin City, Nigeria.
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Lellers to the Editor

PRAISE FROM READERS
I congratulate you on another excellent issue of The African
Communist. It was, as usual, relevant, well-written and
interesting. I find your magazine easily one of the best in
the English language. Let me say that I find it relevant not
only because it is useful and necessary for us in the United
States to know what is going on in South Africa, but also
because there is a consistent attempt made in your magazine
to talk about your problems in comparison and contrast with
problems in other parts of the world. Thus, aside from the
major article on black people in this country last summer,
there are comments in many other articles that make direct
reference to us here. In short, it gives me great pleasure to
send you the enclosed dleque for a two-year subscription.
Keep up the good work and good luck in all your enter
prises.

RANDOLPH SCHUTZ
Jamaica, N. Y., U.S.A.

The African Communist is certainly a marvellous magazine
and the few that I have read have given me a great deal of
ammunition, so to speak, in propagating and advancing the
ideal of a free, socialist Africa for the future.

A. S. McGROTIY
Dublin
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MAIN DOCUMENT
Tasks at the present sta~e of the iollruggle
against imperialism and united actiun of the
Communist and Workcrs Parties and all

anti-imperialist forces.

The meeting of representatives of Communist and Workers' Panies
took place in Moscow al a very important juncture in world develop
ment. Powerful revolutionary processes are gathering momentum
throughout the world. Three mighty forces of our time--thc world
socialist system. the international working cla,~ and the national
libera/ion movement-are coming together in tl.e struggle against
imperialism. The present phase is chanK1.erised by growing possibilities
for a further advllllce of the revolutiooury and progressive forces. At
the same time, the dangers brought about by imperialism, by its policy
of aggression. arc growing. Imperialism, whose general crisis is
deepening, continues to oppress many peoples and remains a constant
threat to peace and social progress.

TIe existing situation demands united action of communists and
all other anti-imperialist forces, so that maximum use may be made
of the mounting possibilities for a broader offensive against imperialism,
against the forces of reaction aDd war.

The meeting discussed urgent tasks of the struggle against imperialism
and problems of united action by communists and all OIhl:T anti
imperialist forces. As a result of the discussion. held in a spirit of
democracy, equality and internationalism, the particip,lOts in the
meeting reached common conclusions concerning the prCSl'nt world
situation and the tasks arising from it.

I

IMPERIALISM
Mankind has entered the last third of our century in a situation.

marked by a sharpening of the ltistorie struggle between the forces of
progress and reaction, between socialism and imperialism. This clash
is world wide and embraces aii the basic spheres of social life : economy,
politics, ideology and culture.

The world revolutionarv movement continues its offensive despite the
difficulties and setbacks of some of its contingents. Notwithstanding the
counter offensives launched by it, imperialism has failed to change the
general relationship of forces in its favour. It has bren possible to
prevent the outbreak of a world war, thanks to the growing economic.
political and military might and the peace loving foreign policy of the
Soviet Union and other socialist states; to the actions of the inter-
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national proletariat and of all fighters against imperialism: to the
struggle for national liberation; and also to the massive peace move·
men!. Socialism, which has triumphed on one third of the globe, has
scored new successes in the worldwide struggle for the hearts and
minds of the people. The events of the past decade bear OUI that the
Mab:ist·Leninist assessment of the character. content and chief trends
of the present epoch is correct. Ours is an epoch of transition from
capitalism to socialism.

At present there are real possibilities for resolving key problems
of our time in the interests of peace, democracy, and socialism and to
deal imperialism new blows. However. while the world system of
imperialism has not grown stronger. it remains a serious and dangerous
foe. The United Slates of America, the chief imperialist power, has
grown more aggressive.

Aggressive policy
The core of the aggressive policy of imperialism is the drive to use

all means 10 weaken the positions of socialism. suppress the national
liberation movement. hamstring the struggle of the working people in
the capitalist countries and halt the irreversible decline of capitalism.

Global in scale, the basic contradiction between imperialism and
socialism IS growing deeper. Under conditions where the struggle
between the two world systems is becoming sharper, the capitalist
powers seek. despite the growing contradictions dividing them, to
unite their efforts to uphold and strengthen the system of uploitation
and oppression and regain the positions they have lost. US imperialism
strives to retain its influence over other capitalist ,,;ountrles and pursue
a common policy with them in the main spheres of the class struggle.

The spearhead of the aggressive strategy of imperialism continues
to be aimed first and foremost against the socialist countrirs. Imperial
ism does not forego open armed struggle against socialism. It ceaselessly
inten:ifies lhe aons race and tries to activate the military blocs organised
for aggression against the Soviet Union and other socialist countries.
It steps up its ideological fight against them and tries to hamper
the economic development of the socialist countries.

In its actions against the working class movement imperialism
violates democratic rights and freedoms and uses. naked violence,
brutal methods of police persecution and anti-Iabo\lf legislation.
Moreover, it has recourse to demagogy, bourgeois reformism and
opportunist ideology and policy, and is constantly in quest of new
methods to undermine the working class movement from wiThin and
"integrate" it into the capitalist system.

In its struggle against the national liberation movement. imperialism
stubbornly defends the remnants of the colonial system on the one hand,
and on the other uses mrthods of nco-colonialism in an effort to prevent
the economic and social advance of developing states and of countries
which ha\'e won national sovereignty. To this end it supports reactionary
circles, retards the abolition of the most backward social structures and
tries to obstruct progress along the road to socialism or along the road
of progressive non·capitalist development, which can open the way to
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socialism. The imperialists impose on these conntrie. economic
agreements and military political pacts which infringe on their
sovereignty; they ellploit these countries through the ellport of capital
and unequal terms of trade; the manipulation of prices. exchangc
rates, loans and va,ious forols of so-callcd aid: and pressurc by intcr
national financial organisations.

The gulf between the highly developed capitalist states and the
majority of the other countries of the capitalist world is growing widcr:
hunger is an acute problem in a number of the laller. Imperialism
provokes friction in the developing countries and sows division between
them by encouraging reactionary nationalism. Through anti
communism it tries to split the ranks of the revolutionaries in these
countries and isolate them from their best friends-the socialist Slates
and the revolutionary working class movement in the capitalist
countries.

Through military pOlitical blocs. military bases in foreign countries.
economic pressure and trade blockades. imperialism mllintains tension
in some areas of the world. It provides reactionary organisations with
financial and political support and intensities political oppression. It
ftsorts to armed intervention and savage repression-espccially in
countries where the struggle acquires the most acute forms. and where
the revolutionary forces fight arms in hand-counter-re\,ulutionary
conspiracies, reactionary and fascist coups. provocations and black
mail.

In face of the strengthening of the international positions of socialblfi.
imperialism tries to weaken the unity of the world socialist system. It
uses the differences in the international revolutionary movement in an
effort to split its ranks. It places its ideological apparatus. including
mass media, in the service of anti-communism and its struggle against
all progressive forces.

In these past years, imperialism has time and again provoked sharp
international crises which have pushed humanity to the brink of a
thermo-nuclear conflict. However. US imperialism has to take into
account the relationship of forces in the world, the nuclear potential of
the Soviet Union and the possible consequences of a nuclear missile
war, and it is becoming more and more difficult and dangerous for it to
gamble on another world war. Therefore the rUling circles of the United
States, without abandoning preparations for such a war. lay emphasis
on local wars.

However, the contradiction between the imperialist "policy of
strength" and the real possibilities of imperialism is becoming ever more
evident. Imperialism can neither regain its lost historical initiative nor
reverse world development, The main direction of mankind's development
is determined by the world socialist system. the internalional working
class and all the revolutionary forces.

Historic significance of Vietnam
The war in Vietnam is the most CDnvincing proof of the contradiction

between imperialism's aggressive plans and its ability 10 put thc~e

plans into effect. In Vietnam US imperialism. the most powerful of
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the imperialist partners, is suffering defeat, and this is of histone
significance.

The armed intervention in Vietnam holds a special place in the
military and political designs of US imperialism. The aggressqr planned
to destroy an outpost of socialism in Asia, block the way for the
peoples of South East Asia to freedom and progress, strike a blow at the
national liberation movement, and test the strength of the proletarian
solidarity of the socialist countries and the working pMple of the
whole world.

Despite the huge quantity of armaments which it has brought into
play, US imperialism has been compelled to cease the bombing of the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam unconditionally, and to send its
representatives to sit at the negotiating table with representatives of the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the Nntional Liberation Front
of South Vietnam.

This has been brought about by the unexampled heroism of the
Vietnamese people, the far-sighted policy of the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam and the National Liberation Front of-South Vietnam,
the many forms of assistance rendered to the Vietnamese people
by the socialist countries, by the Soviet Union in particular, and the
militant and ever grOWing international solidarity throughout the
world, including the United States itself. The criminal intervention
in Vietnam has resulted in considerable moral and political isolation
for -he United States. It has turned ever greater numbers of people,
ne..... social strata and political forces againsj imperialism and has
speeded up the involvement of millions of young peoplr in many
countries in the anti-imperialist struggle. It has aggravated existing
contradictions between the imperialist powers and created new ones.
The successes of the heroic Vietnamese people are convincing proof
that in our day it is becoming increasingly possible for peoples resolutely
using all means to defend their independence. sovereignty and freedom,
and e~joying broad international support, to defeat imperialist
aggrcsslon.

In the Middle £1st a grave international crisis has been precipitated
by the Israeli aggression against the United Arab Republic, Syria and
Jordan. Through this aggression, imperialism, that of the US above all,
tried to crush the progressive regimes in the Arab countries, undermine
the Arab li~ration movement, and preserve or regain their positions
in the Middle East. This they have failed to do. Nevertheless, supported
by world reaction, including Zionist circles, the ruling forces of Israel
continue to ignore the demands of the Arab states and of the peace
loving peoples, and the United Nations decisions on the withdrawal
of Israeli troops from the occupied territories. persi~t in their policy
of expansion and annexation, and ceaselessly commit fresh anned
provocations. This policy is opposed by the Communist Party and
other progressive forces of Israel.

The Arab peoples resolutely continue the struggle to uphold their
freedom, independence and national progress, to recover the occupied
lerritories and for recognition of Ihl: national rights of the Arab
people of Palestine.

Th.e resistance movement against the occupation is growing. assuming
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diverse forms, and is enjoying ever greater support. On the side of these
peoples are the USSR and other socialist states, the international
communist movement, the solidarity of the forces of nationallibtration,
and ever wider public circles in the capitalist countries.

US imperialism has not abandoned its plans to strangle revolulionary
Cuba. It continues to threaten the independen~ of the Republic of
Cuba and, in flagrant contravention of international law. tries to
blockade it economically and carries on provocative and subversive
activity against it. But the courageous people of Cuba, led by their
Communist Party and supported by the Soviet Union and other socialist
countries and the progressive forces of Latin America and the entire
revolutionary movement, staunchly defend their sovereignty and
freedom and thereby the outpost of socialism on the American con
tinent.

In Europe the North Atlantic bloc, the chief instrument of imperialist
aggression and adventurism, continues to be active. The axis of this
bloc is the alliance between Washington and Bonn. Contrary to the will

_of the peoples of Europe, the ruling circles of the United States, the
Federal Republic of Germany and Britain are doing their utmost to
prololTg the existence of this bloc, strengthen its organisation and
maintain the military presence of the United States in Europe.

West German militarism, the main source of the war danger in the
hear! of Europe, was revived and grew strong mainly with NATO
assistance. The imperialist ruling circles of the Federal Republic of
Germany. where neo-nazism and militarism are gaining strength.
persist in their revanchist programme of revising the results of the
Second World War and of changing the frontiers of a number of
European countries. This policy, aimed primarily against Ihe German
Democratic Republic, the tirst socialist workers' and peasants' state in
German history, threatens the security of all European peoples and the
peace of the world.

The Mediterranean countries occupy an important place in the plans
of imperialism. US imperialism. which has important military bases in
Spain, continues to support the Franco regime. thereby helping i, to
survive in opposition to the struggle of the fighting Spanish people.
The US Sixth Fleet and the system of military bases. which are a threat
to the peoples and to peace in this area, serve as a permanent instrument
of political and military pressure in the Mediterranean. The repealed
exacerbation of the silUalion in Cyprus and the fascist coup in Greece
are likewise the handiwork ofthe imperialists. who support the Colonels'
Junta.

South-East Asia and the Far East are one of the main areas of
imperialist aggression and military gambles. In addition to. SEATO.
ANZUS and the so-called Security Treaty between the United States
and Japan, there is the- ,·irlUal occupation of the South Western Pacitic
and the Indian Ocean by US armed forces. This entire system is
spearheaded primarily against the socialiSI countries of Asia, against
the national liberation movement, as well as against the neutral and
unaligned states in this area. The US imperialists continue to occupy
Taiwan, which is an integral part of the People's Republic of China
and obstruct the restoration of China's lawful rights in the United
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Nations. The US imperialists continue armed provocations against the
Korean Democratic People's Republic and maintain the military
occupation of South Korea and exercise arbitrary rule, suppressing
progressive forces striving for freedom and the unification of the
country. They commit acts of aggression against Laos and provocations
against Cambodia. They have set up and are enlarging. strong military
bases in Thailand. They persist in their attempt to prcssurise India to
abandon her path of non-alignment and independent economic
development. The imperialists supported the anti-popular coup in
Indonesia, carried out by reactionary circles who have physically
destroyed hundreds of thousands of communists and other democrats
and continue to commit bloody outrages; allthis leads to the destructiOIl
of all the gaills of th.c Indonesian revolution a'1d threatens to deprive
the country of her independence.

Imperialism has become more active in a number of African countries.
It tries to halt the growth of the liberation struggle and preserve and
strengthen its positions in that continent. The British and French
imperialists, and the imperialists of the USA, West Germany and
Japan, are making extensive use of neo-colonialist methods of eco
nomic, political and ideological infiltration and subjugation. The
armed intervention in the Congo (Kinshasa), the reactionary coups in
Ghana and some other countries, imperialist moves designed to
dismember Nigeria. the political and military support given to reaction
ary and anti-national cliques and to the fascist and racialist regimes in
the Republic of South Africa and Southern Rhodcsia, the fomenting
of inter-state conflicts and inter-tribal strife, economic pressure and
monopoly expansion-all serve to further the imperialist plans. The
Portuguese colonialists, backed by NATO, try to keep the~ possessions
by force of arms.

US imperialism continues to step up its economic penetration, as
well as its political, ideological and cultural intervention in the Latin
American countries. In alliance with the local reactionary forces it has
b«n pursuing a policy designed to prevent the peoples from following
the example of Cuba. It suppresses any step leading to economic and
genuine political independence.

To promote this policy the US imperialists put forward the Alliance
for Progress programme and resort to new, camouflaged forms of
domination. They use the Organisation of American States and the
inler-American military alliance, exert etTorts to set up the so-called
"Inter-A merican Peace Forces", and have claimed the right to intervene
militarily against any Latin American country. as they have done against
the Dominican Republic and against Panama.

The US imperialists maintain or install reactionary dictatorships,
often by way of military coups, intensify splitting activiti~s in the trade
union movement, extend their influence over the armed and police
forces and inspire repressions against the popular movement. They
have taken a direct part in military operations against the guerrilla
movement in some Latin American countries. However, the policy
of US imperialism js encountering great difficulties. It is failing to
stabilise reactionary regimes or secure the agreement of all the govern-
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menlS to the selling up of tbe: "Inter-American Peace Forces". The
Alliance for Progress programme has failed.

Other imperialist powers, particularly West Germany and Japan,
Iikewi,se seek to entrench themselves on [hat continenl.

Growing resistance
This policy of imperialisl aggression, which Ihreatens world peace

and the security and independence of nations, i~ facing growing
resistance in the capitalist countries from the working class. peasantI")',
young people, students and from the widest sections, irrespective of
their political views and ideology. The mighty prolest movement
against US aggression in Vietnam suenglhens the militant actions of
the democratic forces against US imperialist policy as a whole and the
policies of the governments supportmg it.

The heroic struggle of the Vietnamese people has stimulated in
Japan and Olher Asian countries the movement for closing US mililary
bases, and the renunciation of the treaties which bind these countries
to the policy of the Pentagon. In the: USA itself-which is the main
source of aggression-a mililani mass movemenl against war and
militarism has developed.

In Western Europe tbe: movement against the aggressive NATO
bloc, for the normalisation of relations and the development of co
operation between states and for safeguarding European securilY.
encompasses ever wider strata of the population. Forces acth'e1y
opposed to revanchism and militarism are growing in West Germany
too. In counlries where the USA maintains milital")' bases, demands
for eliminating Ihese strongpoints of aggression are becoming more
articulate.

The Latin American peoples are fighting againsl the oppression and
brazen interference of US imperialism in their internal affairs. The
strike movement of the workers and the aClions of the peasants,
students and olher strata show that great numbers of people throughout
the continenl are intensifying resislance to the dictates of the USA
and its military designs. In some countries the revolutionary forces
are resorting to armed struggle against the dominalion of Ihe oligarchy
and imperialism. The national feelings of the peoples and economic
difficulties mighl compel even some governments to take important
measures against imperialism; this determines Ihe lendency to eslablish
or extend relations with socialiSI countries, including Cuba. The
Communist and Workers' Parties are heading Ihe democratic and
anti-imperialist struggle, and despite persecution. by reactionary
camarillas they are fighting with dedication and courage for the demands
of the masses and for revolutionary changes.

Tbc upsurge of the national liberation movement of the Afro-Asian
peoples has been a telling blow at the positions of imperialism on these
continents. Despite serious difficulties, Ihese people are continuing to
struggle against colonialism and neo-colonialism and are contributing
to Ihe gcncral offensive against imperialism.

Tbe ncnts of the past decade have laid bue more forcdully lhan ever
tlte nature of US Imperialism as a world ex.ploiter~ gendarme, as tlte
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sworn _my of liberation moyemenu. The US monopolies have pene
trated the economy of dozens of countries, where they are increasing
their capital Investments and seeking to gain control of key positions
in the economy.

West German imperialism is increasing its economic strength,
building up its war machine, reaching out for nuclear weapons and
intensifying its drive for domination over Western Europe. It opposes all
steps leading to disarmament and the easing of international tension,
and pursues a policy of neo-colonialism and expansion in relation to
the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America.

Despite the weakening of British imperialism. Britain remains one of
the major imperialist powers and strives to maintain its positions in
Africa, Asia. the Caribbean and the Middle East by neo-coloniaJist
methods and sometimes by direct mil nary intervention. On the principal
issues of world politics Britain acts as one of the most active partners
of the United States. It is a leading aggr:essive force in NATO and seeks
a closer alliance with West Germany.

Japanese imperialism is gaining in strength, intensifying its expansion,
especially in Asia. Militarism is again rearing its h~d in Japan. Linked
by many ties with US imperialism, the ruling circles of Japan have
virtually turned the country into a US arsenal in the war against the
Vietnamese people. and are taking part in conspiracies against the
Korean people.

French imperialism tries to maintain and consolidate its positions in
the world economy and politics. It persistently continues to build up a
nuclear strike force and refuses to join in measures that would promote
disannament. It retains its colonial domination over the peoples of
Guadeloupe. Martinique, R~union and some countries of Africa and
Oceania and refuses to recognise their right to self-determination and
to govern their own affairs. It uses the influence it still has in its former
colonies and, employing new methods of colonialist policy. is par
ticularly active in Africa.

halian monopoly capital is likewise stepping up its expansion.

Inter-imperialist contradictions
Economic development is becoming more uneven among the various

imperialist powers and in the capitalist world as a whole. Life demon
strates the correctness of the Marxist-leninist theory ofstruggle between
the imperialist powers and between the capitalist monopolies for
spheres of influence. Industrial and commercial competition is grOwing
sharper, and the financial and currency war is spreading. Competition
is growing in Western Europe including the Common Market, and also
between the capitalist countries of Europe and the USA. Japanese
imperialism is energetically joining this struggle for markets and
maximum profits.

The inter-imperialist contradictions are manifest not only in the
economic sphere. NATO is undergoing a serious crisis. The aggressive
blocs established in Asia--Cento and SEATO-are beginning to
crack up. Western Europe is becoming an arena of discord among the
capitalist countries. This weakens the world system of imperialism
and upsets US imperialism's plans for hegemony.
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Contradictions are also growing deeper within the ruling circles of
the imperialist countries, between the most belligerent groups who
gamble on extreme measures, on war, and those who, taking into
account the new relationship ofclass forces in the world and the growing
might of the socialist countries, tend 10 lake a more realistic approach
to international problems and to solve Ihem in the spirit of peaceful
coexistence between states with different systems. The ruling circles
of some countries realise the need to reckon with the real situation
which has taken shape in Europe as a result of the war and of post-war
development, and are beginning to see that the German Democratic
Republic must be recognised. A number of counlries have recognised
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the People's Republic of
China, despite US pressure.

The Communist and Workers' Parties, the working class and the
anti-imperialist forces take into account all the contradictions in the
enemy camp, and strive to deepen and utilise them in the interest of
peace and progress.

Each imperialist power pursues its own aims. At the same time
together they form the chain of the world system of imperialism,

I'resent day imperialism, which is tl')'ing to adapt itself to the con
ditions of the struggle between the two systems and to the demands of
the scientific and'technological revolution, has some new features, Its
state monopoly character is becoming more pronounced, It resorts
ever more elClensively to such instruments as state stimulated mono
polistic concentration of production and capital, redistribution by the
state of an increasing proportion of the national income, allocation of
war contracts to the monopolies, government financing of industrial
development and research programmes, the drawing up of economic
development programmes on a countl')' 'wide scale, the policy of
imperialist integration and new forms of capital export,

However, state monopoly regulation exercised in forms and on a
scale which meets the "interests of monopoly capital and is aimed at
preserving its rule, is unable to control the spontaneous forces of the
capitalist market. Practically no capitalist state has been able to avoid
considerable cyclical fluctuations and slumps in its economy; in some
countries periods of rapid industrial growth alternate with periods in
which there is a slowdown and often a drop in production. The
capitalist system is in the grip of an acute monetary and financial crisis.

The scientific and technological revolution offers mankind unpre
cedented possibilities to transform nature, to produce immense material
wealth and to multiply man's creative capabilities. These possibilities
should serve the general welfare, but capitalism is using the scientific.
and technological revolution to increase its profits and intensify the
exploitation of the working people,

The scientific and technological revolution accelerates the socialisa
tion of the economy; under monopoly domination tbis leads to the
reproduction of social antagonisms on a growing scale and in a sharper
form. Not only have the long standing contradictions of capitalism
been aggravated, but new ones have arisen as well. This applies, in
particular 10 the contradiction between the unlimited possibilities
opened up by the scientific and technological revolution, and the
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obstructions raised by capitalism to their utilisation for the benefit
of society as a whole. Capitalism squanders national wealth, allocating
for war purposes a great proportion of scientific discoveries and
immense material resources. This is the contradiction between the
social character of present day production and the state monopoly
nature of its regulation. This is not only the growth of the contradiction
between capital and labour, bUI also the deepening of the antagonism
between the interests of the overwhelming majority of the nation and
those of the financial oligarchy.

Even in the most developed capitalist countries, millions of people
suffer the torments of unemployment, want and insecurity. Conlrary to
assertions about the "revolution in incomes" and "social partnership,"
capitalist exploitation is in fact increasing. The rise in wages lags
far behind the growth rates ofJabour productivity and the intensification
of labour, behind the social needs and even more so behind the growth
of monopoly profits. The position of the small farmers continues to
deteriorate, and the Jiving conditions of a considerable part of the
middle strata are becoming more difficult.

Growing crises
The instability of the capitalist system has increased. Social and

political crises are breaking out in many countries, in the course of
which the working people are becoming aware of the necessity of
deep going and decisive changes.

This became primarily evident from the events in France in May and
June 1968, from the powerful strike movement tltere, in which the
communists played an important role and the working people made
considerable gains. A serious clash took place in that country between
tlte working class and considerable sections of the intellectuals and
students on tlte one hand, and'the Gaullist regime and monopoly rule,
on the otlter. This clash opened up new possibilities for the struggle
for democracy and socialism.

In Italy the steady growth of the strike movement on a national
scale, tlte big political battles and the electoral successes of the left wing
forces strongly shook the policy of the Centre left, which the ruling
classes reckoned on using to stabilise capitalism.

In Spain. the struggle of the masses continues to undermine the
fascist dictatorship of Franco, which was compelled to introduCe
emergency measures; despite these repressions, the struggle is expanding,
and new social strata and broad social circles are joining the anti
Franco opposition.

In Great Britain major class battles are unfolding, including political
strikes in defence of the trade unions and of the right to strike, which
are under auack by the Labour government.

Class battles. strikes and other actions by the working people,
students and other sections of the people have been stepped up in Japan,
Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, the Federal Republic of Germany, Uruguay,
Belgium, Portugal, Chile, India, Pakistan, Turkey and other countries,
and also in West Berlin. The growth of the democratic movement has
also been reflected in the electoral achievements of the communists and
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.other· progressive forces in a number of countries, including Japan.
Democratic front governments, including communists, have been
formed in some states of India. In Finland the communists take part
in the government. .

Moreover the depth of the crisis in the capitalist world is also
strikiitgly revealed by the advance of the mass struggle in the United
States itself, that main pillar of world imperialism. A wave of rebellions
against racial discrimination, poverty, starvation and police brutality
has swept the Negro ghettoes. Scores of American cities and lowns
have been the scene of fierce clashes with troops and police, which took
a great toll of lives and led to the arrest of thousands of Negroes.

In the USA militant strilCes for economic demands take place often
in defiance of government pressure and threats and contrary to the will
ofreaetionary trade union officials. In the unions the rank and file and
progressive forces are becoming more active. Large sections of the
working people oppose the Vietnam war.

Intellectual, professional and religious circles in the USA are becom
ing more and more active in the movement of social protest and for
peace. Young people, students in particular, black and white, are in
revolt in different ways against the Vietnam war, military conscription,
racialism, and monopoly control of universities. Reaction replies to this
with the assassination of public figures,. mounting repression and
massive violen!=e. The notorious "American way of life" is being
discredited in the eyes of the world.

Everywhere the monopoly capitalists try to create the iIlus~on

that everything the working people aspire to can be achieved without a
revolutionary transformation of the existing system. To conceal its
exploiting and aggressive nature, capitalism resorts to theoretical
whitewash-"people's capitalism," the "welfare state," the "affluent
society," etc. The revolutionary working class movement exposes .these
concepts and wages a determined struggle against them. II thus deepens
the crisis of imperialist ideology; increasing numbers of people are
turning away from this ideology.

The conscience and intellect of mankind cannot be reconciled with
the crimes of imperialism. Imperialism bears the guilt for two world
wars which snuffed out the lives of tens of millions of people. It has
created a gigantic military machine which devours tremendous human
and material reSQurces. Intensifying the armaments race, it plans the
production of new weapons for decades ahead. It is fraught with the
threat of a thermonuclear world war which would annihilate hundreds
of millions of people and turn entire countries into deserts.

Imperialism gave birth to fascism-the system of political terror and
death camps. Wherever it can, imperialism wages an' offensive against
democratic rights and liberties; it tramples underfoot human dignity
and cultivates racialism.

Imperialism is responsible for the hardship and ,suffering of hundreds
of millions of people. It is chiefly to blame for the fact that vast masses
of people in Asian, African and Latin American countries are compelled
to live in conditions of poverty, disease and' illiteracy and under
archaic social relations, and that entire nationalities are doomed to
extinction.
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The course of social development shows that imperialism comes into
conflict with the vital interests of workers by hand and by brain, of
different social strala, peoples and nations. As a result growing numbers
of working people. social movements and entire peoples are rising
against imperililism.

The working class, the democratic and reyolutionary rorces, the peoples,
must unite and act jointly in order to put an end to imperialism's
criminal actions which can bring still grayer suffering to mankind. To
curb the aggressors and liberate mankind rrom imperialism is the mission
or the working class, or all the anti.imperialist fon:es 6ghting for peace,
democracy, national independence aoo socialism.

II

ANTI-IMPERIALIST FORCES
The world socialist system is the decisive roree in tbe anti-imperialist

struggle. Every liberation struggle receives indispensable aid from the
world socialist system, and above all from the Soviet Union,

The Great October Socialist Revolution, the building of socialism in
the Soviet Union. the victory over German fascism and Japanese
militarism in the Second World War. the triumph of the revolution in
China and in a number of other countries in Europe and Asia. the
emergence of the first socialist state in America, the Republic of Cuba,
the rise and developlncnt of the world socialist system, comprising
14 states. and the inspiring influence of socialism on the entire world,
have crealed the prerequisites for accelerating historical progress, and
IHlYe orcned new prospects for the advance and triumph of socialism
lhroughout the world.

Socialism has shown mankind the prospect of deliverance from
imperiHlism. The new social system based on public ownership of the
means of production and on the power of the working people is capable
of ensuring the planned. crisis free development of the economy in
lhe interest of the people, guaranteeing the social and political right's
of the working people. creating conditions for genuine democracy,
for real participation by the broad masses of people in the adminis
tration of society, for all round development of the individual and for
the equality and friendShip of nations. It has been proved in fact that
only socialism is capable of solving the fundamental proplems facing
mankind.

The eontribl.ltion ,,( the world socialist system to the common cause
of the :Inti-imperialist forces is determined primarily by its growing
economic potential. The swift economic development of the countries
belonging 10 the socialist system at rates outpacing the economic
growth of the capitalist countries, the advance of socialism to leading
positions in a number of fields of scientific and technological progress,
and the blazing of a trail into outer space by the Soviet Union-,ll
these tangible results, produced by the creative endeavours of the
peoples of the socialist countries, decisively contribute to the pre
ponderance of the forces of peace, democracy and socialism over
imperia.lism.
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The socialisl world has now entered a stage of its development when
the possibility arises of utilising on a scale far greater than ever before
the tremendous potentialities inherent in the new system. This is
furthered by evolving and applying better economic and political
forms corresponding 10 Ihe requirements of mature socialist society,
which already rests on the new social structure. The building of
socialism and its further development rests on the support. participation
and initiative of the working people, inspired and led by the working
class. The Communist Party is the vanguard of sociulist society ;IS a
whole. The forces of socialism are strengthened and the unity of will
and action of the people is promoted by the steadily increasing political
activity of the working people, by the greater activity of the social
organisations~ by the extension of the rights of the individuul, by
irreconcilable struggle against manifestations of bureaucracy and by lhe
all round development of socialist democracy. The improvemenl of
socialist democracy. the growth of the productive forces, the politil:ul
and cultural progress, the superiority of human and moral values
enhance the influence of socialism on the working people of the world
and reinforce its positions in the struggle against imperialism. a
struggle of world wide significance.

Complex process
Practice has shown that socialist transformntiom and the building or

the new society are a long and complex process. and that the utilisation
of the tremendous possibilities opened up by the new syslem depends
on the Communist Parties in the leadership or lhe slate. on their
ability to resolve the problems of socialist development the Mauist
Leninist way.

The application of science in various social and economic fields. lind
the full utilisation of the potentialities opened up by the scientific and
technological revolution for speeding up economie developlllent and for
satisfying the needs of all members of society are made p('ssiblc by
socialist ownership. the planned organisation of production. and the
active participation of workers by hand and by brain in guiding and
managing. the economy. An important requisite fflr the development
of socialist society is to give full scope to the 5cientific and lechnological
revolution, which has become one or the main sectors of the historic
competition between capitalism and socialism.

The formation of the socialist world constitutes an integral p;lrt of lhc.
class struggle being waged in the international arena. The cnemie5 of
socialism arc keeping up their attempts to undermine Ihe round:ltillns
of Ihe socialist stale power, thwart the socialist transformation of
society and restore their own rule. To give a firm. rebull" to these
attempts is an essenti\l[ function of the socialist state. which relics on
the working people kJ by the working class and its e<lmmuni~t van
guard.

The defence of socialism is an internationalist duty of communists.
The development and strengthening of ellch socialist cI'unlry is a

vital condition of the progress of the world socialist syslem .IS a whole.
Successful development of the national economy, improvement I'f
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social relations and the all round progress of each socialist country
conform both to the interests of each people separately and the common
cause of socialism.

One of the most important tasks before the Communist and Workers'
Parties of the socialist countries is to develop all embracing co-operation
betwccn their countries, and ensure flesh successes in the decisive areas
of the economic competition between the two systems, in the advance of
science and technology. As the struggle betwccn the two world systems
grows sltarper, this competifion demands that on the basis of the
socialist countries' fundamental interests and aims of the Marxist
Leninist principles underlying their policy, the socialist system should
place greater reliance on the international socialist division of labour
and voluntary co-operation betwccn them, which rules out any infringe
ment of national iflten~sts, and ensures the advance of each country and
consolidates the might of the world socialist system as a whole.

Relyin~ on its steadily growing economic and defence potential, the
world socialist system fetters imperialism, reduces its possibilities of
ellporting counter-revolution, and in fulfilment of its internationalist
duty. furnishes increasing aid to the peoples fi6hling for freedom and
independence, and promotes peace and international security. So long
as the aggre~sive NATO bloc exists, the Warsaw Treaty Organisation
has an important role to play in safeguarding the security of the socialist
count!ies against annN:! attack by the imperialist powers and in
ensunng peace.

The successes of socialism. its impact on the course of world events.
and the effectiveness of its struggle against imperialist aggression
largely depend on the cohesion of the socialist countries. Unity of
action of the socialist countries is an important factor in bringing
together all anti-imperialist forces.

The establishment of international relations of a new type and the
development of the fraternal alliance of the socialist countries is a
complex hislorical process. Following the victory of the socialist
revl'1ution in many countries, the building of socialism on the basis
of general laws is proceeding in various forms, which take into account
concrete historical conditions and national distinctions. Successful
development of this process implies strict adherence to the principles
of proletarian ihternationalism, mutual assistance and support, equality.
sovereignty and non-interference in each other's internal affairs.

Socialism is not afflicted with the contradictions inherent in capitalism.
When divergcnttS between socialist countries do arise, owing to
differenttS in the level of economic development, in social structure or
international position or because of national distinctions, they can and
must be successfully settled on the basis of proletarian internationalism,
through comradely discussion and voluntary fraternal co-operation.
They need not disrupt the united front of socialist countries against
imperialism.

Communists are aware of the difficulties in the development of the
world socialist system. But this system is based on the identity of the
social and economic structure of its member countries, and on the
identity of their fundamental interests and objectives. This identity
is an earnest that the nisting difficulties will be overcome, and that
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the unity of the socialist system will be further strengthened on the
basis of the principles of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian inter
nationalism.

. In the citadels of capitaUsm the working class, as recent events hue
sbo_, is the principal driving force of the revolutionary sfruggle and of
the entire antwmperiaUst, democntlc movement.

The present period is characterised by a sharpening of the struggle of
the working class and of wide sections of working people not. only
for an improvement of their economic conditions but also for political
demands. While defending their vital interests, the working people
fight for social rights and democratic freedoms. These demands are
increasingly directed against the system of domination by monopoly
capital, against its po.litical power. The desire of the working people to
effect a radical change in the economic and social system based on the
exploitation oLman is growing ever stronger. The big battles of the
working class in a number of capitalist countries are undermining the
power -of the monopolies and intensifying the instability and contra
dictions of capitalist society_ These struggles foreshadow new class
battles which could lead to fundam!;:nta! social change, socialist
revolution, and the establishment of the power of the working class in
allian~ with other sections of the working people.
. Recent class banks have struck a blow at the illusions spread by

partisans of neo-capitalism and reformism, and have given fresh proof
of the basic propositions of Marxism-Leninism. In contrast to the
right and left opportunists, the Communist and Workers' Parties do
not counterpose the fight for deep going economic and social demands
and for advanced democracy against the struggle for socialism, but
regard it as a part of the struggle for socialism. The radical democratic
changes which will be achieved in the struggle against the monopolies
and their economic domination and political power will promote
awareness of the need for socialism among the people.

Working class Unity
In the new situation, the need for working class unity has become

even more urgent. Facts and the experience gained by the working
class in the course of their struggles, and the sharp criticism of oppor
tunist views by .the Communist and Workers' Parties-which remains
a constant task-deepen the crisis of reformist concepts. A differentia
tion is taking place iOn the ranks of social democracy, and this is also
reflected in the leadership. Some of the leaders come out in defence of
monopoly capital and imperialism. Others are more inclined 10 take
into account the demands of the working people in the economic ~nd

social fields and on the questions of the struggle for peace and progress.
Communists, who attribute decisive importance to working class

unity, are in favour of co-operation with the socialists and social
democrats to establish an advanced democratic regime today and to
build a socialist society in the future. They witt do everything they can
to carry· out this co-operation. Communists are likewise in favour of
co-operation with other democratic parties and organisations interested
in-the renewal of society. To advance on this path, it is, of COUfSC-,
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necessary for the' socialist perties and other political organisations
favouring socialism resolutely to break with lhe policy of class col
laboration with the bourgeoisie. and 10 pursue a policy of effective
struggle for peace. democracy and socialism.

The trade unions, the largest organilations of the working people.
play an important role in the struggle agaiDit the monopolies. But for
the division in the trade wHon movement In the capitalist world they
might be playing an even larFr role. Some leaders create .artificial
obstacles to unity of action by trade unions of different orientation, on a
national and intematioDal scale, but the desire for such unity bu, none
theless, been growing in the trade union movement in recent years.
Communists are consistent champions of Irade union unity within the
framework of each country and in the internalional arena.

The comtnunist policy of united action by all the parties of the
working class and the tra«unions draws growing support. This policy
of unity affords the working class movement greater opportunities in
the anli-imperialist struggle, and makes il possible to bring into this
slruggle that section of the proletariat which is still unorganiscd or
still follows bourgeois panies. Communists will improve their political
and ideological work with an eye to securing working class unity.

Domination by finance capital and the realisation of "agrarian
programmes" by the monopolist slates lead to Ihe ruin of ever larger
sections of the small and middle fanners. Lately the farmers have been
putting up growing resistance to these measures, conducting mass
actions supponed by urban working people. The slrengthening of the
alliance of workers and farmers is one of the basic prerequisites for the
success of the struggle against the monopolies and their power.

Big capital tramples on the vital interests of the majority of the urban
middle strata. Therefore, despite their lack of unity and their special
susceptibility to bourgeois ideology, large numbers of the middle
strata are coming forward in defence of their interests, joining the
struggle for general democratic demands, and becoming increasingly
conscious of the vital importance of united action with Ihe working
class.

In this age when science is becoming a direct productiv~ force.
growing numbers of intell«:luals are swelling the ranks of wage and
salary workers. Their social interests intertwine with those of the
working class; their creative aspirations clash with the interests of
the monopoly employers, who place profit above all else. Despite the
great diversity in their positions, various groups of intellectuals are
coming more and more into conflict with the monopolies and the
imperialist policy of governments. The crisis of bourgeois ideology and
the anraction of socialism 'help 10 bring intell«:luals into the anti
imperialist struggle. The alliance of workers by hand and by brain
is becoming an increasingly important force in the struggle for peace,
democracy and social progress, forthe democratic control of production,
of cultural institutions and information media, and for the development
of public education in the interests of the people.

The convergence of interests of the working class, farmers, urban·
middle strata and intell«:tuals, as well as their growing co-operation
reduce the social foundations of monopoly power, sharpen its internal
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contradictions and promote the mobilisation of wide sections of
people for thl!: struggle against monopolies and imperialism.

The numerical growth and mounting political activity of young
people have become an important factor in social affairs in Western
Europe, America, Japan, Turkey and other countries.

Action by young people reflects the deep going crisis of contem
porary bourgeois society. Working youth, primarily young industrial
workers, who are subjected to super-exploitation and see no prospect
for themselves under capitalism, are entering the class struggle to an
ever greater extent, joining the trade unions and communist and other
democratic organisations. Broad masses of students take a stand not
only against the defects of the obsolete system of education and for
the right' to organise and share actively in the affaiN of educafional
centres, but also against the policy of the ruling classes. Inspired by the
struggle of the Vietnamese people and by other examples of heroic
struggle against imperialism, growing numbers of young people
take an active part in major mass actions .against imperialism, for
democracy, peace and socialism.

Communists have high regard for the upsurge of the youth movement
and actively participate in it. They propagate in its ranks the ideas of
scientific socialism, explain the danger of various pseudo-revolutionary
ideas which could influence young pe<lple, and seek to help young
people find the right path in the struggle against imperialism and for
defence of their interests. Only close unity with the working class
movement and its communist" vanguard can open for them truly
revolutionary prospects.

An important feature of our epoch rs the large scale participation of
women in the class slruggle, the anti-imperialist movement and, in
particular, the struggle for peace. This is strikingly demonstrated in the
massive protest campaigns against the US aggression in Vietnam. The
number of women engaged in production and other spheres is in
creasing. Their political consciousness is growing and their struggle for
economic and social rights is becoming more active. Working women
demand an 'end to discrimination in the remuneration for their work,
full equality in civil rights, maternity protection programmes, and so
on. They are participating more.and more actively in the battles~f the
workers and democratic forces, and are joining the trade unions in
increasing numbers. The Communist and Workers' Parties, in whose
activity women members participate on the ba'sis of complete equality,
emphatically support their demands and regard the emancipatiQ.fl of
women as an important element of the general democratic movement.

The examples of th.e socialist countries, where women are guaranteed
full equality, is a great attraction to women engage<! in struggle in the
capitalist world.

Anti-monopoly alliance
Owing 10 the considerable aggravation of social contradictions.

conditions have arisen in many capitalist countries for an anti-monopoly
and anti-imperialist alliance of the revolutionary working class move
ment and great numbers of religious people. The Catholic Church and
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SOntC other re1i~ious organisations are e.~periencing an ideological
crisi~. which is shattering their at;e long cOn\:epts and existing Slructures.
Positive' co-opcr:ltion and j01n1 ;lclion between communists and broad
l.kmocralic masse's of Calholics and followers of other religions arc
developing in ~('>me countries. 1l1e dialogue betwC'C'n lhcm on issues
such as war and peace. capitalism and socialism, and neo-Cvlonialism
and thc problem of the developing countries. has become highly
topical; lheir united aClion against imperialism. for dcmocrac)' and
~ociali~m, is extremely timely. Communists are com'inced that in this
way-through broad contaclS and joinl action-thc mass of religious
people can become an active force in Ih" anti-imptri:tlist slruggle and
in carrying OUI far reaching social ch:lnges.

In Ihe course of anti-monopolist and anti-imperialist united action.
favour3hlt' conditions are created for uniling all democratic trends into
a political alliance capable of decisively limiling the role pI3)'ed by the
monopolies in the economies of Ihe countries concerned of putting
an end to lhe power of big capital and of bringing about such radical
polilical and c.:onomic changes as would ensure the most favourable
conditions for continuing the struggle for socialism. Th" main force
in t~is de~ocratic alliance is the working class. These objectives can be
achie\'ed, above all, by diverse fnrms of powerful maS5 action by the
working class and lhe broadest sections of the population. While making
u~ of all possibililies of parliamentary activity, communists empha~isc

that the mass movemenl of lhe .....orking class and of all working people
is the decisive factl.'r in the slru!sle for democracy and socialism.

The collapse pf Ihe colonial system has considerably weakened the
posilion of imperialism. In Ihe pasl d~ade the role nf lhe anli
imperialist mOfement of tbt lM!oplts of Asia. Africa and Latin America
In lhe world refoh.,ionary prlK:ns has continued 10 Jtl'Ow. In some coun
tries. this movement is acquiring an anti-capitalist content.

In many A!oiall and African countries lhe nalional liberation move
ment has entered a ne"" phase:, A large number of national states has
emerged in lhis ar~a, substantially altering the world polilical structure
and ·;hanging the babnce of power to the detriment of imperialism. The
old colonial empires have been almost completely abolished.

Of great importance for Ihe fulure of Africa and the cause of peace is
the liberation of Southern Africa, one of the lasl areas of colonial
domination. The armed struggle which is being waged in this area
by the peoples of Angola. Mozambiqu~, Guinea-Bissau, Zimbabwe,
Namibia and South Africa is inflicting heavy blows on lhe coalilion of
fascist and racialist regimes. which ate supported by the imperialists,
and is opening up prosptets for fresh big victories of the African
revolution.

The Arab liberation mov~ment is playing an outslanding role in the
battle waged against world imperialism. II is uerling a positive
influence on the entire movement against imperialism and neo
colonialism in the Middle Ean and Africa. The struggle of the Arab
peoples against imptrialism and the Israeli aggression is a part of the
general struggle between the forces offreedom and socialism throughout
Ihe world on the one hand, and world imptrialism on lhe olher.

The growth of the movement for national liberation. and the social
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progress of the peoples in this area, which is strategically important and
is rich in oil, evoke the violent hatred of the imperialists and the oil
monopolies, which are weaving a web of intrigues and plots against this
movement, and are resorting to wars and aggressive actions.

To defeat these plots, repel acts of aggression and preserve all the
gains of the Arab movement, increasingly deep social and economic
changes, progressive national fronts and democratic rights for the
people and for the progressive national forces are, among other things,
of key importance.

Newly independent countries
Social differentiation is developing in the newly independenl coun

tries. There is a sharpening conflict between the working class, the
peasantry .and other democratic forces, including patriotic minded
sections of the pelty bourgeoisie on the one hand, and on the other
imperialism and the forces of domestic reaction, the elements of the
national bourgeoisie which are increasingly accepting a deal with
imperialism.

In a number of young slates the social role and political activity of
the working class have increased. The importance of international ties
between the young proletariat of the countries of Asia and Africa and
the working class of'the socialist countries and the capitalist states is
growmg.

The toiling peasantry has great revolutionary potential. It is taking
an active part in the struggle against imperialism, for the national
liberation of peoples, and for consolidating the independence of the
young states. Communists are intensifying their activity among the
peasants and are carrying proletarian ideology into their midst.

In most of the- independent Asian and African states, along with the
task of consolidating and safeguarding political independence and
sovereignty, the central problems of social progress are to overcome
economic backwardness, set up an independent national economy
including their own industry, and raise the people's standard of living.
The solution of these problems involves far reaching social and
economic changes, the implementation of democratic agrarian reforms
in the interests of the working peasantry and with its participation,
the abolition of out-dated feudal and pre-feudal relations. the ending
of oppression by foreign monopolies. the radical democratisation of
social and political life and the state apparatus, the regeneration of
national culture and the development of its progressive traditions.
the strengthening of revolutionary parties and the founding of such
parties where they do not yet exist. The pressing problems of social
development of these states are the object not only of sharp struggle
between the neo-colonialists and the peoples of these countries. but also
of internal social conflicts. The establishment of relations of friendship
and effective co-operation with socialist countries is of great importance
for independent Asian and African countries.

Under the impact of Ihe revolutionary conditions of our time.
distinctive forms of progressive social development of the newly free
countries have appeared, and the role of revolutionary and democratic
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forl;es has been enhanced. Some young states hllve taken the nOll'
capitalist path. II path which opens up thc possibility of overcoming
thc backwardness inherited from the colonial past and creates con·
ditions for transition to socialist development. In these countrics a
socialist outlook is making headway. overcoming grcat dilliculties and
trials. These states arc waging 1I determined struggle against imperialism.
and ne(l·e'llonialism.

Countries which have tllken the capitalist rO;Jd havc·b..-en unable to
solve lIny of the basic problems facing them. Confronted with rising
popular disconteut. the intcrnal reactionary forccs in thcsc countries arc
intensifying with imperilliist support their assllult on democratic
freedoms. In a number of e;lses they ;lrc brutllily suppressing the mass
democratic and patriotic movemenls. They arc kindling conflicts
between l\;lliOnal. ethnic. religious. tribal and linguistic groups. thereby
jeopardising the indepcnden(.'C won hy these l.:Ountrics.

The imperialists show special hostility toward states with with
progressive regimes. To IlIrn these countrics llway from their eho~n
plllh the imperilliists seck to subvcrt their political parties. subject
educational and cultural institutions lInd mass medi;lto their intlueIK"C.
orgl\llise counter·revolutionary activities thrO:lgh their agents lind hack
rClletiollary clements in the st,lte apparatus and the armed forces. They
try to utilise (mti-communist prejudicc~ to spread discord among
patriots.

The way to CMry out the tasks of national devclopment lind socilll
progress ;llId elTel·tively rebuff neo·colonialisl intrigues is to raise the
activity of the pcople. euhanee the rtlle of the proletariat and the
peaSllllts. rally workinl; youth. students. inlellcctu'lls. urhan middle
strata auu democratic army circks-all rhe patriotic and prugressi\'<'
forces. It is this kind uf unity that the Communist amI W(lI"kers'
Parties arc calling for.

Communists light for the freedom. tHltiomil in<lepenuenl;e lInd social·
ist futnre or their pcoples. They arc bearers of the idca~ or scientilic
social ism a nd fight in the vangllard of the nat iona I liherat ion movell1en I.
This movement and the social progress of the peoples in the newly
liberated counfrics relluircs c10sc co·opcrntion between the COlllll1unist
'lnd Workers' Parties and the other p:lIriotic and progressive forccs. A
hostile attitude to COlllmUllisll1 and 1)CI'sceution of communists harm
the struggle for national and social emanciplltion.

Most or the L~till '\lI1erielln countries WOll stale indepcndclll,:e early
in tltl.' last century. They have, b)' and largc. travdled a long way ,llong
the ro;ld of capitalist development; a large prolct;lriut has emerg.ed alld
is growing alld IJCl;ollling steeled in struggle both in town lind countr)',
and there are Communist Parties in praeticall)' all these countries. The
Llllin American peoples lire struggliug ,Igainst a common oppressor
and explniter. US impcri:llism. whieh has p];I(;;.'(1 the entire continent
in a position of del)Cndence. regarding if as its strategic hinterland.
Some of them arc still fighting colonial domination. The struggle for
genuine national sovereignty :lnu economic inuel)Cn~lencc is inter
twincd with an nellte dllSS struggle against capitalist exploitation
'lnd. above all. agllinst the foreign or 1(K..'l\1 monopolies and the latifundia.
Feudal survivals Iwve remained in many countries where there is a
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great mllss (If landless Ix:asants. Slruggles arc being waged for demo
emtie demands :wd ag,tinst tyr:mnical diclalOrships. which laller
constitute a vcry neglllive fllClor in thc historical development of lh.::
eonlinent.

The Cuban revolution hilS broken the chain ofimpcrialist oppression
in Latin America and has led to the establishmCllt of the first sxialist
statl: on th{" American contim·nt. nlurking a historic turning poinl ,lIill
opening in this region a new phase of the revolutiorHtry mOVC1ll{"nl.
In this part of the world mililant d'::lllocratie. :mli-imperialist mov!."
ments and rC\'olutionllry processes arc developing which will p,l\'e the
way 10 sodalism,

The proletariat. and the Communist anti Workers' I>,trtics play an
increasingly imporlnnl role in th.:: anti-imperialist movement in Lllin
America. The uistenee <lnd activity of lhe working <'lass is an hisloric
advantage <lnd a guaranlc{" of its furth{"r d{"velopmclll. Thc ~truj,!gle or
the people for their economic and pOlitical (kmands and for thi.'ir
revolutionary aims assunles diverse forms. The popular l\luvel11erll in
L11in America is gaining momentum in a grim struggle against agg.rC!'
sivc imperialism and inlern,11 reaction. In somc countries it lakes the
rO:ld of armed struggle. In the course of this slrugj,!1c the fi~hling spiril
of the working class grows, the polilical consdousness of lhe Jll'asantry
i~ awakened. and lhe mral populalion is aroused. The founda1ions of <I

workers' and peas.tOts· alliance arc thus being laid.
Wide sc{"tions of people. studenls. progressi\'e irtlctll'ctuals ,tl1d the

urban middle strala arc furming an altianCl' with the prolelllri'l1. Joint
action and anti-imperialist unity Ilguill.~l re:"tction,try regimes arc
gaining in strength. The mounting slruggle a~ainst e.\ploitation and
ooverly. and agilinsl imperialist oppression makes forwar.1 louking
Icligiolls circles sympathisc with progressivc aspiralions. P,llriotil' and
democralic lrends arc gaining ground in thc arllled forces of some
counlries.

II is of paramounl' hnporlftllee for lhe prospecls of fl1l' \lntl-flllllCrilllist
siruggle 10 slrenglhen the alliance belween the sodlllisl s)·51(,11I. lhe
forces of lhc \I-orking dass mO\'elllent and nlltionallihcrlliion.

III

Fon UNITED ACTION
The social and political sillmtion in lhe world today makes it possible

to mise the anti-imperialisl slrliggle to a new level. Decisive superiorily
over imperialism and the defe.1t of its policy uf a~gression and Wllr
can be secured by intensifying the offensive :Iguinsl il. This insistently
demands concrele practic'll steps and uClions on all {"onlintnls in order
to give a dear persptttive to the democra1ic and progressive forl'es, 10
aillhe forces desiring a posilive solUlion of lhe major prot'llcms worryillg
m:tOkind loday. in the interests of peace and the srcurity of nalions.

The CommunIst and Workers' "ariles represenlro al lhe I1INling,
aware of lheir hisloric rcsponsibilily, propose uniled Ilellon 10 all COIII
munlsts of tbe world, 10 all opponents of imlWrllllisrn lIud 10 1111 who are
prepared to fight for peace. frCfllom lmd l,roRres...
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A primary obj~tive of united <lction is 10 give all-round support
10 tbe heroic Vietnamese people. The meeting calls on all who cherish
peace and national independence to intensify tbe struggle in order to
compel US imperialism to withdraw its interventionist troops from
Vietnam. cease intcrfering in the internal affairs of tbat country and
respect the right of the Vietnamese people to solve their problems by
themselves. The final victory of the Vietnamese patriots is of funda
mental importance for strengthening the positions of the peoples in the
struggle against imperialist diktat and arbitrary rule. Co-ordinated
measures.by all the countries of the socialist system and joint efforts by
all Communist and Workers' Parties, all progressive parties and mass
democratic organisations and by all olher freedom and peace loving
forces arc needed to hasten this victory. The meeting of Communist and
Workers' Parties welcomes the formation of the Revolutionary Pro
visional Government of the Republic of South Vietnam and sees it
as an important s,tage in the heroic liberation struggle of the Vietnamese
people. The meeting calls for work for the successful outcome of the
Paris talks, which is quite possible on the basis of the 10 points advanced
by the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam.

The main link of unitN action of the anti-Imperialist forces remains
the struggle against war and for world peace, against !be menace of
thermonuclear war and mass extermination wbich continues to hang over
mankind. A new world war can be averted by the combined effort of the
socialist countries, the international working class, the national
liberation movement, all peace loving countries,"public organisations
and mass movements.

The defence of peace is inseparably IInkN up with !be slruggle 10
compel the imperialists to a~pt peaceful eotxistence of states witb
different social systems, which demands observance of the principles
of sovereignty, equality, territorial inviolability of every state, big and
small. and non·interference in the internal affairs of other countries,
respect for the rights of every people freely 10 decide their social,
economic and political system, and the settlement of outstanding
int<:rnational issues by political means through negotiation.

The policy of peaceful coexistence facilitates the positive solution of
economic and social problems of the developing countries.

Peaceful coexistence
The policy of peaceful coexistence does not contradict the right of any

oppressed people to fight for its liberation by any means it considers
necessary-armed or peaceful. This policy in no way signifies support
for reactionary regimes. .

It is equally indisputable that every people has the inalienable right to
take up anns in defence against encroachments by imperialist aggressors,
and to avail itself of the help of other peoples in its just cause. This is an
integral part of the general anli-imperialist struggle of the peoples.

The attempts of imperialism to overcome its internal contradictions
by building up international tension and creating hotbeds of war are
hampered by the policy of peaceful coexistence. This policy does not
imply either the preservation of the social and political status quo or a



weakening of the ideological struggle. It helps to promote the class
struggle against imperialism on a national and world wide scale.
Determined class struggle for the abolition of the monopolies and their
rule, for the institution of a genuinely democratic system and for
the establishment of socialist power, whatever may be the road leading
to the achie\:'ement of this goal, is an inalienable right and duty of the
working people and their Communist and Workers' Parties in the
capitalist countries. The communists of the world are in solidarity
with this just bpttle.

Mass action against imperialism is a condition for implementing the
policy of peaceful coexistence. Directed as it is against the war
mongers, reactionaries and monopoly arms manufacturers, this policy
meets the general interests of the revolutionary struggle against every
foim of oppression and exploitation, and promotes friendshi):: between
all peoples and the development of fruitful economic, scientific,
technological and other spheres of co-operation between countries
with different social systems in the interests of social progress.

Communists regard it as their duty to combat the imperialists'
policy of whipping up internalional tension and any attempt by them
aimed at bringing back the cold Wllr, and to work for a relaxation of
tension which is one of the most insistent and urgent demands of the
peoples,

To preserve peace die most llfIent task ls to prey-mt tile sprnd of
mtclear weapons and to enforce the nuclear non-proliferation treaty. In
urging the ratification of the treaty, the Communist and Workw;'
Parties sec this as a link in the chain of measures designed to lead to
nuclear disarmament and the destruction of nw::lear weapon stockpiles.
At th.e same time it is necessary to secure a ban on nuclear weapons and
the ending of their production and testing,

The setting up of nuclear free zones in various parts of the world
would be of great practical importance in improving the inlernational
atmosphere and strengthening trust between states. Tbe main effort
sboIIld be directed toWlirds tbe proIdbltioll of It\K'lnr weapoDS. Nuclear
enerlY should be used exclusively for peaceful purposes,

It is necessary to step up the struggle for an effective ban on b,ac
teriological and chemical weapons, which have been extensively used by
the US forces in Vietnam.

The basic interests of the peoples demand the intensification of the
struggle against militarism in all its forms, particularly against the
.military industrial complex of the USA and other imperialist states, We
call on all peace loving forces to mount a struggle fol' a radical cut
back in military budgets and for general and complete disarmament
under effective international control, so as to switch resources now
absorbed ,by the arms race to improving the working people's life,
promoting the health services lind education and rendering assistance
to the developing countries.

Alongside its univer~altasks, the struggle for peale has very important
objectives of a more specific or more regional nature, the aim of which
is to assure security in some continents or geographic zones. The
attainment of these objectives which are interlinked corresponds to the
interests and aspiralions of all communists, all ani i-imperialist forces,
all the peoples of the world.
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FAiropean security
The interests of world peace call for the disbandment of military

blocs. As before the Communist and Workers' Parties consider that the
existence of imperialist imposed military blocs and military bases on
the territory' of other states are an obstacle to co-operation between
countries. A genuine guarantee of the security and one of the conditions
for the progress of each European country mw.t be the establishment in
Europe of an ,effective system of security founded on relations of
equality and mutual respect between all the states in the continent, on
the combined efforts of all the European peoples. In this light the
socialist countries have already declared for the simultaneous dis
solution of NATO and the Warsaw Treaty.

The meeting emphatically condemns the provocative attempts of the
imperialist powers, particularly the USA, the Federal Republic of
Germany and Britain, to step up the activity of NATO. The dis
bandment of NATO would be a decisive step towards the dissolution
of all blocs, the dismantling of all military bases on foreign soil and the
establishment of a reliable system of collective securi,ty. In conformity
with the interests of peace, the peoples demand th'l.( the imperialist
states put an end to flights over foreign territories of bombers carrying
nuclear weapons. that surface ships and submarines with nuclear
weapons on board be barred from foreign ports, and demand the
renunciation of any forcible actions and of the threat of force.

Anainment of lasting security on this continent is a problem which
holds a paramount place in the minds and aspirations of the European
peoples. The conferences of the Warsaw Treaty member countries in
Bucharest in 1966 and in Budapest in 1969, and also the Karlovy Vary
CC:lference in 1967, charted a concrete programme of action and
measures to create a system of European security.

It is imperative to secure the inviolability of the existing frontiers
in Europe, in particular the frontiers along the Oder-Neisse and the
frontier between the Federal Republic of Germany and the German
Democratic Republic, and to work for the international legal recog
nition of the German Democratic Republic, for preventing West
Germany from securing atomic weapons in any form, for the renuncia
tion by the Federal Republic of Germany of her claim to represent
the whole of Germany, the recognition of West Berlin as a separate
political entity, the recognition that the Muncih diktat was invalid
from the very outset, and the banning of all neo-nazi organisations.

Peace and security in Europe demand the curbing of the revanchist
forces in West Germany, guaranteeing the European peoples their
sovereign right to be masters of their continent without interference
from the USA, mutually beneficial economic, seientific and techno
logical co-operation among the European countries, and the establish
ment of relations between them founded on a genuine relaxation of
tension and mutual trust.

The principle of inviolability of neutral states must be respected
unconditionally.

These states can make a major contribution to the policy of peaceful
coexistence if they take advantage of every opportunity to act in a
spirit of detente and peace. .
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To achieve Ihese aims energetic steps have to be taken in this direc
tion lind the problem of European security approached with initiative.
with a will to achieve concrete practical measures.

The organisation of a broad congress of European peoples which
would prepare for and facilitate the holding of a conference of states, is
the most important of these initialives.

1lte mutlog calls on "'orld public opinion to display unnaning aod
active solidarity "'lth the peoples and countries l'l'hich are constant
objects of aggnssive encroachments by imperialis~-the German
Democratic Republic, the Korean Democratic 'People's Republic and
the entire Korean people. The meeting calls for the restoration of the
lawful rights of the People's Republic of China in the United Nations
and the return of Taiwan. at present under United States military
occupation. It remains the duty of communists and all other revo
lutionary and anti-imperialist forces in Latin America and throughout
the world 10 defend the Republic of Cuba.

We communists call for united action against all imperialist acts of
aggression, against f«ourse to local ",ars aod otber forms of intuvention
by imperialism in any uea of the "'orid. In face of the aggressi\'e policy

. pursued by the imperialists and the ruling circles of Israel. we pledge
solidarity with the Arab peoples who demand the return of the lerri,
tories ciccupied by the Israeli invaders. this being an urgent demand and
an indisptnsable condition for establishing peace and achieving a
political seulement in the Middle East on the basis of the complete
implementation of the November 1967 resolution of the United Nations
Security Council.

Communists reltente their solidarity "'ith tbe struggle of tbe peoples
of Asia, Africa and Latin America for independence and national
sovereignty. for liberation from every kind of economic and political
hegemony of the imperialist circles and monopolies. for withdrawal
from the system of military alliances and blocs imposed on them by the
imperialist powers and against imperialist tendencies to step up the
arms race on these continents and to preserve and create new hotbeds
of tension. for dismantling foreign military bases and for establishing
relations conducive to the free development of every people.

The demaod of our epoch is to rid our planet completel)' of tbe curse
of colonialism, destroy its lasl «ntres and prevent its revival in new,
camouflaged forms.

We call on all men of goodwill. on all supporters of democracy. to
work together to do away with the vestiges of colonialism and to
struggle against neo-colonialism. We urge effective international
measures in support of the patriots of Angola. Mozambique, Guinea
Bissau. Zimbabwe. Namibia and South Africa. in support of all
oppressed peoples.

One of the big problems of our time to which the Communist
Panies draw public attention and which they are energetically striving
10 solve. is the elimination of the backwardness of many countries
and entire continents engendered by prolonge1:l colonial and imperialist
rule. The main task facing Ihese countries today is to promote eco
nomic, social and political development. which can be achieved only
within the framework of genuine independence from imperialism and
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,
as a result of far reaching democratic and revolutionary changes. To
solve this problem it is necessary to mobilise and unite all the pro
gressive forces of each country, and deyelop mutually advantageous
lies between them and with the socialist countries.

Fascist menace
We coDSider It impe:rtIt1vc to step up the fight against the fascist menace

aDd relentlessly to rebuff pro-fascist proyO(:ations. Fascism is intensifying
its activity at a lime when the crisis of imperialism is growing sharper,
when reaction is increasingly inclined to use brutal methods to crush
the democratic and revolutionary forces. In Greece neo-fascism has
seized power. In Spain the ultras are trying to return to fascist methods
of repression and are making futile efforts to halt a powerful mass
movemenl. In Portugal fascism, gripped by a crisis under the onslaught
of the growing popular movement, is resorting to demagogy about
tiberalisation in an effort to cover up the actual continuation of its
terroristic polic)'. In West Germany the neo-nazis have laid open
claim to power. Nco-fascist activit)' links up with that of imperialist
intelligence agencies, which engineer reactionary coups.

All these manifcstations of fascism are coming up against growing
resistance from the people, and this demands united action by all the
anti-fascist forces. and also greater international support from the
Communist and Workers' Parties and from all democratic and pro
gressive movements in every country.

The struggle against the fascist regimes is an essential part of action
against imperialism and for democratic freedoms. ,It is the common
task of all dcmocrats, of all champions of freedom, irrespective of
their political views. world outlook or religious beliefs, to redouble
real support for the national progressive forces fighting centres of
reaction and fascism. such as the governments of Spain and Portugal,
the reactionary Colonels' Junta in Greece, the oligarchic military
cliques in Latin America, and all other tyrannical regimes in the service
of LS imperialism.

We communists again call on everyone to unite their efforts in the
struggle against the man bating ideology and practices of racialism.
We call for the broadest possible protest movement against the most
shameful phenomenon of our time, the barbarous persecution of the
25 million Negroes in the USA, the racialist terror in South Africa
and Rhodesia, the persecution of the Arab population in the occupied
territory and in Israel against racial and national discrimination and
against Zionism and anti-semitism, all of which are fomented by
reactionary capitalist forces and which they use to confuse the people
politically.

Imperialism makes use of racialism to divide the peoples and main
tain its rule. Wide sections of the people reject racialism and can be
drawn into active struggle against it. In such action they will come to
realise that the eradication of racialism is closely connected with the
struggle against imperialism and its ideological foundations. .

The interests of the struggle against imperialism, which attempts
II) stifle the basic human freedoms, demand a tireless fight to defend and
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win freedom of speeeh, the press, assembly, demonstration and
association, for the equality of all citizens. and to democratise every
aspect of soclalUfe. A firm rebuff must be administered to any allrmpt
and any legislation by reaction designed to nullify the democratic
rights and freedoms won in the course of hard class battles. There
must br systematic work both within these countries and in the inter
national arrna to save the patriots and democrats who face death, to
stop arbitrary court rulings against communists and other patriots and
to defend the right to political asylum; there must be a fight for the
release of the patriots and democrats lying in jail.

We communists oppose all forms of oppression of nations and
national minorities. We want to see every nation or national group
develop its own culture and language; and we firmly defend the right
of all nations to self-determination.

We communists are convinced that it is impossible to put an end to
the policy of imperialist aggression, to abolish colonialism and neo
colonialism once and for all and to uproot fascism and racial oppression.
without resolute struggle against the power of monopoly capital and
for democratk demands which, once won, would weaken the positions
of imperialism as a whole and strike at the very foundations of its rule.
Such a struggle would create favourable conditions for achieving the
ultimate goals of the working class movement.

'The present sitllatlOfl demaltds greater militant solidarity of the
peoples of the socialist countries, of all rontlngenbi IIf the international
working class movement and oational liberation io the struggle against
imperialism,

Communists regard it as an urgent task today to expose the criminal
policy of imperialism with greater vigour, and to make public opinion
more alive to the aggressive inlentions and plans of imperialism.

This meeting calls on all organisations representing workers.
peasants, office employees. youth. students, intellectuals. women, or
various groups and social strata with different political, philosophic
and religious convictions and views, on realistically minded political
leaders of the capitalist countries and on all democratic parties. national
and international progressive public organisations to pool their
efforts with those of the Communist and Workers' Parties for con
certed action in the anti-imperialist struggle for a relaxation of tensions
and in defence of peace. We invite them all to join in a broad and
constructive exchange of opinion on the widest possible range of issues
bearing on the anti.imperialist struggle.

Communists favour the most democratic methods of preparing for
and carrying out united action with all progressive patriotic and peace
loving forces on a national. regional and international scale. They will
do all they can to bring about greater mutual understanding between
the numerous and diverse anti-imperialist trends and movements.
taking into consideration their specific features and showing res~t

for their independence. Forms of co-operation. chosen freely and by
common consent. will make it possible to raise the anti-imperialisl
struggle to a new level to meet the requirements of the present situation.
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IV

COMMUNIST AND WORKERS' PARTIES
The meeting considers thai the most important prerequisite for

increasing the Communist and Workers' Parties' contribution 10 the
solution of the problems facing the peoples is to raise the unity of
the communist movement 10 a higher level in conformity with present
day requirements. This demands determined and persistent effort by
all the parties. The cobesion of tbe Communist aDd Workers' PartIes
is lhe most Important raclor 10 rallying together an the anti-imperialist
forces.

The delegates to the meeting reaffirm their common views thai
relations between the fralernal parties arc based on the principles of
proletarian internationalism, solidarity, and mutual support, respect
for independence and equality, and non-interference in each other's
internal affairs. Strict adherence to these principles is an indispensable
condition for developing comradely co-operation between the fraternal
parties and strengthening the unity of the communist movement.
Bilateral consultations, regional meetings and international confer
ences are natural forms of such co-operation, and are conducted on
the basis of the principles accepted in the communist movement.
These principles and these forms give the Communist and Workers'
Parties every possibility to unite their efforts in the struggle for their
common aims, under conditions of the growing diversity of the world
revolutionary process. All parties have equal rights. As there is no
leading centre of the international communist movement, voluntary
co-ordination of the actions of parties in ordcr effectively to carry
Ollt the tasks before them acquires increased importance.

United actiofl by Communist and Workers' Parties will promote
cohesion of the communist movement on Marxist-Leninist principles.
Joint action aimed at solving vital practical problems of the revolu
tionary and general democratic movements of ollr time promote a
necessary exchange of experience between the vari.ous contingents
of the communist movement. They help to enrich and creatively
develop Marxist-Leninist theory, to strengthen international revolu
tiQnary positions on urgent political problems.

The delegales to this meeting proclaim their parties' firm resolve to
do their utmost for the working people and for social progress, with a
view 10 advancing towards complete victory over international capital.
They regard joint action against imperialism and for general democratic
demands as a component part and a stage of the struggle for socialist
revolution and the abolition of the system of exploitation of man
by man.

They are convinced that the effectiveness of every Communist
Party's policy depends ·on its successes in its own country, on the
successes of other fraternal parties and on the extent of their co
operation. Every Communist Party is responsible for its activity to
its own working class and people and, at the same time, to the inter
national working class. Every Communist Party's national and inter-
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national responsibilities are indivisible. Marxist-uninists are both
patriots and internationalists; they reject both national narrow minded
ness and negation or underestimation of national interests and striving
for hegemony. At the same time the Communist Parties, the parties
of the working class and all working people are the standard bearers
of genuine national interests, unlike the reactionary classes, which
betray these interests.

The winning of power by the working class and its allies is the
greatest contribution which a Communist Party fighting under capitalist
conditions can make to the cause of socialism and proletarian inter
nationalism.

The Communist and Workers' Parties' are conducting their activity
in diverse, specific conditions, requiring an appropriate approach to the
solution of concrete problems. Each party, guided by the principles of
Marxism-uninism and in keeping with concrete national conditions,
fully independently works out its own policy, determines the directions,
forms and methods of struggle and, depending on the circumstances,
chooses the peaceful or non-peaceful way of transition 10 socialism and
also the forms and methods of building socialism in its oWl\country. At
the same time the diverse conditions in which the Communist Parties
operate, the different approaches to practical tasks and even differences
on certain questions must not hinder concerted international action by
fraternal parties, particularly on the basic problems of the anti
imperialist struggle.

The greater the strength and the unity of each Communist Party, the
beller can it fulfil its role both inside the country and in the international
communist movement.

Communists are aware that our movement, while scoring great,
historic victories in the course of its development, has recently en
countered serious difficulties. Communists are convinced, however,
that these difficulties will be overcome. This belicf is based on the fact
that the international working class has common long term objectives
and interests, on the desire of every party to find a solution to existing
problems which would meet both national and international interests.
and the communists' revolutionary mission; it is based on the will
of communists for unity on an international scale.

The Communist and Workers' P<\rties, regardless of some difference
of opinion, reaffirm their determination to present a united front in
the struggle against imperialism.

Some of the divergences which. have arisen are eliminated through
_an exchange of opinion or disappear as the development of events
clarifies the essence of the outstanding issues. Other divergences may
last long. The meeting is confident that the outstanding issues can and
must be resolved correctly by strengthening all forms of co-operation
among the Communist Parties, by extending inter-party ties, mutual
exchange of experience, comradely discussion and consultation and
unity of action on the international arena. It is the internationalist
duty of every party to do everything it can to help to.improve relations
an.;! to promote trust between all parties, and to undertake further
efforts to strengthen the unity of the international communist" move-
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ment. This unity is strenglhened by a collective analysis of concrete
reality.

Scientific socialism
The policy of joint anti'imperialist action demands that Ihe ideo

logical and political role of the Marxist·Leninist panies in the world
revolutionary process should be enhanced. Marching in the frOnl ranks
of the revolutionary, liberation and democratic movements, com
munists will continue to fight uncompromisingly against bourgeois
ideology, and to explain to the working people the real meaning
of their struggle and the conditions for victory. To wage a successful
struggle against imperialism and to ensure the victory of their cause,
communists will propagate the ideas of scientific socialism in the
working class movement and among the people, including the youth,
they wilJ consistently uphold their principles and work for the triumph
of Marxism·Leninism and, in accordance with the concrete situation,
fight against right and left opportunist distortions of theory and policy,
against revisionism, dogmatism and left sectarian adventurism. These
deviations tend generally to underestimate the importance of the
real forces which can and must be drawn into the struggle,

Loyalty to !\'larxism·ullinism and to proletarian internationalism, and
dedicated and devoted serviee in the interests of their peoples and tbe
common cause of socialism are essential for the efficacy and correct
orientation or united action by the Communist and Workers' Parties and
are a guarantee that they will achieve tbeir historie goals.

The communist movement is an integral part of modern society and
is its most active force. Hence the banning of Communist Parties is an
allack on the democratic rights and vital interests of the peoples. The
delegates support all the Communist and Workers' Parties of the
world, without exception, which fight for their right of legal participa.
tion in the political life of their countries. We emphatically condemn
the brutal repressions and terror which have claimed the lives of
thousands upon thousands of communists and other democrats and
revolutionaries in Indonesia, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Bolivia, Brazil,
Colombia, Mexico, Venezuela, Panama, Paraguay, Guatemala, South
Africa. Thailand, Haiti, Malaysia, Iran. the Philippines and other
counlries. We proclaim our· solidarity with our fellow fighters in the
common struggle who are lying in the jails of fascist and dictatorial
regimes, in prisons in the capitalist countries, and we work for their
release.

The delegates regard this meeting as an important stage in the
cohesion of the world communist movement. They consider that the
absence of certain Communist and Workers' Parties should not hinder
fraternal ties and co-operation between all Communist and Workers'
Parties without exception. They declare their resolve to achieve joint
action in the struggle against imperialism, for the common objectives
of the international working class movement, as well as with the Com
munist and Workers' Parties not represented at the present meeting.

The struggle against imperialism is a long, hard and strenuous fight.
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Tense class battles lie ahead and they cannot be avoided. Let us step up
the offensive against imp(rialism and internal rtaction. The revolu
tionar·y and progressive forces are certain to triumph.

Peoples of tbe socialist countries, workers, demoentic forces in the
capitalist Ciluntries, newly liberated peoples and those who are oppressed,
unite In a common struggle against imperialism, for· peace, naCional
liberation, social progress, democracy and socialism!
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Independence, Freedom
and Peace

for
VIETNAM

'The International Conference of representatives of Communist and
Workers' PartleS sends the fracernal Vietnamese people its warm
militant greetings. and wholehearledly congratulates them on the
historic su..:ccsscs achieved in the SlrU!!!!:]e against United Siales
118gTcssion.

We send good wishes in particular to the vanguard orthe ViNnamese
people. the Workers' I>arty of Vietnam and its l'Cntral committee, and
to the gTcat patriot and internationalist Comrade Ho Chi Minh, who
is an outstanding member of the international communist movement.
The Workers' Party of Vietnam is the inspiring and guiding force in the
slTu/!.!!lc against the aggression of United Stales imperialism. That party
(OoSiS!cnll)' defends the nalional interests and fhe outpost of socialism
in SOUl h East Asia.

We s"nd W;Hm greetings to the National Liberalion Front of South
Vietnam, the legilimate representative of the populalion of South
Vietnam and the tried and tested organiser and leader in the heroic
resistance ~lru!,!gle <lgainst United States aggression. The political pro
gramme llf lhe National Liberation Fron! of South Vielnam is the basis
for unifymg the entire population of South Vietnam in their just
struggle for lihcration.

The Illtern;l\ional Conference unconditionally supports the ten point
proj.'nullnlc. "The Principles and the Main Content of a Total Solution
of the Soulh Vietnamese Problem as a Contribution to Restoring Peace
111 Vielnam:' which was put forward on May 8, 1969, by the central
committee "f the National Liberation Front of South ·Vietnam.,

This programme proceeds on the basis of the main principles of the
1954 Geneva Agreements on Vietnam and on the basis of the present
situation in Vietnam. It is based on the political programme and the
pu.<itions of the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam con
sisting of live points, and corresponds to the foUl point position of
lhe guvernment of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. The proposed
solution of lhe South Vietnamese problem fully accords with the
national righls of the Vietnamese people and with the interests of
peace throu1.!houl the world. It guarantees the population of South
Vietnam the right to self-determination and a lasting peate in Vietnam,
and it also corresponds to the interests of other peoples in Indo
China.

The right of the Vietnamese people to wage a struggle in defence of
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their motherland is the sacred and inalienable right of all pel.plts w
self-defence.

The struggle of the Vietnamese people for freedom and imlepenJcnce
arouses in the peoples feelings of deep respect Ilnd admiration. The
staunchness and heroism of the Vietnamese people and their contidcnce
in their victory are an example and inspiration in the struggk again~t

imperialism, for the prcscn'ation of peace. for the liberati"n (If th('
peoples from exploitation and oppression. While dtfcndini! their
homeland. the Vietnamese pepple are at the same time doine. their inter
national duty lind rendering a service to lhe noble cause of safe~uardin!:
peace throughout the world. In this profoundly just strllglo1le of the
Vietnamese people we have been and shall be firmly linked in solidurity
with them.

The heroic struggle of the Vietnamese people against the United
States' aggression is a key component of the worldwide ~tru!!gk

between socialism and imperialism. belween tho:: forces of prul/ress and
the forces of reaction.

In carrying out their armed intervention in Vietnam. the US imperinl
ist forces set out to smash one of the socialist oUlposts in Asia. 10
bar the peoples of Indo China from the road towards rcal~. fn.'etlom
and progress. to strike a blow against the revolutionary national libera
tion movement in Asia. Africa and Latin America. nnd to put to the
test the strength of the solidarity of socialist colmtries and all the anti
imperialist forces.

These plans of United States imperialism arc doomed to failure.
With tremendous sUl'lport from the socialist countries. and in the first

place from the Soviet Union, as well as from all the peace Ilwing
peoples of the world, the Vietnamese people have shown the United
States. the most l'Iol'ierfuJ force of imperialisn-l. that its strength is
not unlimited.

The barbarous crimes committed by the American interventionists
against the Vielnamese people. the use of biological. chemical and
other means of mass annihilation-this genoside in the true sense
of the word-outrage the conscience of mankind. The)' rcveal for
all the IlCoples to sec, the al'lual inhuman essence of imperialism.

Epic struggle
All this has led to the aggressor becoming increasingly isolated.

politicallr and morally, from the broadest strata, including thc ruling
circles 0 some capitalist countrics. In the United Stato::s itself, ever
wider circles of the population are coming out against the dirty war in
Vietnam, the COIl5Cquenccs of which are shaking American society.

The heroic, epic struggle of the Vietnamese people is one of the
determinin~ factors in the movement of the peoples against imperial
ism, a factor ~hich finds expression in militant actions by the youth
and students.

In spite of the use he has been making of his gigantic military
machine. the aggressor was compelled to end unconditionally the
bombing of the territory of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
and agree to quadripartite talks. with the South Vietnam National
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Liberation Front participating on an equal footing. In South Vietnam,
the People's Liberation Armed Forces are unceasingly striking heavy
blows against the United States interventionists and their puppets.
People's power has been established over an overwhelming part of
the territory. The bankrupt puppet regime remains in power thanks
only to the bayonets of United States imperialism.

All these are important successes of the heroic Vietnamese people, of
the world socialist system, of the international communist and working
class movement and of all the forces of peace and progress.

The successful struggle of Vietnam reflects the changes in the balance
of forces in the world and the growing might of the forces of socialism,
democracy and national liberation on a world scale.

The determination of the international communist movement and
also of all'the anti.imperialist forces to achieve consolidation and unity
of action in the struggle against the common enemy of mankind
imperialism, has been vividly and concretely elCPressed in the broad
movement in support of Vietnam and against United States aggression.

The struggle of the Vietnamese patriots shows thilt a people which
consistently fights against imperialism for freedom and independence,
and which has on its side the Soviet Union, all the socialist countries
and the peaceloving forces of the whole world, is invincible.

The stronger the unity and cohesion of the international communist
movement and all the anti.imperialist forces in the struggle against
the common enemy-imperialism, the greater are their successes.

The more vigorously the Communist and Workers' Parties raise the
banner of freedom of the peoples and step out in the forefront of the
struggle against the imperialist policy of aggression, the broader
and the more effective is the development of the anti-imperialist
movement of the people.

In spite of the heavy defeats they have suffered, the militarist circles
of the United States have not yet given up their aggressive neo-colonial
ist plans with regard to Vietnam, and they are continuing their attempts
to achieve a military solution of the Vietnamese problem. They are
persisting in their dangerous path of expanding the military conflict,
as is proved' by the intensified bombing of the territory of Laos and
the continued provocations against neutral Cambodia.

The United States government and its representatives in Paris are
stubbornly refusing to discuss, in a businesslike and realistic way, the
just demands of the government of the Democratic Republic of Viet
nam and the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam, and in
the first place the complete and unconditional withdrawal from SoutlT
Vietnam of the troops of the United States and other parties to the
aggressi.on. Instead, they are trying to mislead the public throughout
the world by means of demagogic trickery, and to achieve, through
pressure at the negotiating table, the successes which they have failed
to obtain on the banlefield.

They are evading a solution to the main question of the complete and
unconditional withdrawal of the armed forces of the United States and
its satellites from South Vietnam, and are insisting on a so-called
reciprocal withdrawal of troops.

This means putting the aggressor on the same footing as his victim.
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United States imperialism, however, will never succeed in hiding the
fact that it unleashed, and is stubbornly continuing, the aggrusion in
Vietnam. American intervention in Vietnam is a constant threat to
peace throughout the world. an outright challenge to all the peoples
who ue fighting for IXI':cc. national independence. democracy and
5OCia1 progress. The international communist and working·dass move
menl, loyal to the principles of proletarian internationalism, will in
lhe future, too, in the spirit of fraternal solidarity, continue 10 gin
the Vietnamese people all the necessary help until the final triumph
of their just cau~. The Communist and Workers' Parties are thereby
making a big contribution in the cause of peace throughout the world,
10 the cause of freedom and socialism.

A just solution
The International Conferenoe ()f Communist and Workers' Parties

earnestly declares that a just solution to the Vietnamese problem is
possible only on the basis of guaranteeing the fundamental national
tights of the Vietnamese people.

At the! present time, when the struggle of the Vietnamese people has
entered an important stage and when, thanks to the initiative of the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the National Liberation Front
of South Vietnam, all the necessary condit~ns have been created for
a just political settlement, we demand:

The United States must give up its obstructive altitude at the
quadripartite conference in Paris; _

The United States must immediately stop its aggressive actions in
Vietnam and completely and unconditionally withdraw from South
Vietnam its armed forces and the armed forces of its satellites;

The United States must recognise the right of the population of
South Vietnam to decide their internal affairs themselves, without
foreign interference;

The United States must put an end to all actions directed against
the sovereignty and security of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam;

The Ultited States must put aD end to its interference aod aggression
in Laos and stop the violation of the territorial integrity of Cambodia
and recognise her bardus. and it must renounce its aggressive
aims with regard to the states of South East and East Asia and
strictly observe the Geneva Agreements of 1954 and 1962.
We demand that Thailand, New Zealand, Australia and the South

Korean puppet regime, and also the Federal Republic of Germany and
Japan, put an end to their open or disguised involvement in the United
States' aggression in Vie1nalJ1!

On behalf of the army of communists, many millions strong. we call
upon honest people, upon all who cherish peace, justice, freedom and
the independence of the peoples:

Voice more resolutely throughout the world your protest against the
criminal waf of American imperialism in Vietnam!

Take a more active part in the international movement of Jolidarity
with the heroic Vietnamese people I
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Demand the w,ithdrawal of the US armed forces and lhe armed
forces of their satellites from Vietnam!

Demand an immediate peaceful settlement of tbeV~ ques
tion on the basis of ensuring the inalienable righta of the Vietnamese
poop1.1

Give your support to the Ten Points proposed by the South Vietnam
National Liberation Front!

We call for new, diversified and ever more powerful and concerted
actions by the anti-imperialist and peace loving forces in support 'Of
the Vietnamese people, who arc fighting against US aggression!

Boycott the transportation of soldieu, weapoIll and matorials for the
interventionists and their satellites!

Let us turn July 20, the anniversary of the signing of the Geneva
Agr«mcnts, inca an international day of solidarity with Vietnam. a
day of struggle for an end to Unite<! States aggression!

Glory to the heroic Vietnamese people, who arc courageously
fighting for independence and freedom!

Hold high the banner of international solidarity!
Independence, freedom and peace for Vietnam!
The just cause of the Vietnamese people will triumphl
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APPEAL
IN

DEFENCE of PEACE
We. NP* n1etives ofthe Commwailt and Workers' Parties attODCli.na

1M IDta'Dl:tiOMl CoDkr-:e in Mc*ow, call on the natiom of the
'fIforkl and on all people, irrelpcc;:tive of their convictiOlu and politillal
views. to take joint ae:tiODI in the intel'MU of safeguarding and
.trengtlMoing peace.

1be ltnIJgIe ,oing on is about the mott important thing of all-tbc
future ofthc human race. During the first half of our century world wan
tool:: • 1011 of over 5eVCDty million human lives, and razed thousanw of
ftourishing towns and villages to the ground.

The sinilter atomic mushroom over Hir05hima is a tragic warning
apinst the consequences which may be brought about by a third world
war, if imperialism 511coeeds in unleashing it.

A world conflict in present day conditions, when nuclear bombs caD
reach any continent in a maUer of a few minutes and can devastate huge
territories, would mean the death of hundreds of millions of people and
the turning of the treasures of world civilisation and culture to rubble
and asbes.

Wars, acts of aggression and violence, encroachments upon the
freedom of the peoples-all Ibis bas its sources in the policy of im
perialism.

It is imperialism, and above all American imperialism. that steps up
the IIcnns race, sharpens internationallension and foments conllicts and
local wars in different areas of the world.

American imperialism, Ibat sworn enemy of the freedom of the
peoples, is striving by every means to supp~s the national liberation
movement, is hatching reactionary coups and is foisting anti-popular
regimes upon tbe peoples and is propping them up.

For many years now. the American imperialists have been waging a
war of aggression in Vietnam, making use of the most brutal means.

As a result of tbe Israeli aggression against the Arab peoples, a
dangerous centre of tension is being maintained in the Middle East
which might start a conflagration of war at any moment.

The provocative intrigues of imperialism against Cuba, off the
shores of Korea and against many states in Asia, Africa and Latin
America create a constant threat to peace.

Warlike West German imperialism is gaining strength in Central
Europe and nco-nazism is rearing its head there. Relying on the
aggressive, NATO bloc and acting in close alliance with American
imperialism, the ruling circles of Bonn, which have not learnt the
necessary lessons from the defeat of Hillerite Germany. are pursuing a
policy of revenge, are striving to secure nuclear weapons and are
threatening the security of all tpe peoples of Europe.
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A threat to peace in Europe is created by the military bases granted
to the American imperialists in different NATO countries and in
Spain.

The policy of aggression and wars, pursued in the interests of the
profits of monopOly capit<ll, increases the cltploitalion of wide
sections of people in the capitalist slates themselves, foments racial
discrimination, encourago:s gross violence, leads to the restriction of
dcmocratic liberties and threatcns the vital interests 01" the ptOple.

The militarisation of the economy consumes huge material resources,
lowers living standards and weighs heavily on the ....'9rking people.

Imperialism is responsible for the fact that the greatest achievcments
of science and technology, which open up new horilons before man
kind. are directed towards destruction at a time when hundreus of
millions of people are suffering from hunger and poverty.

That is why the struggle for peace merges with the stru~gle for the
freedom of the peoples, for progress and democrar.:y and for getting rid
of foreign oppression. colonialism and neo-eolonialism, reaction and
fascist dictatorship.

Ali attainable goal
A lasting peace is today not a utopia; 11 IS a perfectly attainable

Sual. Powerful social and political forces now cxist in the world which
come out against war. for a dbentt and for broad international co
operation.

The consistent ptal:e loving policy of the first country of socialism
the So~·iet Union-and of other socialist slal~S. the mounting struggle
of thc working people in the capitalist co.untries. the growth of the
national liberation movement and the actions of broad sections of the
world tJemocralir.: public and of fighters for peace do away wilh (he
fatal incvitability of a new world war, an<ll.:reate a conr.:retc opportunity
for implementinfl! the people's aspir<ltions for peace.

Imperialism can no longer decide the destinies of the world at ;ts own
discretion. The American aggressors have been compelled to stop their
bombing raids on the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and to start
talks.

A treaty has b«n signed on the banning of nuclear tests on the
ground, underwater, and in outer space, and a non-proliferation treaty
has been concluded. This means that it ;s possible to achieve concrete
results when the peoples act vigorously and concertedly.

Although the danger of military connicts will exist as long as
imperialism cxists, peaceful cQ:Cxislence between states with different
social systems is realislic in our time: but peaceful coexistence requires
the cunstant and stubborn struggle of the people against imperialism
and against ils positions of strength policy_

The struggle for peace includes the peaceful initiative of the socialist
states, the victorious battles fought by the Vietnamese patriots .in the
jungles of South Vietnam. the anti-war dcmonstrations in the citie~ of
Europe and America and the struggle of the Japanese people against
American military bases.

The t"ause of peace is also served by the actions of the working class
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against the omnipotence of monopolies, by the resistance of the Latin
American peoples against the dictatorships of the military cliques, by
anti-colonial movements in the countries of Alia and Africa and by
the struggle of the Negro population of the United Stale! for their
rights.

Everybody who takes part in Ihis struggle, irrespective of whether he
wears workman's overalls, tills the soil or works in a laboratory,
contributes 10 the common cause of safeguarding peace.

We call on all working people-workers, peasants, intellectuals,
scientists and men of culture and on all those wh.o want to save and
multiply the fruits of mankind's labour and creative efforts;

On mothers and fathers, who are concerned for the future of their
children;

On young people and students who are striving to implement noble
plans and dreams, and to devote their strength and energies to the
flourishing of their countries:

On members of parliament, statesmen and political leaders, who are
alarmed for the fate of their peoples;

On political parties, trade unions, public organisations and move
ments;

On religious communities and associations, on people of different
religious faiths;

On participants in peace movements and anti-war campaigns;
On all men and women:
To demand an end to the United States aggression in Vietnam, the

withdrawal of American troops and respect for the sovereign rights of
the Vietnamese people-independence, freedom and peace for Vietnam:

To strive for the elimination of the consequences of the Israeli
aggression in the,Middle East on the basis of the resolution of the
United Nations Security Council:

To fight for the' complete abolition of colonialism and neo
colonialism, for the achievement of independence by all the oppressed
peoples, for the ending of the war waged by the Portuguese colonialists,
for the extirpation of shameful racialism in South Africa, and wherever
it manifests itself, and for the abolition of corrupt regimes, henchmen
of foreign monopolies:

To step up their efforts in the struggle for the complete implementa
tion of the principles of peaceful coeKistence of states irrespective of
their social systems, for the easing of inteqtational issues through
talks, against the encroachment of imperialists upon the independence
and sovereignty of the peoples, for their right to determine their future
themselves and for the development of broad equitable co-operation
between states.

We call on allihose who have lived through and remember the horrors
of the last world war, on all the champions of peace in Europe, including
the peace loving public forces of West Germany.

Let us bar the road to the policy of territorial claims pursued in the
Federal Republic of Germany and to its desire to possess nuclear
weapons: let us turn back the forces of neo-nazism!

Recognition of the actual situation which has developed in Europe
as the result of the Second World War, the inviolability of the eKistiDg
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borders and recogqition of the German Democratic Republic-these
are the indispensable conditions for a lasting peace on the continent
of Europe.

Let us launch a struggle for the creation of an effective system of
collective security in Europe, and for an end to the division of the world
into military groups, and for the establishment of an atmosphere of
co-operation and mutual understanding among the peoples.

The way to this would be paved by a general European conference of
states, as was proposed by the Budapest meeting of the Warsaw Trealy
countries.

World peace cannot rely on the "equilibrium orrear." A lasting peace
is unthinkable without an end to the arms race.

It is necessary to secure the establishment of nuclear free zones in
different regions of the globe, the banning of all tests of nuclear
weapons, the earliest possible entry into force of the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and the participation of all
states in that treaty, and the banning of nuclear weapons and the
destruction of stockpiles of those weapons.

It is necessary to demand the removal pf military bases in foreign
territories, the annulment of aggressive military pacts imposed upon
countries and effective international prohibition of all types of chemical
and bacteriological weapons.

It is necessary to strive consistently and stubbornly for general and
complete disarmament.

We communists, despite the difficulties of the past, have preserved
boundless loyalty to Lenin's ideas of international peace and friendship.

Today, as in the past, we shall fight for these noble goals of the
human race, along with all those who come out against the policy of
militarism, aggrejsion and war.

For this purpose we are prepared to develop contacts and to co
operate with the most varied public and political forces.

Unity of all the progressive peace 10Ying forces is the call of O\lr
times.. Firmly united, we shall ensure the victory of the sacred cause of
world peace!
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ADDRESS
on the centenary of the hirth of

VLADIMIR LENIN
As we approach the centenary of the birth of Vladimir Lenin, the Com
munist aDd WorkcB'" Panics addrcu their thoughts to the immonal
geoius of our revolutionary age.

Lenin's name bas come 10 symbolise the triumph of the Greal
October Revolution and the major revolutionary achievements which
have made basic changes in the social image of the world, and have
marked mankind's tum lowards socialism and communism.

Lenin Wll$ a profound thinker. He developed the science founded by
Marx and Engels: dialectical materialism, political e<:onomy. the theory
of socialist revolution and the building of communist societ)'.

Lenin was the founder of the Bolshevik Pany, the first proletarian
party of a new type. He was the leader of the world's first triumphant
socialist revolution. He was the founder of the world's first proletarian
stale and of Soviet socialist democracy.

Lenin was an implacable fighter against imperialism and reaction. He
stood for the concerted action of all sections of the working people in
battles against the common class enemy. He was a consistent inter·
nationalist, a champion ofequality, peace, and friendship among peoples.

He condemned ~ith anger all forms of racialism and chauvinism.
Lenin was !he friend of the oppressed nations, the man who pointed

out the successful road in the struggle against colonialism, for the
independence and freedom of !he peoples and for their right to deter
mine their own destiny.

The recognise<! leader of the intemationa! work.mg class. Lenin saw
the proletariat as the leading force capable of carrying out the world
historic mission of ovcnhrowing capitalism and of effecting socialist
changes in society.

The concept ofan aUiancc between the working class and the peasants
was Lenin's. He called for unity in the working class movement and
was implacable towards opportunism in all its forms.

Under the influence of Leninism, a generation of communists grew up
who _re completely dedicated to the working class, the people and the
cause of socialism.

Lenin's life and work., his noble qualities as a revolutionary, as a
comrade and as a man, will always serve as an inspiring u.ample for
millions of revolutionary fighters the world over.

Guided by Leninism, the revolutionary movement in most countries
rose to a new level. New Communist Parties were founded and grew
strong. The international communist mO~'emcnt became a world force.
the most influential political force of our time.

The experience of the international socialist movement and the work·
ing class and national liberation movements have confirmed the inter·
national significance of Marxism-Lellinism.
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The triumph of the socialist revolution in a number of countries, the
emergence of the world system of socialism, the gains of the working
class movement in the capitalist countries, the beginning of independent.
social and political activity by the peoples of the former colonies and
semi-eolonies and the unparalleled advances of the anti-imperialist
struggle are all proof of the historical tr.uth of Leninism, a teaching tp.at
expresses the basic needs of our time.

We have every "right today to use the same words in speaking of
Lenin's teachings as he himself used in describing Marxism: the teaching
is all-powerful and for that reason true.

Source of inspiration
Marxist-Leninist theory and ilS creative use in concrete conditions

helps us to find scientific answers to the questions which arise before all
sections of the world revolutionary movement wherever they operate.

Loyalty to Marxism-Leninism, the great international teaching, is the
guarantee of future success in the communist movement.

Communists see defence of the revolutionary principles of Marxism
Leninism and of working class internationalism as their task in the
struggle against all opponents. They see their task as consisting of the
undeviating translation of these principles into life, and the constant de
velopment of Marxist-Leninist theory and its enrichment on the basis of
modern experience in class struggle and the building of socialist society.

Communists will always be loyal to the creative spirit.of Leninism.
The approaching Lenin anniversary is a historic date of world im

portance. Communist and Workers' Parties are approaching this
anniversary in conditions when an intensification of revolutionary
activity is taking place, and are marking it by stepping up political and
ideological work among the people and by expanding and strengthening
,their ranks. .

They are sparing no effort to mobilise the revolutionary energy of.
working people in the struggle against imperialism and for the radiant
ideals of socialism.
_ The delegates to the International Conference of Communist and
Workers' Parties call on all communislS, all fighters for the.socialist
transformation of society and all supporters of progress and peace to
mark the centenary of the great Lenin's birth in a worthy manner.

Study the works of leninl In them you will find an inexhaustible
source of inspiration for the struggle against reaction and oppres"sion.
for socialism and peace. Acquaintance with them will help the young
generation to see with greater clarity the revolutionary prospects of our
epoch. Publicise on a greater scale the achievements of Leni!iism. the
successes of the socialist countries, the Communist Parties and all the
revolutionary forces.!

Workers of all countries, peoples of the whole world, in the cause of
the triumph of Lenin's ideals we call on you to join actively the great and
noble battle of the working class for peace, democracy. national ind¢
pendence and socialism.

Let us raise higher the banner of Leninism in the.struggle for the re
. volutionary renovation of the world!

Long live Leninism!
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FINAL COMMUNIQUE
The [nteroatianal Conference of 15 Communist and Workers' Parties

was held in Moscow from June 5 to 17. The delegates to tile con
ference assessed it as a major event in the development of the struggle
against imperialism, in Ihe cause of achieving ami-imperialist unity of
action by the widest sections or the: people Ihroughout the world,and as
an important stage on the road of strengthening the unity of the com
munist movement on the principles of Marxism-Leninism and prole
tarian inlcrnationalism.

Delegations from 15 Communist and Workers' Parties took part in
the meeting:

Communist Party of Australia, Communist Party of Austria, Socialist
Vanguard Party of Algeria, Communist Party of Argentina, Communist
Party of Belgium, Socialist Unity Party of West Berlin, Bulgarian
Communist Party, Communist Party of Bolivia, Brazilian Communist
Party, Communist Party of Great Britain, Hungarian Socialist Workers'
Party, Communist Party of Venezuela, United Party of Haitian Com
munists, People's Progressive Party of Guyana, Guadeloupe Communist
Party, Guatemala Party of Labour, ComQlunist Party of Germany,
Socialist Unity Party of Germany, Communist Party of Honduras,
Communist Party of Greece, Danish Communist Party, Dominican
Communist Party, Communist Party of Israel, Indian Communist Party,
Communist Party of Jordan, Communist Party of Iraq, People's Party
of Iran, Communist Party of Northern Ireland, Irish Workers' Party,
Communist Party of Spain, Italian Communist Party, Canadian Com
munist Party, Progressive Party of the Working People of Cyprus, Com
munist Party of Colombia.

People's Vanguard Party of Costa Rica, Communist Party of Cuba
(as an observer), Communist Party of Lethoto, Lebanese Communist
Party, Communist Party of Luxembourg, Party of Liberation and
Socialism (Morocco), Martinique Communist Party, Mexican Com
munist Party, Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party, Party of
Nigerian Marxist-Leninists, Nicaraguan SOj:ialist Party, Communist
Party of Norway, Communist Party of East Pakistan, People's Party of
Panama, Paraguayan Communist Party, Peruvian Communist Party,
Polish United Workers' Party, Portuguese Communist Party, Puerto
Rican Communist Party, Reunion Communist Party, Rumanian Com
munist Party, Communist Party of salvador.

san Marino Communist Party, Syrian Communist Party, Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, Communist Party of the United States, Com
munist Party of the Sudan, Tunisian Communist Party, Communist
Party of Turkey, Communist Party of Uruguay, Communist Party of
Finland, French Communist Party, Communist Party of Ceylon,
Communist Pa'rty of Czechoslovakia, Communist Party of Chile. Swiss
Party of Labour, Left Party-Communists of Sweden (as observers).
Communist Party qf Ecuador, South African Communist Party, and
two parties working underground whose names were not made public
for security reasons.



The conference adopted the main document: "l1\e Tasks at the
Present Stage of tlie Strugg.le against Imperialism and United Action of
Communist and Workers' Panies and all anli.imperialist forces."

While also supporting the slren,thening of the unity of Communist
and Workers' Parties and all a'!li.tmperiaiisl forces, the delegattons of
the Communist Partics of Australia, Italy, San Marino and Reunion CIl

pressed compleliC agreement only with lhat section of the document
which outlines the joint programme of struggle against imperialism,
while the delegate of the Dominican Communiil Party did nOI support
the main document. .

The delegates to the conference also discussed the question of
celebrating the centenary of the birth of V. I. Lenin and warmly and
with enthusiasm approved the address on "The Centenary of the Birth of
Vladimir Uyich Lenin:'

The conference addressed to the peoples of the work! the appeal
"Independence, Freedom and Peace for Vietnam." It warmly greeted
the setting up of the Provisional Revolutionary Government of the
Republic of South Vietnam.

The conference adopted an appeal "In Defence of Peace,"
It adopted a statement in support of the just struggle of the Arab

peoples against Israeli aggression, and a statement of solidarity with
communists and democrats who are being subjected to most sava~e re·
pressions, and are conducting a selness struggle in difficull condItions
against reactionary dictatorial regimes which are supported by inter
national imperialism.

The conference took place in an atmosphere offrankness and fraternal
solidarity and was widely reported.

The principles of the equality of all panies and of collective methods
of work were strictly observed both in the preparatory period and in the
course of the conference itself.

The delegates to the conference expressed their desire for the
funher development of ties between Communist and Workers' Partles.
They reaffirmed the usefulness of bilatenlll and regional meetings and of
holding, as the need arises, international conferences of Communist and
Workers' Panies to exchange views and ell:pc:rience, for collective
discussion and to work out current political and theoretical qtteStions
and problems of the struggle against imperialism, for the triumph of the
cause of peace, national independence, democracy and socialism.

• • •
It has been decided to send the materials of the conference also to the

Communist and Workers' Parties that did not participate in its work.
The delegates to the conference are firmly convinced that its

results accord with the interests of every Communist Party and the
entire international communist movement.

..



Comrade J. B. Marks
ChaIrman or the South Arrican

Communist Party



SPEECH BY J. B. MARKS

Chairman of the
South African Communist Party
Head of the S.A.C.P. Delegation
Dear Comrades.

To this great and historic Conference we bring greetings to OUT

brother Parties from the Communists of South Africa, from all revolu
tionaries of our country-in the gruesome jails of the fascist Vorster
regime; working in perilous underground conditions: or participating
in the armed struggle which is now raging in Southern Africa.

As the main draft document before this meeting points out the slruggle
for the liberation of OUT region is one

'of great importance for the fulure of Africa and world pt'lice'
The world is well aware that the raciSI leaders of the so-called while

miQority in South Africa have turned our beautiful and wealthy
country into a hell for thegfea! majority of our people, csp«iatly for the
indigenous Africans who comprise" most of the: population. Our land
has been forcibly usurped; our people: turned into a landless. rightle:ss
prole:tariat, the object of fie:rce and unrestraine:d e:xploitation and
oppression.

What is perhaps not so fully re:alised is that the: present day Re:public
of South Africa is an imperialist state: itself. It has seized the former
mandate of Namibia (South West Africa) and exploils it as its colony.
II is the main partner in Ihe Unholy Alliance with Rhodesia and Portugal,
who, together. retain avast area of our continent as one of the laSI
refuges of open and unashamed colonialism. II openly threatens the
sovereignty and independence of Zambia and Tanzania-and. ulti
mately. of evcry African stale.

Against these lerrorist, racist regimes the masses of people of our
countries have learnt. through many years of bitter experience. there is
no way to emancipation eJlcept that of revolutionary armed struggle:. We
did not reach this conclusion as a result of any prc:col'lC('i\'c:d nOlions
regarding methods of struggle. any so-called universally-valid dogma.
Indeed we fully agrc:c: that it is for the revolutionaries ofe:very country to
evol'(c: their own method" according to their own circumstances. of
altaining our common goal: the: conquest of power for the: masses of
working people. But in our l:ondilions of total suppression of the
people's rights, of eonstanl. daily terror and force exen;:isc:d against the
masses, with lens of thousands of palriolS in detcmion alld maSSlll:reS a
commonplace. with the greal nmjority of the people in a state of sccthing
revoh against enslavement and intolerable (Ilfronts to lheir human
dignilY, therc could be 110 other way forward.
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Indeed, comrade.s, a war has already begun and is-in progress for the
liberation of Southern Africa. [n Mozambique, in Angola, in Guinea
Bissau, in Namibia and even in the Republic of South Africa itself,
fighting has broken out. Brave African guerillas are dealing heavy
blows at the fascist and racist rtgim~. Behind the lines the workers of
town and countryside are increasingly defying the fascist terror and
raising the banner of resistance. Inevitably the struggle will spread and
merge into a single people's war which can only end in the destruction of
white minority rule and the establishment of peoplo's power. We shall
win!

In Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) since August 1967, numerous armed clashes
have taken place between the 'security forces' of the notorious Smith

_regime and guerilla units made up of joint forces of the Zimbabwe
African People's Union (ZAPU) and the African National Congress
(ANC}-the mass liberation movement of our country, the Republic of
South Africa. These two organisations have concluded a military
alliance which is an outstanding and inspiring example of true fralemal
unity in action.

It is no secret that the Smith regime relies heavily on massive military
and economic aid from the fascist Republic in the South. In fact with.
the complicity of Britain and its Labour government tile Republic of
South Africa has sent troops into Rhodesia on a large scale since the
outbreak of guerilla activities. Recently the South African Minister of
Police, Muller, admined in the all-white Parliament that the Republic
had sent further reinforcements of armed and specially-trained police to
fight in Zimbabwe, on the border offrce zambia. It cannot be doubted
that, but for this aid, the Smith regime would by now have been over·
thrown, and that it now stands in the same relation to the fascist
Republic as does the puppet regime in South Vietnam to the United
States.

This armed struggle enjoys the fullest support of our Party. I sboWd like
ben at this great meeting to Worm you tbat members of your Sooth
African brother Party are fightiDg in the (roal IiDes, side by side with our
noo-CommWlist colDJ"lldes. TheJr courage aad devotion haTe proTed
worthy of the bigbest traditions of our movement; muy have laid down
their liTes in the struggle to liberate our COUDIry.
Comrades,

We South African revolutionaries are deeply conscious of the inter
national significance of our struggle.

Behind the vicious and disgraceful regimes of Yorster, Smith and
Caetano stand the sinister powers of NATO and Japan, of world
imperialism. It is no exaggeration to say that, but for this backing
financial, military, political-our people would long ago have won their
freedom.

To tbe imperialists, South Africa is a treasure-chest for the accumula
tion of super-profits from the fruits of our rich mineral and other
natural resources and from the merciless exploitation of African labour
power.

It is also a stronghold of reaction and colonialism in Africa and a
strategic key·point in the global strategy of the imperialists. It is a hot
hed for the breeding of the disgusting theories of racism and neo-nazism.

"



Under the successive Premierships of Verwoerd and Vorster, men who
openly espoused the cause and ideas of Hitler during the war, the
Republic of SoUlh Africa became the refuge of nazi war-eriniinals and a
haven for their capital which was endangered after the collapse of the
'Third Reich'. Ever closer relationships, economic and political, are
being forged with the nco-nazis of Bonn. West German imperialism is
establishing a firm foothold in our country. challenging 'the well·
entrenched interests of British, U.S. and other well-established in
vestors in the race to extract maximum profits, and concluding secret
and sinster agreem~ts regarding the production of fissionable uranium,
poison gases and other weapons.

Everywhere the South African racists are seen as among the outstand·
ing supporters of international reaction and imperialism. The Israeli
aggression of June 1967 helped the Republic of South Africa by forcing
the closure of the Suez Canal, to the great profit of Cape Town and
other South African porls. The Republic has reciprocated the favour by
rendering important practical support to the zionist aggressors.

At the same time we are deeply conscious and appreciative of the
powerful support for our people's struggles from innumerable friends of
freedom throughout the world. In one sphere after anolher of inter·
national relations, ranging from trade and diplomacy to culture and
sport, the door is correctly being slammed in Ihe faoc of Ihe ignominious
racists of"South Africa.

The independellt states of Africa, the Soviet Union and other socialist
countries, the labour and democratic movements in the capitalist
countries, have repeatedly denounced apartheid. They have demande<l
that South Africa implement human rights aQd dignity. They have
demanded the release of Mandela. Sisulu, Kathrada, Mbeki, Fischer
and innumerable other heroes of our people now serving life imprison.
ment and other heavy sentences under atrocious conditions in the fascist
jails.

Above aU they have reDdered and are teDderiDg valuable practkal
support to our freedom-fighters: .money, food, clothing, medicines,
assistance In military training and-most precious-arms. We take this
opportuDity, COmrtlcles, iD the pre5Cll(e of the leaders of the Soviet Union,
the Germ.. Democratic Republic, Bulgaria, PolaBd, Hungary, MODgoBa,
Cuba and other socialist COWlI9cs, to say thai our people wiD never forget
the warm. comradely solidarity llley have sboml In pro'fiding us with the
IDeaJIS for our CIIWlCllNldoa.

Many of our brother Parties here represented have carried OUI many
solidarity actions with our people, or taken part in broad anti-apartheid
movements in their countries. To all those Parties-Ihose of Britain and
other West European and Scandinavian countries, of lndia and other
Asian countries, of North and South America-may we express our
deep gratitude; our confidence that they will redouble their efforts in the
stormy period now facing our struggle; our hope that all here will follow
their example.

The very nature of our struggle has taught our revolutionaries, Com
munists and non-Communists alike, the fundamental lessons of inter
natiolUtlism. We know full well from practical experience that our

"



struggle against imperialism is one with that of our brolll.ers fighting the
same enemy in every country of the world.

We are at one with the fighting people of Vietnam. Their implacable
and victorious fight against the biggest imperialist power is a shining
example, a glorious inspiration, to all the oppressed and eltploited of
the earth.

We are at one willi. the brother Arab peoples to our North, in their
determined resistance to imperialist-backed zionist aggression, for the
recovery of their lands and the assertion of their rights to self-determina
tion.

We rejoice at every advance of our comrades everywhere, We hail the
important step towards people's power in which a big part has been
played by the MaTltist-Leninist vanguard: lhe Sudanese Communist
Party. We hail every step in the social, economic- and ideological pro
gress" and cohesioo of our class brothers, our close and trusled allies, the
leaders and the people of the socialist community.

Our slruggle also is not only for our own liberation. It is at the same
time our contribution to the common fight, a fulfilment of our inter
nalionalist duty.

• • •

That is eltactly why for a number of years we of th.e South African
Communist Party have been consistently and vigorously appealing for
unity within the ranks of the international communist movement,
vanguard detachment of the world anli.imperialist forces. Unity of our
movement is the key to the rallying of all who fight imperialism, war.
colonialism and exploitation. Our Parly enthusiastically welcomed the
convocation of this conference; we have to the best of our ability
contributed to its preparation.

Rarely, if ever, has an international gathering been prepared with
such thoroughness, such patience, as this great and historic conference.
We should like at this stage to express our very sincere appreciation of
the lireless efforts of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, of the
Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party-indeed of all whose labours over
the past fifteen months have cleared the way to the achievement of this
wonderful re4nion of nearly all the main contingents of our great ml;)Ve
ment.

We must recognise, comrades, that this has been no easy task. We are
all well aware that a number ofdifferences ofperspec:tive and interpreta
tion have developed between various parties. We hope very much that
in Ihe course of lime, of comradely discussion, and above all, the test'of
practice,. these differences will be resolved. That is a task which still
confronts us.

But, during the arduous preparations for this conference, most of us
have come to realise thai this long-term process could not and must not
impede us in th.e most urgent and imperative duty which history has
placed before us. That task is to concentrate at this stage not upon our
temporary differences, but upon the immeasurably greater and more



important area of our agreement; upon our pressing need to present a
common front to the common enemy.

We are faced with a ruthless, vicious and dangerous enemy: imperial
ism. The enemy, as well defined and described in the main document
placed before us by the Preparatory Committee, is ceaselessly plolting
acts of intervention and subversion against socialist and other non
imperialist countries, acts of provocation and outright lawless aggres
sion. Against patriots, revolutionaries, working class militants every
where it wreaks savage reprisals and murder. It constantly menaces the
world with the horrors of atomic, chemical and bacterial war which only
our combined actions and vigilance holds at bay.

This enemy will not pause in its onslaught on our forces and allies
while.we engage our energies in protracted -debates.

Therefore it became imperatively incumbent upon us to unite our
ranks, and to agree on how to rally all anti.imperialist forces. We had to
leave aside for the time being those issues where we differ. History
demanded of us that we concentrate on the wide area of common agree
ment; that we restate our common tasks- in contemporary terms in a
manner capable of mobilising our whole movement and its allies.

That task has been brilliantly accomplished by our Preparatory
Commitlee and the documents it has placed before this conference.

Comrades, our Central Committee fully supports these documents. Our
delegation bas been entrusted and empowered, on behalf of our Party, to
sign these documentli and to pledge our Party's Itreogtb and resources to
mobiUse the "'orkiDg people of Soutb Africa (or their translation into
reaUty.

We warmly express our agreement with lhose constructive speeches
which have elaborated and elucidated these documents-speeches such
as those of Comrades Brezhnev, Gomulka and Hall-and we feel that
to explain exactly why we concur wilh the conlents of the main docu
ment, the peace appeal, the documents on the preparation of the Lenin
centenary and the demand for the ending of imperialist aggression in
Vietnam-would merely be to repeat what others have said most ably.

. We have listened carefully also to the addresses of those comrades
who expressed differences with the documents, particularly the main
document.

Frankly, comrades, we find some of their arguments rather difficult to
understand. For e.xample, some comrades have gone into lengthy
criticisms of the document, not because of what it says but because of
what it does not say. One would logically, perhaps, then expect them to
propose sOllle additional material. But surprisingly enough"they are
recommending that we delete whole sections amounting in some cases
to three-quarters of the whole. .

We are also surprised at the type of subject.matter which some of
these comrades are saying the document lacks. More than one delega
tion here has drawn attention to the events in Czechoslovakia, despite
the well-grounded appeal of our Czechoslovakian comrades not to make
their country's problems, at this complex stage, the subject of inter
national debate.

Thesecomradesmust be well aware that their special and rather strange

"



POint of view on this question is far from receiving general support in
our Communist movement. And this is true of nearly all the olher
questions which a few parties insist are so essential 10 the documents
that their omission makes it unacceptable; even though there is nothing
actually in the document which we cannot all subscribe to. But these
comrades know that their special view on these questions is one which
this conference cannot and will not accept; they have repeatedly enjoyed
and they have made full use of the opportunity to advance these views
throughout the preparatory stages of this conference. The amendments
they proposed/which found general support were accepted 'and are
included in the c;iraft. The others were omilled, and properly so.

Surely, comrades, that was precisely what we set out to do in preparing
this conference and its documents. II was clear to all of us that there
were some mallers on which we could not all reach agreement now.
Therefore we decided to devote ourselves to the priority question of
formulating our agreement on the urgent tasks of the present stage of the
anti-imperialist fight. This is precisely the measure of our achievement in
drawing up this wide-ranging Marxist-Leninist document which is
before us; which draws the statement of our immediate tasks out of the
analysis of the current situation.

Ofcourse, each Party makes its own assessment of events at home and
abroad. We could never hope to draw up a single document which would
succeed in combining all the viewpoints ofall the Parties. From our point
of view, for example, we feel tllat a rather disproportionately large
amount of allention has been devoted to the problems of Europe. We
and other people actually engaged in anti-colonialist struggles would
surely consider it over-optimistic to imagine the Social-Democrats as
partners in an anti-imperialist fighting front; we have fresh memories of
the betrayal of the French Socialist Party over Algeria; the abject sell
out of the British Labour Party over Zimbabwe; the role of the West
German Social Democrats as part of the Bonn imperialist policy of
alliance with fascist South Africa.

But we realise that this is a collective document of the movement as a
whole, and we fully accept it and support it as such. We are totally
opposed to any procedure of allegedly "improving" it by means of
amputating its members or mUlHating it.

Comrades, our delegation would like, here, to say a word about the
so-called principle of unanimity. It is true that unanimity is a goal
towards which we must ever strive. But it would be absurd to elevate
this into an absolute principle. We may not like to talk of 'majorities'
and 'minorities' in a gathering such as this. But we are not lawyers and
we are not a debating society; we are a gathering of practical revolu
tionaries engaged in a life-and-death struggle whose outcome will decide
the future of mankind. We dare not allow ourselves to be placed in a
position where a few Parties, or even a single Party can be given a power
of veto which would, in effect condemn our. movement to paralysis. We
appeal to all our comrades here, to their Central Committees, to parti-'
cipatc in endorsing this unity-building document. If they will not do it
now, immediately, we trust that they wi11 consider their position soon
after we have concluded our deliberations and associate themselves. But



if nearly all our Par,ties want to sign this document now they must be free
to do so.

• • •
Dear Comrades, we are well aware tltat we ltave not come here to

engage in polemics with the rather puerile 'ideological' propositions
advanced by the Maoist group. We have no intention of doing so. But
when it comes to the external activities of the Chinese government which
impinge on our struggle against imperialism, which so far from advanc
ing that struggle positively impede it and are in practice aiding and abet
ting the enemy, this is something we cannot afford to ignore. Our Party
vigorously condemns the border provocations committed against the
Soviet Union, the citadel of socialism and mainstay of Ihe anti-imperial
ist forces everywhere. We were deeply impressed by the speech of the
West German Communist Party delegate, when he gave such striking
evidence of collusion between the Maoists and the Bonn imperialists.

For a number of years we have seen the sidetracking and disruption
of various international solidarity organisations by Chinese delegations
who persisted in dragging into gatherings of non-Communists their
alleged 'ideological' campaign against the CPSU and the world com
munist movement. At one time the Pcople's Republic of China rendered
valuable assistance to the African National Congress, the fighting
national liberation movement of our country. But for several year~, and
without reason or explanation, this aid has'been withdrawn; instead we
find the Maoists subsidising and actually preserving from complete
collapse a group of right-wing renegades from our struggle whom docu
mentary evidence now proves to have been started at the instance, and
wilh the support, of the CIA.

Our movement has not, and should not, shut the door to any Com
munist Party. We have invited the Communist Party of China to every
meeting at every stage of the convocation and preparation of this
conference. They have refused even to accept our invitations; Ihey have
accused the Communists of all the world of being 'revisionists' and
'renegades'. The world may judge to whom those descriptions more
fittingly apply.

Comrades, it is fitting indeed that our notable meeting takes place on the
eve of the celltenary of the birth of that great genius of our movement,
founder of the Soviet State and leader of the oppressed and working people
tbe world over-Lenin the Liberator. We must congratulate the initiators
aDd the drafters of the fine address on this occasion which has been placed
before us.

We believe that our meeting has been worthy of this momcntous
occasion, that it will go down as a turning point from which we shall
go forward in greater unity than ever 10 rally our own fDlces and all
fighters against imperialism, for fresh advances, fresh victories for the
cause of human liberation.

Comrades, we arc a part of the great army of Communists; the greatest
army of freedom this earth has ever knolt'n. We uphold a g10riOI'S aDd
Doble cause who~ ultimate, world-wide tictory is assured. Not OD~ of our



Parties here represented is without its heroes and martyrs of the w.orking
class struggle. rn the name of these honoured dead, comrades, of aU we
hne fought so hard and so long to attain, here in this city ~'hose very name
is an inspiration to every revolutionary, let us rededicate ourselves now to
our historic missioll-the dO"lIfall of imperialism, war. oppression and the
exploitation of man by man; the triumph of peace, oational freedom,
democracy and socialism, all over the world!
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